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PEPACE

1. The Public Record Office reference (E 179 .../..) is given

for all documents included in the Gazetteex of Part III.

Soke documents are also examined in Part I and Part II but

the reference is not repeated. The Inclusion of footnotes

would have considerablr extended th. length of the thesie and

the PRO reference i1l be easily found in the Gazetteer.

Chapter 8 of Part I introduces the Gazetteer.

2. Maps are of fundamental importance in this thesis - there are

108 pages of thea. It is assumed the reader will continuously

refer to the appropriate maps. Chapter 7 of Part I introduces

the series of maps in the thesis.

3. A list of relevant bibliographical references will be found at

the end of each chapter and county section in the thesis.

In the Gazetteer of Part III, it is assumed the reader will

be familiar with the following workes

LC. Darby and. others s The Domesday Geography of England

R.E. Glaeecock; The distribution of lay wealth in south-east
England In the early fourteenth century,
Ph.D. thesis, London, (unpublished), 1963.

The following abbreviations are used:

V.C.H. refer. to the Tictoria History of the county which
is under examination in the Gazetteer.

E.P.I.S. refers to the English Place Name Society voluaies of
the county which is under examination.
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ABSTRACT

The Lay Subsidy surveys were compiled in 1524 and 1525 and

cover almost every county in England. The name of each taxpayer

was recorded together with his level of wealth, and. this material

can now be studied in the Public Record Office.

This is the first time that each list in the two surveys has

been analysed end compared with those of the remainder of the

country. The distribution of regional wealth and population may

be measured from the spread of taxation.

Part I of the work examines the value of the lay subsidy surveys

of 1524 and 1525 as source material for the historical geographer.

Part II presents a summary of the national spread of wealth

and population. This is followed by a brief account of the experience

of each county included by the Act of Subsidy. The returns are

analysed with the help of 108 pages of maps.

Part III consists of a Gazetteer which summarises the contents

of each extant membrane belonging to the lay subsidy and found in

the Public Record Office today.
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PART 1

TEE LAY SuBSIDY

OF 1524 an 1525
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CHAPTER 1.

There were striking regional differences in the distribution of

wealth and population in medieval England. Each county had its own

range of diversitys the spread of men and money varied over short

distances because the social and economic composition of England

reflected features in the local landscape and. population.

The medieval topographers were aware of this diversity and

regionalism during their travels, but their records are not very

illuminating. The sparsity of reference and the lack of detail

in their observations may be illustrated by- the writings of Nicander

Nucius. fle wrotes

"And the whole island is diversified with fruitfull hills and plains
and abounds with marshes and well-timbered oak forests; it has
moreover woods and lakes near the sea".

Eva Taylor (1936) made a systematic study of early Tudor England in

"The Historical Geography of England before 1800". Examples and

quotations were taken from the notes of John Leland, although this

topographer could not possibly visit and record information from

all parts of the land. His judgments were subjective, and for these

reasons, Professor Tylora account lacks precision. For example,

London is described as being three times as large as York, the next

most important English city- - but there is no valid statistical

evidence for this statement.

A more reliable picture of England emerges through a statistical

analysis of the lay subsidy returns of 1524/5. The subsidy was a
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form of taxation paid by the laity of the country to the Crown.

Men throughout the country compiled lists of people they considered

capable of paying tax, and treated each community in the same way.

The survey liste were deposited in the Exchequer so that they could.

be audited and. stored. The distribution of wealth and. population

can be measured. from these taxation payments drawn up in two years

of the sixteenth century.

The subsidy surveys may be used for another reason. Research is

limited, by the localised nature of much source material, and it is

often difficult to correlate studies made in diverse parts of the

country. The East Anglian textile area, for instance, may be described

as prosperous, but the statement has ery little meaning unless

comparisons are drawn with other parts of the country. The textile

centres of East Anglia and. the West Country should be compared. in

detail aM only after this has been done can the riches of the Suffolk

woollen towns be accurately assessed.. This broader form of approach can

be achieved through the use of the lay subsi4 returns. The lists

cover all the country - except Northumberland, Durham, Cumberland,

Westmoand and Cheshire. Parts of the Welsh borderland were

excluded because they were still in Wales, and the Cinque Ports and

a few small centres were also omitted..

The full lay subsidy surveys cover nearly all of England, and give

a standard measurement of the distribution of wealth and population.

With this information, the diversity and. regionalism noticed by

contemporaries can be better understood. In this present work, literary
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sources are not used. In the future, it may be possible to complement

the "mere facts and figures" of a tax survey with the note-takings

of such topographers as John Leland.

The lay subsidy returns have so far been considered within their

Tudor context. They may have an even wider role to play in medieval

research. There have been two earlier studies of the regional wealth

of England: "The Domesday Geographies" have traced the distribution of

wealth in 1086 (Darby, 1952 and. later), and R.E. Glassoock has

recently used the 1334 lay subsidy returns for a similar purpose (1963).

The present work marks the third cross-section in this series of

medieval studies and the methods of examining wealth at the three dates

are similar so a. to ensure a valid comparison in time and place.

One region in the 1524/5 returns can be accurately compared with

another, and with itself or other parts in 1086 and 1334. This present

work hopes to represent a stage in the project which will illustrate

the changing regional significance of each part of England during

the medieval period.

A late medieval cross-section is interesting because the Domesday

Book was as remote from Cardinal Wolsey as the Tudor Exchequer is

from the present-day. The choice of a date for the cross-section is,

however, very limited. R.S. Schofield. (1965) has shown the acute lack

of material for a comprehensive study of the distribution of wealth.

The necessary data, surveyed in units as small as the parish, are

available for only two years during the whole of the fifteenth and
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sixteenth centuries. Whilst in some respects the lay subsidy of

1543/5 is superior, a large part of the documentation is defective

or lost, and only the surveys of 1524 and 1525 are suitable for

the cross-section.

Dr. Schofield. (1963) has traced the evolution of the subsidT

structure of 1524/5, and has outlined the nature of the Act of

1523. From an extensive range of documents compiled in London, be

has discussed the administration of the surveys, and the difficulties

which were encountered. This present study, in a sense, complements

his work. It is based on the records written in the hundreds and

boroughs of England, and which were later sent to the Exchequer.

Although this work is orientated from the towns and villages of

the countryside toward the London Exchequer, it does not mean that

personal names and. fortunes are specifically studied. Genealogists

have found the subsidy lists of great value, (Dawe and others) but

here they are used. to discover the size and. wealth of communities.

The lay subsidy returns were uniquely extensive in their scope - they

provide an insight into the relationship between the government and

the governed, and between the country and the countryside.

references s
B.C. Darby, The Domesday geography of eastern England,' 1952.
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CHAPTER 2. THE MAXIN( OF THE SURVEYS

In 1523, the Crown felt the need for additional. revenue and guided

an Act of Subsidy through parliament. The Act represented the

settlement of a series of qu.stiones

1. Th. value and. feasibility of a subsidy.

2. The m-ner in which the subsidy survey and collection should be

carried out.

3. The timing of. the subaidy.

4. The scale of the subsidy.

Like many human decisions, things went wrong. The later amendments and

adaptations changed the appearance and utility of the source

material which survives today.

1. The purpose of the subsidy.

In late 1523, certificates addressed to Ipswioh (E 179 180/129)

and Colchester (E 179 108/147) showed that "great. and. notable sdmes

of money" were desperately needed for the war effort. England was

becoming involved in the continent of Europe and there had for long

been trouble on the Scottish border. This was the reason for the

subsidy - th. early Thdor Exchequer could manage during peace-time,

but the shortage of regular income became critical during war.

Cardinal Wolsey, with others, realised that effectiv, taxation

was impossible until the distribution of wealth in England was known.

There were at least two reasons hy the spread of taxable wealth

was not known to the Exoheuer. One was the immensity of the
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surveyors' task in tracing the regional distribution of income.

S.f. Bindoff (1950) has noted that "Penzance (was) then as distant

in time from Bersick as is London now from Sydney". The Crown was

naturally reluctant to survey the greater part of England and to

make returns which were relatively uniform in character. It

represented an enormous undertaking.

Seoond]y, political factors had hitherto prevented the king of

a permanent list of taxpayers. Parliament feared that if the Crown

once obtained a list, it would be much easier to tax th. country

again. The Crown would be tempted to use the list time after time.

For these reasons, men were reluctant to declare their true wealth,

and were very auspicious of future royal intentions. G.R. Elton

(1955) has ,i,innsiriaed. the dangers of exacting loans, subsidies and

grants from the population within a short span of time. The subsidy

of 1524/5 illustrated the Crown' s belief in the prosperity of the

nation since it was thought worthwhile to mount th. subsidy in the

face of great difficulty. Nevertheless, J.S. Brewer (1884) believed

that great boldness was shown by the projectors of the Act of Subsidy

in 1523.

War alone caused a directly assessed survey of contemporary

wealth to be made. The course of the survey. was influenced by the

need for war revenue and any use of the lay subsidies today must

take into account this political end military background,
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2. The method of the eubeidy

There were other ways of raising revenue. A muster of March 1522

was designed to survey the availability of men and materials in

the event of war. At he sane time, personal wealth was assessed

so that it could be quickly deployed to meet any military expenditure.

The muster was purely and simply a survey. There was, however, a

secret purpose. The information received on personal wealth was used

to prepare the way for a loan of 2/- in the £ oh assessments of £5

and more. This intention was concealed for a long time in order that

the surveys should be made without prejudice. (In the following

Chapters, this survey is called the muster)

Two loans were eventually levied in spit. of widespread

resentment (Chibnel]. and Woodm, 1950). Sinc. repayment was

impossible, it was transformed in 1529 into a retrospective tax.

In 1523, it was clear to the Crown that another loan was politically

dangerous, and another form of revenue collection had to be found.

The eubsidy was the most popular device for raising revenue

(Beresford,1963) "The fifteenth and the tenth" was introduced in

its final form in 1334 - a fifteenth of the rural wealth and a tenth

of the borough and demesne wealth in moveables were taken in tax.

Th. subsidy on people was indirect - the tax was levied on each viii,

which then raised the money amongst its inhabitants. Although the

subsidy was frequently used, the assessments on the wills were

rarely modified, and never fully revised. There were few attempts to

adjust the distribution of taxation, and the eubsidy did not indicate
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1,

the real wealth of towne and villages.

The one great attribute of the "fifteenth and tenth" was that it

raised a fixed and predictable sum of money. It was a deficient, yet

reliable, means of raising revenue! The Crown was forced to tolerate

it because a more efficient system was politically impossible. In

the early Tudor period, however, it became clear that a subsidy was

needed which recognised the changing prosperity of each vill in the

country. In the reign of Henry Viii, the opposition to euch a. subsidy

was overcome, and the Exchequer and local bodies of commissioners and

assessors felt sufficiently competent to undertake the necessary

surveys.

In 1489, "the first of the Tudor subsidies on land and. goods" was

introduced, but ended in failure (Tait, 1924). The survey of 1513

was more successful, and represented the first major extension of

taxation since 1380 (Schofield,l963). The Exchequer directly assessed

each person for his current wealth. The Crown through parliament made

further surveys between 1514 and 1516, and within four years a

directly assessed. personal tax became an acceptable means of finding

money during war. Therefore, when the Crown reviewed the means of

taxing the country in 1523, this experience must have weighed large in

its mind.

Three points must be stressed concerning the method of survey,

First, parliament authorised a survey of wealth and the collection

of tax based upon the assessments. The survey and. collection were

intimately connected with one another - they were regarded as a "whole"



by the Exchequer. In this present work, the sureyis the primaxy

piece of source material and. th. collection of the money is of

less interest, although in the eyes of *catemporaries the distinction

would not have existed.

Secondly, the direct survey upon people did not replace the

indirect subsidy. It was merely a supplement, and the "fifteenth and

tenth" persisted. as a fiscal device until the 1620's.

Thirdly, the Exchequer was not allowed to know the amount of

tax each man paid. or political reasons, no record was kept of the

distribution of taxation. The returne made to the Exchequer can only

be found on a hundred (or group of hundreds) and borough scale.

In 1523, the Crown through parliament decided to consolidate the

provisions of the Acts of Subsidy of 1512-16. The survey. of 1524/5

followed the same procedure, but with on. important difference. The

lists of taxpayers were not later deliberately destroyed, but were

sent to the Exchequer where they were audited and stored. It is

these lista of men and their intended payments which make the surveys

of 1524/5 such a valuable source for research today.

3. The timing of the subsidy

The money from the subsidy was urgently nee&eds the tak of the

surveyor and collector was difficult and. protracted. The intended

ehronology of the subsidy may be snmjiiiaed in the following manners

The ooinmission for survey were received 	 16th September

Th. assessments of wealth were taken between 	 29th September
and	 11th November



The certificates of aeseesment were to be submitted
to the Exchequer by	 14th January

Payments to the Exchequer were to be made by 9th February

The Act made provision for four annual surveys and collections, and

the above time-table was to be followed in each year.

4. The scale of the subeidy

During the passage of the Act through parliament, the intended

comprehensiveness of the subsi&y proved to be a very controversial

issue. During the first two years, tax was to be levied on the major

source of wealth of each man. Women were included when they were

acting as the head of their household. The names of persons with

assessments of less than £1 in value were not recorded in the lists.

All entries in the surveys gave the nature of the wealth, the

amount of wealth assessed and the total of taxation levied. The

taxpayers were arranged in their villa, and the Frontieoe givem

the first survey list of Chilton Candover in Hampshire, as an

example. Where the returns fully survive for the first two years,

we have two opportunities of looking at each community. Nine months

usually elapsed between the making of the two lists, which were

identical in format and compiled on similar criteria. They change

between the years in detail owing to the changing circumstances of

some of the taxpayers.

The basis of the subsidy was different in the third and fourth

years. In the third subsidy, men who received £50 and more in a year

from such income a. land, tenements and annuities were ]isted. In
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the fourth parliamentary survey, those similarly rich in moveable

goods were to be taxed. These later survey. left out a high

proportion of the population. The lists of 1524 and 1525 included

not only the richest section of the population, but also every man

worth £1 and more in value. The later surveys, therefore, seem lees

suitabl. for the type of research being undertaken at th. moment.

They are not considered further in thi. present work.

This was a lay subsidy and the Act made it quite clears

"All goodes, catches Jude and ornamentes of Churches or Chapehlee
and all otr thynges ordeigned for the honour and evyce of A].myghty

God" (Sta?s)

were exempted from taxation. However, the wealth of clergy which fell

outside this definition was taxed.

The wealth of barons and baronesses was assessed by the lord

chancellor or a royal official of near statue. Separate returns were

made for these few people in each county.

Almost all payments wore made directly by individuals, but

provision was made for the contribution of minors and non-clerical

bodies.

"And that all coynes plate goodes and catehles being in the rule or
custodie of any pson or psonnea to thuse of any other peon withyn
age or of full age, or to thuse of any corporacion fratnyte gayld.
mysterie or any communa].tie beyng incorporate or nat incorporate"
(Statutes)

were taxed in the normal i1ner. An example from Great Yarmouth for

a guild may be given.

"Wm Skarburghe alderman of the gyld of St Nicholas for the stock of
the same".

In w&h*, of the Rapping hundred of Norfolk, an assessment of the



stock of Our Lady's Gild was made. In a similar manner, returns were

made of town lands, stocke and boxes. In value, they usually ranged

between £1 and £5. Thea. returns do not appear with any regularity

and B. Cozene-Kardy (1926) was pussled by the uneveneas of tue

corporate entries in the muster returns of North Greenho. hundred.

In the subsidy surveys, they are almost .xcluaively found. in

northern East Anglia. S.B.A. Hervey (1910) found eighty guild, in

the returns of Suffolk, and this is probably an underestimation

(weatlake, 1919). There were more corporation. in the 1543/5 subsidy

returns, probably because they were taxed at twice the normal rate.
$#1

The incentive of a higher tax yield may have ensured that i.1 guild

was included.

The areaE coverage of the subsidy was summarised by the Act of

1523 as:

"evy Shire Rid.&yng Lathe Wapentake Rape Citie Borowe Towne and
evy other place."

The exception, to this clause are discussed in detail in the Second

Part of the present work.

The survey procedure

Very little is known about the organisation of the surveys in

the counties, towns and villages. L.F. Salzman (1961) hae tentatively

suggested a pattern of work in Sussex and how the contents of the

Act gradually became known through the county. His description seems

to rest largely upon evidence discovered in earlier aubsidies, and

for thie reason his explanation may be misleading since th. procedure
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had been modified.

In order to understand the events of 1524/5, recourse must be made

to the terms of the Act itself arid, to the pieces of information

contained in the certificate of indenture for each hundred and

borough. The latter documents served as a form of introduction to the

lists of taxpayers in the hundred and borough returns.

A body of commissioners administered the subsidy in each county,

and divided itself into smaller groups for the coverage of each hundre&

In the dated certificates of indenture, the commissioners' names are

given, together with the details of the passage of the Act through

parliament.

The first task of the commissioners was to set the survey in motion

They chose as assessors of wealth "the moost substancisfl discrete and.

honeste psonnes" in each viii. These assessors received statements of

personal wealth from each man and 'where they had reason to doubt his

words, he was brought before the commissioners. On his "corporali

othe", he was closely examined and the advice of his neighbours was

taken. Penalties existed for perjury and for those who failed to

appear before the commissioners.

The Exchequer attempted to ensure the honesty of its workers. The

collectors of the hundred of Claoke].ose In Norfolk were reminded of

the pains arid penalties which could be invoked against fraud and.

indolence under the terms of the Act. Pines could be levied against

defaulting collectors, and a high collector could not serve in more

than one subsidy. The commissioners were allowed to serve only in 'th.



county where they had most resort. They were instructed in the words

of the Act to administer "without omission favour affeccion feare

drede malyce or any other thyng".

The liata of taxpayers were drawn up and affixed to the certificate

of indenture. They included "all th. townee and hamlettes withyn

the same hundred" and in the hundred of Tendring in Essex, the

surveyors asserted they had "made pleyn declaracon and payment unto

ye use of our seid. sovayn lorde". An example of a list in the

Hemp shire survey is given as a Fron1ieoe to this work. Armed with

lists, the petty—collectors later visited each taxpayer, and. the

high collector was instructed "to leve and to gathyr (from)

the pety collectors" the totals of money. Henry Shynkwyn of Eyneaford,

for example, was such a collector and was ordered to finish his work

by "the feast of the purifacon of our lady nexte".

A document with the "hole and entere eume of every of the

hundredes" was sent to the Treasurer ot the King's Chamber. Lists

with the names and details of each taxpayer were sent to the Treasurer

and Barons of the Exchequer. The amounts of money which finally came

into the Exchequer from each of the Bubsidies is not known. P.C. Diets

(1920) has calculated from the enrolled returns the amount which

was expected, but his figures do not seem very accurate. Those given

in the national summary at the end of the Cazetteer are taken from

the same source.

The Exchequer auditors were responeibi. for checking the work of
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the local surveyors. They found omissions and errors in the lists,

some of which they failed to correct. Sometimes, for example, the

amount of tax to be paid. by the viii was not at any time recorded.

In such cases, the payment of each taxpayer must be added in order

to find the viii total. Error persisted in some lists in spite of all

the contemporary checks and a number of examples have been noted in

the Gaze tteer.

Amendments in r,rocedure

The urgent need for money continually influenced the character of

the survey. One clear sign of this was the extra-ordinary device

known as "The Anticipation", which modified the Act before it was

even put into effect. Another loan could not be implemented in 1523,

owing to the fact that money was still coming in from the 1522 loan.

Therefore, an anticipation of payment of the first parliamentary

lay subsidy was introduced on 2nd November 1525. Those having £40

value in annual income or in moveabies in the previous muster eurley

were to pay their taxes in "anticipation of the fyrst payment". The

counties of Yorkshire and Lancashire were excluded from this levy

(Schofield, 1963).

This device for a more rapid collection of money from the richest

section of the community was once again used in 1545. An important

distinction can be drawn between the two dates. In 1523/4, entries

for the anticipation appear in separate lists and in the main body

of the first survey itself. In the 1545 lists, the main body of
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the survey does not contain the names and values of those who paid

in advance.

The anticipation of 1523/4 was not very successful. Many men o1sime

they were poorer than they had been at the time of the muster in 1522.

Their assessments were accordingly abated for the anticipation. There

was also a slowness in contribution and the return was much low.r

than had been expected.

The first survey itself was soon falling behind the time..tabls

as set out by the Act. The date on the certificate of indenture for

the hundred of Dudstone and Kings Barton in Glouoestershire, for

example, shows that progress was very slow. There were probably

many reasons for this.

In the early part of 1524, the Exchequer received th. first of

the certificates and. lists from the counties. It was most unhappy

with these first returns, and on 26th February 1524 a Letter Signet

was sent to all the commissioners. This pointed out that mistakes

had occurred in the interpretation of the Act. A Memorial accompanied

the Letter for "the pleyne manyfest. d.eclara.con of the same acte".

The text of the Memorial has not been found in spite of a search

through over 1,500 Public Record Office references.

Through an analysis of the survey lists, it is possible to suggest

some of the Memorial's points. First, the Exchequer noticed that

many of the subsidy assessments were lower than those of the muster

of 1522. The Memorial may have challenged these abatements and have

asked for a justification of the changes. Some of the accepted first
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survey lists contain the replies of the commissioners, where cases of

lower assessment were upheld.

In the subsidy of 1515, the assessors worked within broad

categories of assessment when they surveyed the country. Wealth was

measured in categories of £10 to £20, £20 to £40, for example. In

subsequent surveys more precise returns were expected by the Exchequer,

but a study of the assessments in excess of £10 in the returns of

1524/5 suggests that some of the broad divisions tended to persist.

The Memorial may have repeated the demand for more precise and

accurate assessments.

Secondly, the Exchequer found cases where the Act was misinterpreted,

and the Memorial may have explained in greater detail some of the

clauses which were giving trouble. In so'e parts, the Act was

extremely vague and ambiguous in its wording. For example, it

was very careless with respect to the £2 assessments in moveables. In

one clause, sums of £2 to £19 inclusive were taxed, at the rate of 6d.

in the £. Later in the Act, it was written that assessments of £2

should be rated at 4d. The surveyors received no guidance at all with

respect to the £1 assessments in moveables.

Thirdly lists with the name of every taxpayer in the community

were needed in order that the Exquer auditors could check the work

more thoroughly. The surveyors, however were not told what information

had to be recorded in the lists - the Act was silent on this matter.

It was assumed they would follow the procedure as established between
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1512 and. 1516, but in some wapentakee in Yorkshire, the commissioners

did not use thie precedent and. very rudimentary lists were sent to

the Exchequer. The Memorial, therefore, may have reminded the

oouunissionere that very full returns were required..

The contents of the Memorial are rnri1own - although they may in

part be deduced the effects of the document are also obscure. There

are many	 certificates which bear an early date, taxation

totala which were lower than those in the enrolled. returns of 1524,

and. which give only the amount of tax due from each vii]. and. hundred.

These returns belong to the period. before the issue of the Memorial.

In the finally aocepted surveys, almost all the totale in the

certificat4s were revised in an upward direction. The final lists of

1.524 were also much fuller with personal names and payments.

Perhaps the impact of the Memorial may be discussed. under three

headings s

1. In some counties only the commissioners' certificates were sent

to the Exchequer before the receipt of the Memorial. Lists of

taxpayers and their payments were not compiled before the end of

Febru&ry 1524.

2. In some counties, full lists had. already been made, and these were

simply amended in the light of the Memorial. There are numerous cases

where lists of very poor taxpayer. have been inserted. at the end of

viii. - or where the rates of taxation on assessments of £1 and £2

have been changed.

3. In at least three counties, full lists were abandoned for fresh ones.

In Oxfordshire, there are two sets of full lists for the first year,
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number of taxpayers, and the richest and poorest section of the

community experienced little change in assessment.

In the first survey returns of the hundred of Radlow in

Herefordshire, there is a note concerning the Memorial. The amount of

tax had been set at £42 13 8d but on the receipt of the Memorial,

thie figure was revised to £53 7 2d. Whether this degree of ohsinge was

felt in many other hundreds remains in1knOw.

It is clear that the Memorial was not entirely successful because

the finally accepted lists of 1524 contain a number of anomalies.

The northern counties were not surveyed in the same n*nner as those in

the remainder of the country, and some wapentakes and hundreds failed

to make fun returns to the Exchequer even after the Memorial had been

distributed. In other parts, the surveyors continued to misinterpret

the rates of taxation as set out by the Act and, perhaps, the Memorial.

These changes which accompa*ied the issue of the letter signet and

Memorial suggest a revision rather than a fresh start - in survey

procedure. This may indicate all that was wrong with the surveys. On

the other hand, the revision may indicate some degree of prudence on

the part of the Crown end Exchequer. Perhaps there had been enough

trouble - the muater/loan of 1522/3 had been very unpopular, and the

passage of the subsidy Lot through parliament in 1523 was stormy.

The Anticipation caused resentment, and was not a success. Yet all

the time, the need for money was pressing, aM delay was increasing.
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The Exchequer, therefore, may have felt it prudent to tolerate a

reviBion of work, rather than to order another start.
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CHAPTER 3. TEE MEASTIREMENT OF WEALTK

The distribution of wealth in England. wae to be surveyed in a

uniform inrner. When this had been done, the whole country was to

be taxed on the basis of this information. It is now time to take

a closer look at the wealth which was liable for assessment, and. the

way in which the tax was raised.

The basis of assessments land-moveables-wages.

Traditionally, the lay subsidy taxed moveable wealth but under

the Tudors, the basis was broadened. Annual incomes were taxed, and

in 1524/5 seasonal and periodic incomes were also included. The

assessors grouped wealth under three headings in the lists - land,

goods and. wages. Figure 1 sununarisea the terms of the Act as they

are set out in "Statutes of the Realm".

There is very little information as to what constituted pveable

goods. Evidence from previous subsidies is of little value since the

basis of taxation was broadened. The Ac inoludedi

"Coy-ne .... plate, stocks of marchaundise, all man of Cornea and blade!
served from the grounde, household. stuffs and of all ether goodes and
catellea moveable aswell withy-n this Realme as without".

J. Cornwall (1956-7) believed that livestock mas aclud.ed, and

L.F. Salzman (1961) observed that animals essential for work on the

farm may not have been taxed. In the same way, corn needed for

feeding the farmer's family may not have been included.. Because of the

lack of evidence, it is diffiotilt to accept or deny these suggestions.

In some parts, however, cattle were assessed. 7alls in value since
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Figure 1.

Th. rates and nature of taxation are set out in Statutes of the

Realm. In most works using the lay subsidy returns, there ar full

descriptions of the terms of the taxation. Briefly, they may be

summarised in the following maimers

i/- in the £ was levied on an annual income of land and other sources.

1/- in the £ was levied on the capital value of moveablea worth

£20 and upward.

6d. in the £ was levied on the capital value ofmno'veables worth

£2 and upward to, but not including, £20.

4d. in the £ was levied on the capital value of inoveablea worth

£1 and under £2.

4d was paid by those aged aixteen years and above and who earned

wages of and in exoess of £]. a year.

The definition of goods was comprehensive and excluded only

standing corn and personal attire. Coin and. plate, debts owed to the

individual, were taxed, although debts owed by the individual were

taken into consideration, and the assessment was lowered. Aliens paid.

double the normal rate, or, if they owned neither adequate goods nor

wages, a poll tax of 8d was levied.

Source - Statutes of the Realm, ill, p.230-41
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the time of the loan in the hundreds of Towcester in Northainptonahire,

Wisbech in Cambridgeshire and Lovedon in Keeteven were blamed on the

losses in cattle in the recent flooda and murrain. Over much of the

country cattle were included as moveablea, but the Act may have been

misinterpreted in some areas causing local underasseesment. Animals

could be seen and easily counted by the assessoras coin under the bed

and other hidden assets were much more easily missed. Corn in

etoreage would also have been difficult to estimate in its quantity

and. value.

Two factors may have been at work in every hundred and borough in

the country. The local assessors may have wrongly excluded categories

of property owing to their wilful or careless misinterpretation of

the Act. Secondly, there was always the risk of deliberate or

accidental concealment of wealth in any community of taxpayers.

Furthermore, when we speak of the wide-sweeping nature of the subsidy,

we are limited by our ignorance of the standard of living of the

medieval peasant and artisan in all parts of the country. Documentary

and archaeological work upon the medieval home and farm-stead is still

rudimentary - although the results of such local studies as that of

R.IC. Field (1965) illustrate the importance of this research.

Debts and loans were taxed in the manner of moveable goods aitboughi

they involved sums of money. A man was taxed for "all somee of money

that to bym is owyng whereof he trustith in his conscience surely

to be payed". On the other band, he was excused payments on "suohe

somes of money as be oweth and in his conscience truely entendeth to
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paye". Th. lists show that in some communities, at least, debte and

loans figured large in the local economy.

The Act specified the forms of income which were liable for

taxation:

"Fee Sympl. Fee Taile tyin. of Lyfe tyme of Teree Exeoucion by Warde by
Copy. of Court Roll or at Will in any Castellea Eonoura manoure Londee
tenementee Rentea services hereditainentea Annuytiee fees corrodies
or pfittes of the vy. true just. and olere yerely value thereof".
(Statutes)

This clause is quoted in full because some commentators have tended

to abbreviate and. leave the impression that only land and tenements

were liable. The Act was far more sweeping, although in practice

most retuxns were for land. Annual incomes were taxed in earlier and

later subsidies, and annuities and profits were included in the above

extract from the Act.

The 1524/5 subsidy was unique for its inclusion of daily and.

weekly wage-earners, who paid 4d in tax on their assessments of £1.

There are a few cases of higher assessments of four or five marks,

or 30k-, but assessments of £2 and. above are very rare. J. Cornwall

(1956-7) has asked, "Since a day's wage in this period was in the

region of 6d, a man in full employment, for, say, three hundred days,

would in fact earn something like £7 10 Od. Must we assume that so

long as a man received £1 he was rated 4d regardless of the true extent

of his income?".

In answer, two points can be mad.. First, Cornwall may overrate

the normal time spent in annual employment. If a man worked a five

day week, then 240 days may have been a more usual length of
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employment. This would still cause most men to earn more then £1 in

a year, but under the terms of the Act, the amount of money earned

by a man from wage-income was of little consequence if it totalled

more than £1. The act reads

KAfld evy man peon borne under the Kyngee obeyeuanoe beyng of thage
of 16 yeres or above... takyng any dayely wekely or yerely wages or
other pfittes for wages to the yerely value of £1 or above, and
havyng none other substances whereby the same peon ahuld or ought to
set aocordyng to this aote as is aforesaid at higher or gretter some
4d. yerely duryng the said twoo yeres".

Th, wage-earner was asked to contribute the sum of 4d to the subsidy.

It was a poll tax levied on all those above the age of fifteen and

unlike the clauses related to moveable goods and landed incomes, the

phrase "for every pounde" is missing. The £1 value repr4sents a

minimum qualification not necessarily the total incoe of the man.

From Figure 1, the rates of taxation on the various forms of

wealth can beseen. The tax was raised on the assessment which would

yield the highest amount of money. If a man held similar assessments

in land and moveables, the assessors would note the landed source since

the yield would be twice as much. For this reaeen, many wage-earners

do not appear in the lists under that heading. They had some

possessions and under the terms of the Act, they were taxed on their

moveable goods. Instead of a 4d payment, they contributed at the rate

of 6d in the £. Only the poorest people, the squatters and the

wanderers lacked a homestead, some household possessions, animals

and. implements.

The man with a £1 assessment represented a family with a low
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standard of living, dependent on seasonal or periodlo work. Since he

had a few ties with a hearth or place of employment, he may have

moved frequently. The changing composition of the taxation lists

suggest that the poorest section of the community was very mobile.

A comparison of names between 1524 and 1525 often indicates many

changes - with some names absent, and others appearing for the first

time in 1525.

It has been noticed that in some villa the number of £. tax-.

payers absent in 1525 is balanced by a set of new names. In spite of

internal changes in the composition of the lists, the total number of

payments remained the same. This may be a fortuitous coincidence. It

may represent an employer replacing the lost workers in the intervenin1

period, but it does raise a question of wider importance. I it

possible that the assessors found a group of men too poor to contribut

4d in tax in both years of the subsidy? were these men divided into

two halves which contributed 4d in only one year. In effect, was

there a form of standardised return for these poor wage-earners?

For this to be possible, a further question must be asked. In

1 524, how large did the following survey of 1525 loom in the minds

of the commissioners and assessors? The Act was designed to cover

four surveys and collections, and the clauses related to the scope

and nature of the tax speak of the first two years in the same

breath. There is unfortunately little evidence to prove whether the

assessors were given "a brief for action" in one or two years.

Definitions of income and. status adopted in one area may not

have been ued elsewhere. Differences in definition and approach
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are abundantly clear in the county section of Part 11. of this

work. It is helpful to remember that the concept of the "wage-earner0

varied within and between communities. A.Everitt (1966) has found

a variety, indeed a hierarchy, among the farm labourers of the

sixteenth century. E.Kerridge (1951) noted th. changes that could

occur during the lives of these men. "Few of the wage-workers would

have remained mere labourers all their lives". All these various

factors underline the danger of making such generalisatione as the

followings "it seems probable, therefore, that only the upper-class

of wage-earners would be represented in the Rolls". (Charman,1949)

It is certain that the assessors took least trouble with the

most complicated class of taxpayers - the wage-earner. In order to

find out whether £1. was eaned, problems of seasonal payments and.

earnings in kind would have to be tackled - and all for a contribution

of 4d. The age of a youth may also have been an obstacle befor. the

introduction of the parish registers. The inclusion of these poor

people may have been at times arbitrary and radical changes in the

numbers of wage-earners in some of the lists may represent th.

different approaches of the assessors. They may explain the changes

in the composition of the surveys of Tarborough hundred in Lindsey.

W.G. Hoslcins (1959) has written of the wage-earners as if they

were an entity in the class structure of sixteenth century England.

Be has placed importance on the proportion of wage-earners in the

subsidy lists, end has compared the returns of several parts of th.

country. In the light of all the difficulties lid above, it is
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doubtful whether the subsidies can b. reliably employed in this

form of social research. There were so many variables at work in th.

tax lists that it i5 unlikely that any clear picture of the wage-

earner emerges over th. greater part of the country.

The Crown wanted as much money as posaibi., and the assessments

on annual, weekly and daily incomes were a kind of supertax. The

subsidy of 1524/5 attempted to be comprehensive, but the effort

was probably not worthwhile. The amount of money raised from the

wage-earner did not justify the trouble of survey or collection.

For some parts of the country, the surveyors either deliberately or

accidentally failed to list them and in other areas, there was a

great deal of misunderstanding. In the otherwise very full returns

of the subsidy of 1543/5, the wage-earner disappears from the lists.

The scope for subjective judgment, misunderstanding and

concealment must bays been great - especially when the speed of the

surveyors' work is remembered. There is one crud.e way in which the

reliability of their returns may be examined. A comparison may be

made between the proportion of people taxed for the three forms of

wealth in 1524 and 1525. In Norfolk, four hundreds with conaplet.

returns in both year. were taken, and. the results may be seen in

Figure 2. The hundreds of Blofield., Humbleyard, Taverhana and Waishea

have been listed first, and marked differences in the nature of their

wealth between the years can be seen. The second survey was clearly

not a copy of the first. A larger group of hundreds was then studied

in which only the survey of one year was extant. There are 4,672
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Figure 2.

The nature of wealth - a sample taken from orfoik.

number of taxpayers

	

first survey	 second survey
land goods wages miso	 land goods wages misc.

Blofield	 4	 213	 67	 3	 213	 58	 3

Humbleyard	 13	 170 170	 0	 14	 17].	 192	 0

Taverham	 7	 159 219	 0	 3	 229	 115	 0

Waleham	 4	 312	 64	 1	 7	 248	 112	 0

	

5	 139	 162	 0

	

24	 555	 376	 2

	

35	 305	 190	 0

	

36	 238	 169	 0

	

23	 254	 113	 0

	

28	 640	 183	 8

	

9	 314	 361	 0

	

13	 262	 143	 0

	

9	 526	 139	 0

	

23	 170	 129	 0

	

1	 163	 35	 0

Brotheroroes
Clackolo se
Clavering	 24	 238 147	 0
Depwade
Die a
Earaham
Flegge	 12	 482 130	 0
Foreho.
Gallow
Greenho., South 21	 368 202	 0
Guiltoross
Happing
Henetead
Lynn, King's
Shropham	 14	 545 156	 0
Thetford	 5	 92	 39	 0
Yarmouth, Great 1 	 285 177	 34

105 2,854 1,671	 42	 233 4,427 2477	 5

- 4,672	 - 7,142

apTroxinlate percentages

landed income	 2.2% of first survey
moveablee income	 61.1%
Wages inoom•	 35.7%
miscellaneous income	 1.0%

100%

3,3% of second survey
62 .o%
34.7%

o .

i00%
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entries in the first survey and 7,142 in the second. Ths nature of

wealth in both years was compared on a broader basis. There is a

close similarity between the proportions of taxpayers when viewed at

this scale. Differences in wealth and the approaches of the surveyors

between the years seem to have balanced themselves out on a regional

basis. Problems of definition and of integrity on the part of the

surveyors may not be so great when reviewed in this way.

The basis of assessments the maica' income.

The surveyors investigated all the various forms of wealth, but

they noted in the lists only the major source of wealth - whether in

land, moveables or wages. Only for a few hundreds in Norfolk and

Surrey are all the sources of wealth given in the lists, although

only the largest is taxed. As a result, the surveys do net give the

entire wealth of a man or community, and any comparison between areas

or surveys must, therefore, be of relative and not absolut. values.

In Catfield in Norfolk, an example has been found where one man

was assessed for similar amounts of money in moveables and land.

According to the Act, half of his wealth was omitted from the subsidy

and only the landed income was taxed. If such men as Nicholas Grave

had been common, the subsidy assessments would have under-estimated

the total wealth of the villages and towns. The system would have

been most inefficient from the wpoint of the Exchequer. Another

man might have held only one source of wealth, similar in value,

and he would have paid th same amount of taxation.
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The unfairness of the contribution would have become patently clear

to the taxpayers.

The muster survey of 1522/3 gave details of wealth in land and

moveables. For sixteen parishes in the hundred of Happing, the sum

of the assessments has been calou].ated for each source of wealth.

The total for the parishes was £2,525 7 6d., and only £234 17 6d.

of this amount represented landed income. The remainder was

contributed from assessments on moveables goods.

The nature of wealth may be studied in another way. What

proportion of tne taxpayers in the subsidies held most of their

wealth in the form of animal incomes? What proportion in tax did they

contribute? The eleven units of the second survey of Earshan

hundred in Norfolk is taken as an example in Figure 3. The sum of

£71 10 5d was paid in tax by 390 taxpayers.

6.2% of all the tax was paid on landed revenue by 0.8% of the

taxpayar8

90.8%	 moveablee	 70.3%

3.0%	 wages	 28.9

100
	

100

Thus, in this example, about 91% of the tax of the hundred was paid

upon moveablee, which for 70% of the taxable population was the

most important form of wealth. The proportion varied throughout the

country, end. for example, the wage-earner is far less common in the

north of England. On the other hand, lan&ed. income was more

frequently found in the nhern liøts. These differences in the
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Figure 3.

Distribution of wealth in the hundred of Earsham, Norfolk.

-in the second survey of 1525.

Unit	 number of payments value of payments tax to be paid
land goods wages land goods wages

Abbot's Thorpe 0 10	 6	 -	 1 9 Od. 2 Cd 1 11 Cd.

Alburgh	 7 37 24	 1 14 Cd 8 18 6d 9 4d. 11 1 lOd

Billingford	 1 12	 Od	 1 Od	 19 4d	 -	 1 0 4d.

Brookd.ieh	 3 15	 9	 5 Cd 4 5 lOd. 3 Od 4 13 lCd

Denton	 4 19 13	 6 Od 3 15 4d 4 8d 4 4 Cd.

Eazrshaa	 0 22 11	 -	 3 5 lCd 4 4d 3 10 2d.

Harleston	 2 41 25	 7 Od 11 9 Od 10 Od 12 6 Cd

eedha	 0 17	 9	 -	 4 7 4d. 3 4d 4 10 8d.

Pu].ham.	 1 50	 2	 2 Od 11 2 ].Od 1 Od 11 5 ].Od

Bushall	 2 18	 6	 1 10 Cd 2 11 Cd 2 Od 4 3 Od

Starston	 3 13 10	 3 Od 12 17 5d 3 4d 15 3 9d.

25 254 113	 4 8 Cd. 64 19 5d 2 3 Od 71 10 5d

5.8%70.3% 28. 9%	 6.2%	 90.8%	 3.0%

of total number of of total value of taxation paid by
taxpay*rite	 to be paid

persons
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d.ietribution of types of taxpayers are discussed in detail in the

county siies.

Although only the major source of wealth was considered, the

surveyors may have assessed up to 90% of the wealth of parts of

Norfolk. We should be cautious of this bigii figure. The major

source of wealth must have been clear to the assessors. and. whilst

they were instructed to survey all incomes, they probably took

little pains with the minor sources. It was after all useless

information in their eyes. As a result, the imbalance of the various

sources of wealth may be a little misleading, since it may only

reflect the way in which the lists were compiled.

Clearly, the subsidy remained a tax on moveables. The poorer

people on average tended to have a greater Value in moveables than

in annual income, and often only the richest people had. greater

resources in incomes than in possessions.(Schofie].d.,1965) As a result,

cases of landed. income in the lists tend to be few in number, but very

important in their value. It was often assumed in the lista that

the assessments were on moveables unless a note was inserted to

the contrary. This was the practbe adopted in the subsidy lists

of the hundreds of Freshwell, Clavering and Uttlesford in Essex.

assessments or taxation

A study of the passage of the Act through parliament shows that

some of the clauses were motivated by purely political reasons.

The rates of taxation may reflect political rather than economic
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factors. The assessments are simply related to personal wealth, but

the scales of taxation are very much more complicated in their

structure. It may, therefore, be argued that the assessments, and. not

the tax yield, should be used. as a measurement of the distribution of

wealth.

The idea is reected, however, because three forms of wealth

are present in the liets, arid a direct assessment of £1 on landed

income is not comparable in real value with £1 on moveabies. Capital

and annual wealth are being considered in the same survey, and in

order to lessen distortion, the rates of taxation were adjusted

according to the nature of the wealth. The scales are set out in

.gure 1. They were fixed at 1/20th on landed and other annual

incomes, 1/40th on moveables and. approximately 1/60th on wages a

ratio of 3;2;]. The accuracy of these rates inmflecting real value

may be open to doubt (Schofield, 1965). It is however assumed that

they are more reliable than a simple correlation of the assessments

on land, moveables and wages.

There is a practical aspect in this. The amounts of tax expected

from each viii and hundred were usually recorded in the lists. There

are, however, only two instances where the sum of the assessments

in each viii has. been given. It is therefore easier to work with the

amounts of "tax to be paid" than from the assessments. The distribution

of relative wealth is measured in this work by the yield in taxation

- and not from the ass.eamenta as given in the lists. Thu decision

has speeded. work immeasurably, and has made it possible to study
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the relative distribution of wealth for the whole country.
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CHAPTER 4. THE NUMBER OF PATh!ENTS

The amount of taxation due from each viii was recorded in

the lists. The sinnmries are very important when parts of the

lists have been lost, or have beoome illegible and without these

Till and hundred totals, it would be impossibl. to study large parts

of the country where the returns are defective. The clerks did not,

however, count the number of taxpayers and in the absence of these

summaries, it is often impossible to discover the number of

taxpayments in one year, and therefore to compare the returns of

both years.

It must be stressed that we have no idea of the total number of

households within each community at that time. Laura Nicholls (1964)

wrote, "In the first and second years, when everyone was to pay,

the lists give roughly the name of every householder who was living

in the country in 1524". In both surveys, those men assessed for less

than £1 in value were deliberately excluded from the listS. In view

of this, how could everyone be represented? Some men in each community

failed to qualify for inclusion in one or both years, although their

number would. vary from area to area, and perhaps between the years.

Thsre is a further point of confusion. The Act makes no mention

of "heads of household", and it is wrong to correlate the number

of taxpayers with the number of households in the viii. The tax

was based on personal wealth and not upon statue in the family.

There muet have been many oases where father and son, or eons,

contributed from under the same roof. The Act of Subsidy specifically
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inclniied servants from such large households as that of Sir Roger

Townshend. in Norfolk. The surveys cannot be used in an ennumeration

of the households in each Till - they are instead a. list of most

of the men over the age of fifteen in each taxation unit.

In the muster survey of 1522 in the hundred. of Happing and

Punstead and in the borough of Great Yarmouth, all men may have

been included. This was because the very poorest people were not

silently excluded, but were identified in the lists. In the

Happing lists, for example, 189 were described as of "nuflus valor",

and represented 25 of the total number of entries. In the vill of

Eccies, 16 out of 56 entries were noted as having little or no
income. Likewise, there were 11 out of 28 in Sutton and as many as

a third of the men of Catfield, Palling and Waxhain. This was a very

high proportion of the community.

What light does this muste4.nformation throw on the lay subsidy

lists? There is unfortunately some difficulty ih making a direct

comparison between the two surveys. The muster and the subsidy were

not based on exactly the same criteria. The earlier survey, for

example, only included moveables and. annual incomes, and probably

classed the seasonal labourer as a man without value. Furthermore,

the first lay subsidy survey for Happing ii to-day very defective,

although the second is complete. The muster has 746 entries, and. the

second subsidy haa 674 - only 22 or lO less than the muster of 1522.

The difference may represent those people who were too poor to appear

in the subsidy hate.
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An examination of this kind - between the very full muster

lists and the later subsidy surveys is regretabllvery limited in

both area and scope. This is due to the rarity of such detailed

muster returns, and to the bad coverage of even lose useful musters

of 1522. From this one example, it would. seem that in view of the

scale of the present study, the proportion of people omitted from

the hats is email enough to allow an estimate of the total number

of men in each hundred. This assertion, however, is based. on a

very small sample, and the number of people excluded on account of

their poverty would vary from area to area in the subsidy surveys.

A man could. be present in one list and absent in the following

surveys. The reasons for the changing composition of the lists

are not normally given, and it i. only possible to deduce them

from the sort of changes which occur. What type of taxpayer was

most likely to be omitted from the returns? !n the hundred of

Happing, 212 entries of the muster fail to appear in the second

lay subsidy, 103 of these are of the "nullus'valor" group, and

35 were aeefor £10 5 0 entries ranged between £2 and £5 in

wealth in the muster, end 8 between £6 and £10. The distribution

of wealth through the community must be remembered because there

would be more low assessments than high ones, but even noting thia,

proportionally the Nfall_outn rate is higher in the poorer section

of the taxable population.

It is possible to compare the changes between the first and.
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second subsidy surveys. Four hundreds in Norfolk are taken in an

example in Figure 4. The tables show the number of common entriee,

and the number of similar assessments between the years. 83% of

the peopl. in the first survey of Huinbleyar& are found in the

second, and moat of the taxpayers in B].ofield and Flaggs appear in

both years. 55% of the entries in Fleggs had. identical assessments,

and the figure was ma high as 77% in the hundred of Thimbleyard.

Variations between the hundreds would reflect the degree of severity

of the assessors in the second survey, and. the keeneas of the

population to ensure they were not overtaxed. Differences may also

reflect such factors as the state of the local harvests and trade.

About half the assessments changed between the years, which

proves that the list of 1525 was not simply a copy of the first.

It also suggests that there was an element of change in the eoonon

and society of that part of Norfolk. Three-quarters of the people

in one survey appear in the other. Since those assessed for less

than a £1 were left out, this figure seems reasonable. Within each

hundred, there were differences in the number of taxpaynients, and

the size of their wealth. At a smaller scale, on a hundred or

regional basis, the changes appear to be relatively slight.

Because the surveys were held a year apart and listed all the

taxable population, it Ia often interesting to trace the subsidy histor

of a man or his community. Vnfort'unately, confusion can easily occur
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Figure 4.

Change. in the level and number of taxpayaenta between 1524 and

1525 in four hundreds of Norfolk.

hundred	 taxpayers	 persons found in persons with
both surveys	 unchanged

1524	 1525	 assessments

Blofield
	

291
	

277
	

203
	

161

- Plegga
	

494
	

524
	

371
	

258

- Foreho.
	

246
	

235
	

208
	

146

Bumb leyard
	

355
	

379
	

296
	

274

1,386
	

1,415
	

1,078
	

839

Pleggat The returns of Ormesby and Winterton are defective, and.

the villa are excluded from consideration.

ForehoesThe returns of Barford, Bawbergh, Costessey, Deopham,

Hinghaa, Marlingford, Wramplingham and Wymondhaa are

defective, and the villa are excluded from consideration.

BIBL
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when individual people are under investigation. This problem of

identification was obvious to the medieval surveyors, who resorted

to a variety of ways of distinguishing men in the lists.

They tried to reduce confusion in three ways. When two men

were related, they were distinguished as "senior" and "junior".

The two John Paynes of Halvergate in Waleham hundred were called

"thelder" and the "yonger" in the second survey. In the first

survey-, only the older Payne is so described. The other Payne is

included, but without further information. Working only from the

first survey, their relationship would not have been clear.

In Ranworth with Panxford in the same hundred, there were three

John Kings. In their case, one was described as a HcolexinakerN,

one as a "mynatrell" and the other as a "draper". Yet in the first

survey, King the colermaicer is not described, and. in the second,

King the minstrel is called "thelder"inetead. Was there a second

related King who was not included in the surveys? Was King still

a minatl in the second year?

The surveyors had a third method - by reference to the taxpayers'

homes. In Hickling in Rapping hundred, there were three Thomas

Pa].lynges. They lived at "tungate", at "whynmor" and at "stubbe"

according to the entries of these men in the lists.

These examples taken from Norfolk highlight the difficulty of

identifying people within the inconsistent entries. It is a

deterrent in tracing population movement between the tax villa
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villa during 1524/5. This is unfortunate because the prospect of

measuring the level of migration in one year is very attractive,

and would be well worth studying in detail. The subsidies are

unsuitable as source material because they do not reliably identify!

every taxpayer. A relatively small proportion of the population

would be involved in migration and their names would have to be

accurately located in both years of the subsidy. This work would

also depend on the survival of all the documents from each hundred.

Frequently some membranes have been lost, and rarely can large

blocks of hundreds be found with a uniformly good documentary

coverage.

Migration within the towns may have been on a more noticmble

scale as artisans and labourers moved from one ward to another.

Because a larger proportion of the population would be involved, a

more reliable picture might emerge. Unfortunately, this is not

always the case. The movements apparent from the lists may be

entirely due to some alteration of the ward boundaries. There were

modifications in the internal layout of Cambridge, Coventry and

Gloucester.

The fact that men were listed only once - in the place to which

they had most resort - is a further complication. The most prosperous

elements in a community often held wi.iely scattered investments.

If the balance of these sources of income changed, and if another

viii became more impornt, the lists reflect it. But thie reason

for change cannot be distinguished from others mentioned above. The
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significance of this may be illustrated with an example taken from

the hundred of Babergh in Suffolk. The amount of tax paid by the

vill of Acton rose from £4 14 Od. to £6 7 2d in 1525. Two men

caused thie change. Robert Byron in the first survey was worth

£22 in goods, but was absent in the second. Henry Buere was absent

in the first, but was worth £60 in land in the second survey. These

changes radically altered the character of the unit ti return, but

were they the outcome of the migration of these two men - or do

they simply show a change in the ranking of their several scattered

sources of wealth?

There is only one opportunity of studying the movement of

people in the subsidies - in the hundred of Towoester in

Northamptonshire. The number of entries in both surveys is about

the same - 278 taxpayers in the first year. 45 people in the first

are absent in the second and the reasons for their omission are

given. About 16% of the original entries had. "removd" from the

hundred by the following year. Their assessments ranged from £50 to

£1, and they had been evenly spread through the parishes. The

sample is obviously too small to be generally applied over the country1

but it does suggest how valuable the surveys could. have been in tracin

population movement. The individual taxpayer, however, was not

evenly and fully identified - and it is impossible to study the

migration of population and wealth further in the lay subsidy surveys.
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CHAPTER 5. THE AMOUNTS PAID IN TAXATION	 1524/5

The differences between the two eubsi4 surveys of 1524 and.

1525 are important because changes in assessment would influence

the presentation of maps showing the distribution of wealth and

population. When the documentation of one year is lost or defective,

it is very useful to substitute the returns of the other year -

but for this to take place safely the surveys of the two years must

be comparable.

Doubts have been raised concerning the validity of this

aubstitution. J. Cornwall (1956-7) wrote that"a downward trend in

assessments is already visible in the second year, as a cursory

glance will show". If there was a decline in wealth in the second

year, its implications are highly significant. It would suggest a

change in the actual wealth of England, or in the nature of the

surveys between the years. Whatever the reason, it would prohibit

the substitution of one survey when the other is defective, and.

only a poor coverage of the country would be possible.

the subsidies of 1524 and. 1525.

The amounts of money contributed by each county can be inspected

at the end of the Gazetteer. Changes in value varied from

Staffordshire which paid 18% less in the second year to Runtingdon-

shire which contributed 3% more. Very few counties, however, paid

amounts of less than 90% of the first year in the second survey.

There a change of 10% and more in tax has been noticed within a
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mapping unit, this has been indicated with a mapping symbol on

the county maps. The number of instances ta very small. The fall

in assessment was usually within the range of 5 to l05, but the

trends were mplex and very difficult to interpret and relate to

the country as a whole. Furthermore, many hundreds and. boroughs have

defectiv, documentation in at least one year, and the extent of the

change cannot be accurately gauged.

The changes in 'uealth in each viii can be found. when both

surveys are extant. The number of men assessed for £1, for example,

can be compared. In both 1524 and 1525. One qua1ification must be

mentioned when making this form of examination. Incomplete and

defective surveys must be ignored since the larger and wealthier

units in each hundred. tend to be omitted. This is because when a

membrane is partly illegible, the larger villa with the most entries

suffer most. If a defective membrane is used. in a sample, a serious

distortion creeps in because the larger vilis are left out. With

this in mind, the bulk of the taxable population for Norfolk was

used in the example given in Figure 5. The number of payments for

each category of assessment is recorded to the nearest £, and. there

is a marked agreement between the two years. The second largest

body of people *as assessed for £2 - 24% in the first and 23% in the

second. year. 2% of the payments were for £10, and those worth more

than £20 in wealth made up 3% of the population.

Thus, the distribution of wealth within the hundreds of Norfolk

was very similar in both years. It could. have varied. if there had been
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Pigure 5.

The distribution of wealth in, 1524 and 1525 in a sample taken

in Norfolk.

number of taxDpvmentsCategory of
assessment

£1
£2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20-29
30-3 9
40-49
50-59
60-69
70-79
80-89
90-99
100+
200+
300+
400+
500+

approximate per
centage utt total
taxpayments

	

1524	 1525

	

39%	 42%

	

24%	 25%

	

9%	 9%

	

6%	 6%

	

4%	 4%

	

4%	 4%

	

2%	 2%

2%	 2%

5,532
	

1,]481

Sources discussed on page 55.
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bias on the part of the assessors and the taxpayers in one year.

One could have become "soft", and the other could have concealed

more expertly some of their wealth in the second survey. The above

figures suggest that this did not happen. It might then be thought

that the second survey was a copy of the first, but inspection of

the returns of a viii or two ilil quickly dispel this idea. On a

local level, there were many changes in each list, as may be seen

from Figure 6. Each entry of the hundred Blofield is listed in the

table.

Differences occurred in the assessments of households and

communities, which balanced themselves out as personal wealth rose

and fells while the returns on a regional and county scale were very

similar. So close is the result of the two years, that it ii

relatively safe to substitute the values of one survey of a hundred

with those of the other.

The musteres subsidies.

Discussion baa so far been confined to the two subsidy surveys,

and it may be useful to compare these returns with the muster of

1522. The distribution of wealth within the hundred of North Greenho.

can be studied, and comparison made between the 549 entries of the

muster and the 827 of the subsidies of the first survey. Th. number

of people in each category o assessment is shown in Figure 7. There

is a tendency for the greater proportion of the entries to be

gathered between £5 and £10 in the muster.
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Figure 6.

The distribution of wealth in 1524 and 1525 in the hundred of

Blofield, Norfolk.

Category of
	

first survey	 second survey
asaessment
	

1524
	

1525

£1
26/8
30/-
3 3/4d
£2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-69
70-79
80-89
90-99
100+
200^
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179
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49
37
18
15
3

17
3

28
2
5
6
3
0
0
0
0
0
14
6
U
2
4
1
0
0
6
1

0
396

198
50
41
23
19
5

12
0
24
0
5
7
2
1
3
0
0
0
17
7
9
3
2
0
0
0
3
0
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Figure

Distribution of Wealth within the hundred ot North Greenhoe, Norfolk.

category
of assessment

number of payment.
muster	 subsidy
1522	 1524

approximate per oentage
of total payments
muster	 subsidy

£0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

120-29
3039
40-49
50-59
60-69
70-7 9
80-89
90-99

£l00+
200+

5%
33%
22%

6%
4%
3%

4%

6%	 2t

1%
1%

3%
2%
2%

1%

48%
27%
6%
5%
3%
2%

2%
1%
1%

549
	

827
	

100%
	

100%
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In Figure 8, changes in wealth are studied in greater detail for

assessments of £20 and. less in value. There were 356 common entries

and changes can be noted for all of thea. 163 experienced. no change,

63 had higher asseesments in the muster, and 13 0 men were more

highly assessed in the first lay subsi&y. Thus, by far the greater

number IiIS unchanged. or rose in value during the lay subsidies.

There is no sign of a large-scale fall in value as the years passed.,

but the relatior('ship between the various surveys is complicated,

since many parts of the country experienced different trends in

assessment.

Until now, we have been examining the number of assessments

which changed in value by 1525. We should now ask by how much did.

the assessments rise or fall been the muster and the lay

subsidies - irrespective of the number of contributors.

The muster and the second lay subsidy were compared in value

for seventeen vills in the hundred. of Happing. The assessment on

moveables in the muster was £2,421, and in the subsidy amounted to

£1,967 13 4d. The subsidy then was worth 20% less than the muster,

which represents a fall in value over two or three years.

ow can thia discrepancy between the number of payments and the

value of the assessments be explained? J.J. Goring (1955) gives

examples where men experienced substantial falls in assessment, and

noted., "The new asseasment made in 1524 was more lenient, and

perhaps less accurates most men's values are found. to have been

reduced in some cases by more than 50%. These persons, however,
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Figure 8.

Changes in the distribution of wealth b.tween the muster and the la

eubsidy survey for the hundred of North Greenhoe, Norfolk.

muster survey
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 111213141516 17 1819 20	-

19	 1	 10

1 
2 55Q 7 2 3 1

	

a3810 322	 1	 8

T4556].022

5332261	 1

612211k	 2	 4	 1	 2	 2
7	 ll	 1

2	 622	 4
U.	 -	 -

	

b9	 -	 2
	10	 1	 4	 3	 j121	 1	 5

	

dli	 -	 0

	

12	 1	 1	 2	 1	 1	 1

13	 3.	 2	 1

14	 1	 -	 1	 i

15	 -	 2
16	 1	 -	 2	 2

1?	 -	 0

18	 -	 2
19
20	 1	 2	 7	 -

	

7213	 2 2	 2 &	 2 2 2 2 2 2-
keys this table ie confined to those persons who contributed £20. and less

in both surveys
- represents those persons who contributed an identical enotint in

both surveys	 total - 163
represents those persons who contributed a greater amount in the

	

muster survey	 total - 63

represents those persons who contributed a greater amount in the
lay subsidy	 total	 130

TOTAL	 356
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often made up the wealthiest part of the community, and a fall of

2O in value could be entirely due to the reduction of these few, but

very large, assessments. They were initially so high that the fall

was reflected in the returns of the will and hundred.. These changes,

although very significant, were not experienced by most of the

taxpayers. and it is misleading to speak in terms of a general decline

in assessment by the second survey. In a comparison of the annual

returns, all parts of the country and all sections of the community

must be investigated.

A distinction must be drawn betweens

1. changes in assessment between the muster and the lay subsidies,

and. 2. between the returns of the lay subsidies of 1524 and 1525.

Most men paid the s ame or more money in the isy subsidies, but the

musters were more valuable owing to the higher assessments of the

wealthiest part of the population at that time. The pattern is very

complex and, for example, five villa in the Happing hundred were

richer in 1525 than in .522. It should also be remembered. that the

above examination is based. upon a very limited range of material

owing to the defective state of much of the data in the Public Record

Office.

The reason for chanse.

The wealthiest section of the population wa often more highly

assessed in the muster than in the subsequent aubsidies. The Exchequer,

perhaps, and. later workers correlated these larger assessments with a
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greater degree of reliability in the musters. They found the higher

returns indicative of a more accurate survey. This interpretation may

be correct, but owing to the eparsity of evidence, it is difficult to

see how any definite conclusion can be reached. The muster may not
Is.	 w.

be a good guide to the wealth of the richest men in 1522. USur

based upon estimate. of wealth made collectively by the inhabitants and

officers of eabh hundred and the purpose of the muster - that is for a

loan - was not known at the time of the survey.(Sohofield, 1963) It

is therefore possible that the surveyors were allowed to write down

the rather credulously over-aasesaed sums given for their rich neighbour

The subsidy surveys were carried out in a more careful mmer, and

the individual taxpayers took a sore direct interest in their

assessments. For these reasons, the subsidies may more accurately

reflect the wealth of the richest men, but above all the highest

assessment should not be autematically correlated with the more

accurate survey.

The loan which was raised on the basis of the muster had. not been

repaid by the time of the subsidies. According to the terms of the

subsidy Act, a man was taxed on all sums of money owed to him. The

commissioners, in some parte at least, allowed the money lent to the

Crown to be taxed. Six men in the hundred of Gallow in Norfolk in the

first survey appealed against this because they "thinke in ther

consoirnas never to be repaide of ther mony avaunoed to the kynges

highness by way of lone". Their assessments were reduced by the

amounts they had previously Loaned. Other instances have been found
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where men doubted whether they would be repaid by the Crown. As it

turned out, their assumption was correct.

The earlier muster/loan, therefore, directly affected the amount

of wealth liable for taxation in the first subsidy. In the same way,

the first subsidy had a bearing on the second in 1525, because each

time men were poorer by the amounts they had paid in the earlier

levies. The impact would have been especially great on the small but

wealthiest part of the population. These men were usually assessed

in landed income which was taxed at 1/- in the £ (figure 1).

Moveables were rated at 6d. in the £, but persons holding moveable

goods in excess of £19 were also taxed for 1/- in the £. Thia form

of surtax was paid in both subsidy surveys, and it is no surprise

that the richer people were appreciably poorer in 1525.

The commissioners of the hundred of Babergh in Suffolk saw other

reasons for a decline in local assessment. They noted that some men

had moved their homes to other parts, and some had died and their

wealth was dispersed beyond the viii. Those who were over-assessed

came before the commissioners, took their oathes, and persuaded them

of their diminished value.

Usually the reasons for change were not recorded, but they may be

deduced from the lists. In Lud.ham, in the hundred of Happing, for

example, Thomas Sotterton was worth £20 in moveables in 1524. In the

second survey, Agnes Sotterton was assessed for £10 - probably as

the widow inheriting the reduced estate of her husband. At Brumatead,

Anne Bardwell held £18 in landed income, but he was absent in the
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second year. William Bardwell appears in the list for the first

time and was worth £16 in land - probably Anne's property had passed

to her son.

The lists do not give the reason for an increase in assessment

since the previous survey. In a few hundreds, an explanation for a

reduction in assessment is offered, and there are, for example, 22

reasons given in the "second division" of Dorset. Eight were because

of death, and four because the taxpayers had been sick during the

year. One man had lost his home in a fire. The incidence of floods

and disease was mentioned, two men lost sheep and seven lost part

of their herds of cattle. One woman seems to have suffered a

calamitous conjunction of these difficultiess

"Elyzabeth Smyth of Horton widow £5 She ye d.ekayd by the loss of
300 shepe pryce £30 and for leohecraffte to byr byabexi&e in bye
syknenys £6 13 4d and gyvng away hys goode to d.yverse persons
at the tyme of bye death to the valew of £ 	 and also for a pryst to
syng masse for his sowle in funerall expenses £10"

Harry Barcar of Towoester in Northamptonahire was poorer by £20 for

he had"decayed by manage of his son and gvyng vestments and other

jewels to the church". Change came more dramatically to a few men

in the hundred of Lothingland and Mutford. in Suffolk. John Bobson,

for example, "lost a shypp upon the see the whych was takyn myth the

Sootta to the value of £2811. These few instances of hardship and

distress in the lists illustrate the chance element of inclusion and

assessment for taxation. They suggest that not every anomaly can be

disregarded as a mistake on the part of the compilers of the surveys.

Such changes came about in the lists because the commissioners
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sought genuine assessments of wealth, prior to taxation. Men and

communities were not allocated arbitary sums of money which they

had to contribute in tax. D. Charman (1949) believed some attempt

was made to relate taxation to a capacity to pay, and. that attempts

were made to amend and correct the entries. Over most of the country,

his observations appear to be substantially correct.
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CHAPTER 6. THE RELIAMLIT Q	 SUBSIDIES.

The extdnt lay subsidy returns can be used in at least two fields

of research. They throw a g:reat deal of light upon the nature and

effectiveness of Tudor administration during this periods they are

ind.ispensible in a study of the distribution of wealth and

population. The two lines of research are related, however, in their

interest in the aoouracy and comprehensiveness of the subsidies.

If the Gazetteer is compared with that of 1334, the fullness of the

later survey is clea:r.(Glassoock, 1963) The subsidies, like he earlier

poll taxes, give the taxpayers' names, but they also recorded the

wealth of each man. This additional information counts for very

little unless the lists ware comprehensive and accurate. The two

demands muet be satisfied if the 1524/5 subsidies are to hold an

important place in the source material of the medieval period.

In theory at least, every family in England should have been

interested in the surveys - the sheep-master and. his shepherds,

the merchant adventurer and his servants, the occupants of the Inns

of Court and the clerics with their private incomes, Potentially,

therefore, the subsidies were outstanding in their coverage of the

wealth and population of the country. Row great a proportion of this

was inckded in the surveys is unfortunately unknown because the

total wealth and population of England at that time cannot be

discovered.

Comparisons with other lay subsidies can be revea1in. It has

been found that the euryere of 1524 and 1525, and of 1543/5 were
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by far the most comprehensive in their inclusion of taxpayers.

All men worth £1 and more in their annual income or capital wealth

were taxed. Their fullness is shown by an example taken from the

West Biding in the 1540's. 70% of the taxpayers in the 1543/5

1ist were absent in the subsequent surveys of 1545/7 because the

minimum income and wealth qualification was raised from £1 to £5

(Smith, 1962).

Two provisions in the Act of Subsidy of 1523 show the breadth

of the surveys. Women paid. the normal rates of taxation. Of 2,012

taxpayments in the hun&red. of Babergh in Suffolk, 54 were made by

women. In almost every case, they were Vid.ows acting as the head

of their household. A singlewoman is not often found, but there are

two notable examples in Suffolk. The Spring family fortunes of

Laveitham are represented in the surveys by Alice Spring who was

worth £1,000, and by Bridget who was assessed at £950 in 3524.

Married women are absent - probably because they could not own

property in their own right.

The wives of aliens, howe'ver,were sometimes included.

The second provision of the Act was the taxation of foreigners

at double the normal rate. The following entry is taken from

Ilettleton in Lincolnahire:

"Symond Wilimson and Joban hys wyefe alyanttes".

They paid 1/4d in tax together, but for many parts of the country

wives are absent even from the aliens' lists. When the immigrants

lacked. a £1 in wealth, they were charged a poll tax of 8&. They
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were therefore asked to contribute twice the wage-earners' poll

tax of 4d.. In this way, "Laurens Browne a Skott withoute goodes"

in Ashby in Linooinshire paid 8d. Since all aliens were liable to

taxation, the surveys provide a valuable guide to their distribution

at that time. However, much information has been lost owing to the

poor state of the documentation.

There are a number of important qualifications which should be

made at this point. The first is raised by the title of the

subsidies themselvess It was a lay subsidy. Wherever the wealth of

the country is discussed in this work, it is implied that clerical

wealth is excluded. Such places as Beaulieu and Kirkhaa Abbey were

named in 1524/5 and their laymen were taxed, but the ecclesiastical

bodies were silently excluded.

Secondly, those assessed at under Li in wealth were silently

omitted from the surveys.

Thirdly, it is pointed out that only the major income of each man

was liable for taxation.

There is a fourth problem. Many men owned property and had incomes

outside the vill in which they lived. The importance of this scattered

wealth was recognised, but the wording of the Act of Subsidy was

vague and has at times been misinterpreted. The wealth of each man

was to be assessed and taxed in the viii where he

"shall kepe his house or dwellyng, or where he then shalbe moost
convsaunt abydyng or resyaunt or shall have his moost resorte unto
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and shaibe best knowne at tyme of the said ctficate to be made
and. iwo where cia". (Statutes)

If a man was out of the kingdom, or could not be found, attempts

were made to discover his laet or beat known resorts a return was

then to be made from that place. R.S. Schofield (19 63) discusses

the machinery which was set up to account for the scattered incomes

and property. There are numerous oases of taxpayers being deleted

from the lists with the note in the margin that they were taxed

elsewhere in the country. A man could be taxed only in the place

where be kept the major part of his wealth: Certificates of

Exemption were issued in the other places.

Thomas Wynde, for example, lived at Eemingford Grey in

Huntingdonshire and paid 4/- in tax. He owneó some property in

St Ives, but under the terms of the Act, there was no payment for

the man in those lists. A.C. Chibnell and A.Y. Woodmn (1950)

have written, "It was laid down in the Act of 1523 that if anyone

was assessed in two places the larger sum was 'to be taken and the

other excused". This is quite wrong. The Act, instead, required

that all scattered incomes and property should. be assessed in the

list of one viii - where the greater part of the wealth was to be

found. Unfortunately, there is no means of tracking down cases of

scattered. property and. investments, and the constituent parts of

any assessment cannot be analysed. It is, however, clear that

many surveyors included wealth from distant estates. The assessments

of the Spring sisters, for example, are very high and nru.st have been

derived in part from places outside LavenhRm, where the return was

made.
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An interpretation of the sibsidy material is therefore very

complicated. Nevertheless, W.G. Hoakins (1952) wrote, "under

Henry Vii]. a new form or tax, the subsidy, was introduced. It is

to this that we must turn if we want a clear and undistorted picture

once more of the distribution of wealth in England". There is,

however, no similar source material for th. same date because men

had. no other reason for wanting to know the distribution of wealth

in England. There is very little scope for examining the reliability

of the subsidy survey from other contemporary material.

Steps were taken during the formulation of the Act to ensure

an accurate and comprehensive return. The powers of the commissioners

were strengthened and they were given the ability to punish deceipt

and evasion. Further, the assessments of each taxpayer could be

inspected by auditors in the Exchequer. It was clearly intended that

the lists should be full and. reliable in their content.

It was one thing to legislate in parliament and to make

arrangements in the Exchequers another to ensure that the assessors

and commissioners would carry out the work efficiently and

competently. It is extremely difficult to gauge the acourac$ of

their work in all parts of the country. Comparatively little was

committed to writing, and the preliminary records were later destroyed

The coim±sioners appointed the assessors, they perused the returns,

they could accept oathes and fine men for not appearing before
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them - but the documents in the Public Record Office do not

mark individual stages in this work. They represent instead, the

culmination of the work of the commissioners and. their assessors.

The Public Record Office index contains a very- few unusual

membranes which for some reason found their way to the Exchequer.

A little more is known about the surveys of the hundreds of

Blaokborrie and Thingoe in Suffolk from a few auch membranes and

fragments. It is not entirely clear how the documents were drawn

up, and the following interpretation may not be entirely accurate.

The assessors examined the muster/loan of 1522/3 which included

entries worth £5 and more in value. Men sometimes took their oathes

and persuaded the assessors that they were now poorer than they

had been in 1522. For the subsidy, the assessors also drew up a

list of people whose names were absent from the loan. The bulk of

these people were wage-earners left out of the loan. Two lists

therefore exist for each vill - one was a modified muster/loan

list, and the other a supplement. Taken together, they made up the

first survey for each hundred. In moat cases, the two lists were

fused and a single survey was submitted to the Exchequer, but for

some reason two separate oomiiLationa were sent to Irndon from

Blaokborne and Thingoe. The under-collectors had their own lists of

taxpayers, but moat have been lost or destroyed. A few have been

found for Wiltshire - they contain the names of the taxpayer. and the

amounts expected from them in tax. There are many extant documents

belonging to the high-collectors - they give the sums of money due

from each under-collector and. constable.
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There are few ohecke on the work of the surveyors. We have the

most imperfect idea of the amount of time and thought expended on

their work. Although parliament intended a true and accurate survey,

and the certificates of indenture list the terms of the Act, these

aspirations do not giaantee an acceptable level of accuracy for

our research purposes today.

Every surviving survey of the subsidies has been used, but they

were compiled by men whose sole object was that of raising taxation.

We must turn to other sources for our emm4nation of the reliability

of the subsidies.

1. For some parts of the country, the muster returns are of 'value.

They included all men- whether nobles, commoners, clerics or

laymen. All wealth was recorded under the name of the place where it

was found, but the muster returns were much less uniform in content

than the subsidies. These full returns are not typical of the

greater part of the oountry (Goring, 1955).

There are other drawbacks in the use of the musters:

They eitmined. annual incomes and moveab]& wealth: seasonal and

daily wages were not included. The significance of this omission

may be judged from the following example. Fourteen of the sixteen

units in North Greenhoe hundred in Norfolk have surviving muster and

subsidy returns. There were 546 entries in the muster and 829 in the

first lay subsidy. The absence of 34% of the entries In the muster

largely represents the wage-earners who are found in the subsidy lists.
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The lay subsidies were founon a different set Of criteria, and

any comparison with the muster ia therefore limited in value.

Finally, the muster returns are of very small use beoau8e over

the greater part of the country, all documentation has been lost.

2. The	 Eubsidy returns	 1543/5 may be used to check the

reliability of the 1520's lists. If the two sources are analysed in

a similar manner, changes in the layout of wealth and population

between the two surveys can be compared. This work is in progress,

and the number of taxpayers has been tabulated and plotted for the

later subsidy. For a successful correlation of the two returns, a.

number of factors must be recognised. A detailed comparison o! the

surveys is often hampered. by losses and defectiveness in the

documentation of one or both surveys. In addition, twenty years

had elapsed between the Acts of Subsidy and the nature of the

surveys had altered in detail, although both were relatively

comprehensive in their coverage of the population. Professor

Hoskins (1964) wrote "No other tax-assessment thereafter (the 1520's)

is of the smallest value for a study of population movements, until

we come to the hearth tax of Charles li's reign". Work which is in

progress has shown that this is not a fair description of the

1543/5 subsidy returns over most of the country. When the later

subsidies have been fully analysed, there is every likelihood that

an assessment of the reliability of the 1520's subsidy surveys

will be more complete and. accurate.

3.	 Other data may be used to supplement and verify the subsidy
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returns. The Inquisitiones Post Mortem and manorial archives may

be searched for estimates of personal wealth made at a similar date.

However, there are few chances of a successful comparison. Rarely

do the records coincide in date, and they always contain problems

in interpretation. There were so many m1cnown variables that very

rarely can "like" be compared with "like". For example, much of the

criticism of the 1524/5 surveys has hinged upon comparison with the

1522 muster. The conditions and methods of survey were not identical,

but comment has not always taken this fully into account. Another

instance of the difficulty of correlating two sources can be given.

In the autumn of 1520, the mayor of Coventry took a census of the

number of inhabitants (Harris, 1909). It Ia impossible to find a

proportional correlation between the two sets of datj, in spite

of their nearness in time and place. The boundaries of the parishes

may have changed, or the returns of one survey may be less reliable

than the other.

E. Lipson (1931), in a discussion of the 1520's subsidies,

wrote, "the subsidy returns are not a truatworithy guide to the

property of taxpayers since the assessments were rated much below

real values". This may be a valid argument, but the basis of the

surmise is quite false. Lipeon used as evidence quotations from an

Elizabethan commissioner about experience during Elizabeth's reign.

While the accuracy of other lay subsidies is relevant, we are

forced to conclude that Wo].sey' a surves will have to be largely

judged on their own merit.
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Therefore, any work carried out on the returns may be an

"historical geography of the distribution of wealth in the

subsi&y returns" - raither than "the distribution of wealth in

EnRiand". The a tudy of reality is made in an indirect rAnner.

To paraphrase LC. Darby's evaluation (1952) of the Domesday evidence,

it is probably safe to assume that a picture of England based on

the lay subsidy returns, while neither complete nor accurate in

all its details, does reflect some of the major elements in the

distribution of wealth of the 152018.

The subsidies can only be successfully employed it two basic

points are nembered, First, the imperfect coverage of th. document.

must be constantly borne in mind. J. Cornwall (1965) has written

that the muster and lay subsidy surveys "afford an unusually

comprehensive 'view of pre-Reformation society", but while the claim

was originally true, during the intervening years many of the records

have been lost. This is made clear on the national and county maps

In this work, and. in the Gazetteer. The seriousness of the loss

is related to the scale and nature of the research being undertaken.

When individual entries are being studied, the gaps in the coverage

are considerable. Both lay subsidy surveys should be consulted

before coming to any conclusions because one smear can effectively

conceal the most prosperous taxpayer in the hundred!

Secondly, the subsidiea were a national survey, and an

evaluation of their worth as source material can only come from a

study on a national scale, Previously, some rather unfortunate
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impressions have been gained from work in only a few counties. For

example, there are a number of anomalies in the lists of the

wapentake of Staino].iffe and Ewcroeø in the West Biding, but it

would be wrong to assume that they are found in all the lists of the

Riding. Each list must be examined and considered within its county

and. national context.

The dangers of restricting study to anything less than the country

may be seen in another way. A better idea of how the surveys were

administered. throughout the country was gained. from work on

Oxfordshire, because a number of documents have survived. for this

county which help to interpret the records of the remainder of England.

In Part 2 of this work, and in the aazetteer, each county and. hundred

has been studied in the light of experienoe gained in the remainder

of the country' a returns.

To summarise, we have in the subsidies the greater part of the

wealth of England. In spite of a number of qualifications, it seems

that the surveys were comprehensive, although this is much less true

today owing to the poor storeage of the rolls since the Tudor period..

There is little information that can be used to check the accuracy of

the lists, but little has been found to cast grave doubt on the

findings of the subsidy surveys.

So far, we have tended to speak of the coverage of the country in

one breath - as if each part was evenly treated. A reading of the

county section and a study of the national maps will show that this was
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not the case. There are area]. differences in the reliability of the

material. For a successful investigation of the regional distribution

of wealth and population, there must be a constant relationøhip

between the absolute wealth of an area and. the wealth as assessed

in the subsidies (Buekatsech, 1950-1). ThiB requirement cannot be

fully met.

A lay subsidy gives a distorted impression of the total

dietribution because ecclesiastical wealth was not spread evenly

through the country . The low returns of the fenlands and of such

counties as Lancashire may, in part, reflect the regional importance

of religious foundations. The lay aubsidies ought to be supplemented

with data taken from a clerical subsidy, but the surveys were held

at different times and upon different sets of criteria. Dr. Schofield

(1965) haa been able to examine this form of distortion with respect

to the 1512/16 lay subsidies, and he found that clerical incomes

reinforced, rather than modified, the over-all patterns of wealth.

It should, however, be noted that he worked on a county scale, aM

more marked changes would be found at a larger scale.

Not all men were liable to taxation, and. those assessed for less

than £1 in value were left out. Since these men were not evenly

spread over the country, the relationship between the density of

taxpayers and the total population will be distorted.

Area]. distortion is present in the surveys in another way. The

commissioners and their assessors interpreted the Act in a variety

of ways, and sometimes they defined wealth differently from their
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colleagues in other parts of the country. As a result, the chances

of a man being included varied from one county to another, and a

much greater proportion of the population was liable for taxation

in the south and eastern parts of England. The layout of wealth and

population on the national maps makes this evident. Joan Thirek

(1955) noted that in rural districts, "this assessment seems to have

included the great majority of householders". This was probably true

of the south and. east of England, but to differing degrees, the

subsidy was less sweeping in the remainder of the country. For this

reason, it is not possible to accurately compare the density of

population on Exmoor with the North York Moors, or the size of

Winchester with Ripon. The surveys were not equally comprehensive in

their inclusion of adult males.

The yield in taxation in the north and west was very low when

compared. with the south and east of Englands the sparsity of taxpayers

in the northern counties is even more surprising. In order to measure

this problem, Dr. Thirak (1959) called for a comparison of the

subsidy lists with other population censuses. The lay subsidies of

1543/5 are being analysed with this aim in 'view. (The value of later

source material has already been discussed on page 7i . It is hoped.

to compare the density of taxpayers for each mapping unit in the

country, but progress is being hampered by the defectiveness of the

documentation, together with other problems. Twenty years elapsed. in

time between the two periods of survey, and the surveying critera

were not identical. However, if the entire country is surveyed at the
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two dates, the proportional differences in the density of taxpayers

vii]. be interesting. The varied surveying techniques of the

commissioners and. assessors in the 1524/5 subsidy may be revealed..

In the south-east, the density of taxpayers is roughly comparable,

but in the north and north-west, there are many times more people

in the 1ate lists. An increase in taxpayers may indicate the

existence of unreliable returns in 1524/5.

In conclusion, over the greater part of the country the

subsidies were administered in a standard miner - but there were

exceptions. Lancashire and Yorkshire were glaringly different from

the southern counties in the management of their surveys. It is much

more difficult to pin-point the distortion present in the lists of

other counties. In the county section of Part 11, the presence of

anomalous returns is explored in depth for each county in the north

and west of England. The reliability of the subsidies varies over

the country, and for this reason, the national maps must be used.

with care.

Counties and. groups of hundreds were surveyed by the me men and

consequently have a greater degree of uniformity. Th. distribution of

population may be safely deduced. from maps covering individual counties

or regions in England. For this reason, maps of the relative

distribution of wealth and. population have been drawn for as many

counties as possible in this work.
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CHAPTER 7. THE MLPPI 2! THE SURVEYS.

Jean Mitchell (1954), in her brief study of the medieval textile

indU8try, described the development of a small area of Suffolk

(1954). The tax paid by each town and village in the lay subsidies

of 1334 and 1524/5 was plotted on two maps. The distribution of

taxation was then correlated with the spread of wealth In the area,

and changes between the two dates were analysed.

In spite of this useful guide to further work, very few maps of

the subsidy returns of 1524/5 have appeared. Perhaps this is because

of the difficulties encountered when plotting the statistical

material. The amount of preparatory work is enormous owing to the

unwieldy form of the surveys. Furthermore, an entirely satisfactory

mapping base does not exist.

Each county has imperfect records, and for some parts of the

country the surviving documentation is very incomplete. As a

consequence, the absence of a full and even coverage is a fundamental

problem in any analysis of the material. In the taxation maps, the

returns of the second survey have been used wherever possible.

"." is the symbol used. on the county maps as an indication that the

first survey returns have been used in the mapping unit.

Examples of a discrepancy of over 10% in the amount of tax paid in

the two years are noted with the symbol of "o".

Each instance of a wide discrepancy In the returns can be indicated

on the map and the choice of the year of survey is therefore not

very important.
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If the lists of 1524 and 1525 are both defective, information may

be taken from both years in order to ensure a full area]. coverage.

Sometimes, both surveys are completely lost, and the amounts of

taxation must be taken from the hundred and borough enrolled returns.

These totale can be used for mapping purposes when the units coincide

with the outline of the hundreds. When this is not so, the returns of

the pre-re'viaed survey of 1523/4 may be used. The latter survey is

not entirely reliable (see Chapter 2), and it is known that the

Exchequer discovered evidence of misunderstanding and uxiderasseesent

in the lists. For these reasons, the survey was revised, but its

returns come near in amount to the accepted figures of 1524.

is the symbol used. on the county maps as an indication that the

figures are only approximate because both surveys are defective.

The maps of taxation contained in this work are therefore variable

in their reliability and in the fullness of their coverage.

Two other maps have been compiled for most counties. One attempts

to show the relative distribution of taxpeyers. The taxation figures

have been analysed in the third map which makes a preliminary

investigation of the economy and. society of each county. It is of

adjusted taxation which was paid on asseasmente of less than £20 in

each subsidy survey. There are gaps in the coverage of these latter

two maps. The enrolled returns do not contain the numbers of

taxpayers, and the abandoned first survey give. only the amounts of

tax expected. from each viii. In order to map the material, the

returns of each parish, hundred and borough must be complete beoauee
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summaries were not given by the medieval surveyors. Unless the

membranes are complete and legible, the information is irredflaably

lost.

The spread. of men and money can be shown cartographically by

means of proportional circles appropriately located on the maps.

In this way, the wealth of individual towns can be studied and

compared(aa in the second national map) and. the relationship of

the urban centres with their neighbouring countryside may be

found. From this, it may be argued that all taxation areas - urban

and rural districts should be treated in this way. The approximate

position of most medieval settlements i. known, and th. distribution

of wealth between them could be plotted. There i, however, a most

serious drawback to this method. No idea of the spread of wealth

is given within the mapping area. The Tudor town was very small in

area, although functionally most importanti the Tudor parishes and

titbings in some parts were considerable in area and most tregular

in outline. No account is taken of the variable size of the taxation

units if proportional circles are used. For example, the wealth

of the Linooinsh.tre fenland seems considerable when plotted by

proportional circles - each related to a viii, but if the great

area over which the wealth was spread is taken into account, the

prosperity of the feri is much less marked.

Chioroplethic mapping is an alternative method - designed to

show the number of shillings, o taxpayers, per square mile of the

mapping unit. B. Reynolds (1958) used. both techniques in his work
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on medieval Dorset. He found that it was very difficult to compare

the wealth of arOas of d.iepersed. aM nucleated settlement if

proportional circles were need.. According to the structure of the

survey lists, the circles could include the payments of a variable

number of settlements. "In those areas where dispersed settlement

was characteristic .... the density map is a superior giide to the

actual prosperity of such areas relative to neighbouring parts".

By 1icing the area of the parishes into account, all parts of the

country can be treated in a similar maxmer, irrespective of their

settlement pattern.

Furthermore, the preparation of the proportional circles La

long and tedious, and would take a oonsiderable amount of time.

C oroplethic mapping is much speedier, and the use of six shadings

gives a detailed analysis of the spread of wealth in the country.

It is difficult to present more than six shadings on maps of the

size included within this work. The nape which follow have been

drawn at a standard scale, and use a uniform shading and. range of symbOlE

If these mapping units were designed to correspond with the

taxation yule, a very detailed picture of the distribution of

wealth aM ppu1ation would emerge. Joan Thirsk (1957) presented a

useful map of Linoolnehire based. on the statistical returns of 1563 -

plotted on a parish basis, She stressed the probable lack of

coincidence between the Tudor administrative units and the layout of

civil parishes. This is the principal problem which must be faced.

The precise extent and composition of the subsidy taxation villa I.
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rnknown. A small scale map of the hundreds end wapentakes adopted

by the surveyors in 1524/5 ii given for each county in this work.

In many counties, there were many oases of fragmented and detatched

parts of th. hundreds. If their layout is a guide, the pattern of

Tudor parishes and tithings must have been highly complicated. The

first accurately drawn map of the parishes of England, with their

acreage figures, dates from the end of the ninetenth century. Beyond

doubt, these civil parishes of the Victorian period were very

different in outline from the villa of the 1520's. Even where the

names of the parishes and villa are the same, their layout has

changed. There were changes in administrative layout even betteen

the surveys of 1524 and 1525. Viii names of one year may be absent

in another, or subdivided into further separate lists. Some place-

names were linked, with others - and the form of these linkages

sometimes varied over the years.

The time needed for the compiation of these detailed maps would

be excessive in view of the dubious accuracy of the results. Instead,

larger mapping units can be taken - similar in size to many of the

hundreds and wapentakes. The boundaries must be parochial, but far

fewer divisionB have to be drawn around these larger units. Therefore,

the maps are made up of groups of parishes representing collections

of taxation villa, and It is hoped that error has been minimised..

Much more information may be conveyed in this manner. Of ten a

summary of the amount of tax expected from a group of yule survives

although the individual returns have been lost. The problem of th.
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absent or defective viii's payments can be by-passed if all the

places are mapped together in a larger division. A map of the groups

of yule may be more complete than one in which each viii is

treated separately.

The source material must still be organised on a. local level,

even though the returns are being mapped at a smaller scale. In

Cambridgeshire and Staffordshire, the hundred divisions would serve

as mapping areas since they are compact, although variable in else,

but fragmentation is so great in Worcestershire and Hertfordshlre

that the use of the medieval hundreds would be impossible. F.W. Morgan

( 1940) noted the unsuitability of the hundreds in Devons parts were

deta$ohed, the outlines were irregular and they transgressed different

topographical regions. In this work, the parishes have been gathered

together into divisions which reflect something of the regional

identity of parts of the country. B. Reynolds had a similar approach,

"Modern parish acreages have been used in these calculations, and the

areal divisions of the country, while based originally upon the

hundreds, have been appreciably amended in order to conform in some

measure to the geological pattern". The principal bases of the

division alopted by F.W. Morgan, "were maps of relief, rainfall, and

solid geology, the account and. map of Vancouver" and so on. In

Morfolk, the layout of units should, in this way, reflect the areas

of breckland and Len. The wealth of the Cotewolds may be compared

with that of the Vale of Evesham, and the lands of Chainwood Forest

with the Soar-Wreake valleys. The boundaries of the regions are
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parish bounds. With Morgan, "No finality can be claimed. for these

regions - indeed, each atudent would devise his own - but they do

represent a reasonable smm ry of theography of Devon" and other

parts of the country.

C.T. Smith (1965) used the 1520's surveys ma regional appraisal

of Cambridgeshire. He employed a more l3ndoa approach, divided the

country into three kilometre squares and used these as mapping units.

Usually only two or three taxation villa are contained in such an

area, so that for many parts of the country, the study becomes a

parochial one in d.isgiise. Purther) aett].ements often straddle two

or more 'three kilometre squares t . The solution of such problems

becomes somewhat arbitrary.

Whatever the preferences, the format of this present work has

been set. It is intended, that the distribution of wealth in the

1520 's will be eventually compared with that of 1086 and. 1334. In

order to correlate the pattern of wealth at these three dates,

research has to follow similar lines - in techniques and. format.

If changes were made, only the degree of change in method would be

measured, rather than the layout of wealth in England.. For this

reason, the pattern as set out by Professor B.C. Darby and Dr. R.E.

Glasseock has been followed as exactly as possible (see Chapter 1).

In practice, some modification of procedure has been unavoidable

owing to losses in documentation in the 1524/5 surveys. A number of

the original units have had. to be brought together - as in
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Derbyshire and Herefordahire.

Finally, one thing should be stressed - these maps are not the

end of the study, but only the beginning. Maps are excellent, when

drawn carefully, since they are able to suggest many uestiona, and

it was impossible to begin formulating the direction of investigation

until the maps were prepared. In a sense, a etudy of the distributional

nature of wealth and population inthe subsidies was impossible, Now

these maps have been drawn and partially analysed, it is hoped they

will encourage further enuity locally and regionally.
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CHAPTER 8. TNTRODUCTION TO THE G&ZETTEER

The Gazetteer of the lay subsidy returns of 1524/5 has two aims:

1. The tabulation of the amount of tax paid by each viii.

2. The tabulation of the number of taxpayers.

Throughout this work, the need to study both the first and second

surveys is stressed. Un].ess this is done, the value of the source

material is limited, and the coverage of the country is much

restricted. Wherever possible, the returns of both 1524 and 1525 are

recorded in the Gazetteer.

The first survey of 1523/4 is rather complicated - See Chapter 2.

1. first survey	 During the closing months of 1523, and in

January and February 1524, a survey was made over much of the country.

This was later revised and. many of the documents which had. already

been prepared were abandoned. The lists of people and their expected

payments have not usually survived.

2. first survey Commiesionera' Certificates The documents were drawn

up before the revision took place, and contain only the amounts of

tax owed by each viii. There is no information related to the number

of taxpayments.

3. first survey "B": From March until July 1524 another survey was

mounted with lists containing names and intended contributions to the

subsidy. This became the first ur yeyin the eyes of contemporaries

and was considered. sufficiently reliable by the Thdor administrators

to be adopted as a suitable basis for taxation. It at all possible,

the "B" lists are always given in the Gazetteer for the first surveys
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Qnd it should always be assumed that these are the lists in use -

unless there is specific information to the contrary.

If the "B" lists are defective, then. the other two lists are

used., where available. The Commissioners' Certificates are

frequently employed, but the "A" lists only survive for parts of

Oxford.shire, Somerset and. Wiltshire. The taxation totals of these

two sources are usually lower than those of list "B", and for this

reason, the following procedure has been adopted in the Gazetteer.

Even if only a few totals have been lost in list "B", all the totals

in the	 Certificate for the hundred. are given. The

returns of many unite can be found in both lists, and if they are

compared, a more accurate estimate may be given for those villa

with only one extant return. Through the use of this earlier

material - from the survey which had to be revised - it is possible

to study a larger part of the country, which would otherwise have

to be ignored. Because of the losses of "B" list material over much

of Gloucestershire and Kesteven, these parts of England could. not

have been included in the Gazetteer.

Gaps in the surveys.

The Gazetteer is taken entirely from original documents in the

Publis Record Office. Jo county has complete documentation and.

altogether a vast number of membranes have been lost. ampah1re aud

Northamptonshire have a relatively good coverage, but some villa
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have lost their returns in both the first and second surveys. In

Bedfordshire and Herefordehire, the greater part of the survey

material has been lost,

These losses occurred in a number of ways.

1. For parts of Derbyshire, the North and East Bidings of Yorkshire,

it may be deduced that full and orthodox lists of taxpayers were

never sent to the Exchequer in London.

2. Many of the documents sent to London have been stored badly, and

in the case of the first survey for the hundred of Happing in Norfolk,

nothing but a mass of rotted membrane survives. In such oases, it may

be safe to assume all is lost, but $ copy may be stored in a county

record office. Infrequently, a copy has been found in the Public Record

Office, and almost identical lists have been found, for example, for

the hundred of Babergh in Suffolk. These copies may be entered in

different part. of the Public Record Office index.

3. Only through a search of every Exchequer reference could all the

surviving membranes be traced. C.A.F. Meekings (1962-3) noted, "Many

items in this class (E 179) are mere haphaard sorting accumulations

or bundles of miscellanea... For this and'other reasons the official

list to this class is notoriously fallible". Very frequently, parts

of the me survey for a hundred have become detaiched. There are cases

where such returns have been scattered through three references in the

PRO index. Membranes have been found entered under the wrong survey,

and even the wrong county.

Here are three examples:
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a. A certificate of Alderbiary hundred in Wiltshire was found under the

hundred of Armingford in Canbridgeshire.

b. A membrane of the hundred of Nassaborough in Northamptonehire was

found indexed with those of the hundred. of Papworth and North Stow

in Cambridgeshire.

a. Another membrane that of the hundred of Dunworth in Wiltshire -

was wrongly indexed under the wapentake of Ainsty in Yorkshire.

Sometimes, surveys of other periods have been identified in the

index as belonging to the 15th and 16th years of Henry Till. There

was one- admittedly in a poor condition - for the wapentake of

Buckrose in the East Riding. The indexer made an error of twenty

years in dating it. Membranes of 1524/5 have been mistakenly inserted

with surveys of 1543/5 and classified under these later subsidy

returns in the index. Part of the survey of the hundred of Milverton

in Somerset was mislaid in this manner.

The following classes have been searoheds

1. Every lay subsidy of the 15th and 16th Henry Till.

2. Every lay subsidy of the 35,36 and 37th Henry Vl].l.

3. Other references of that period which may contain relevent material.

4. The class of references containing miscellaneous material for the

reign of Henry Till and later.

If a survey of the 1520's baa been wrongly identified and placed

elsewhere in the index, it has not been seen for the purposes of this

azetteer. It will only be found by a. detailed hundred-by-hundred
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search carried out upon all the early Pudor surveys. This is clearly

impossible, under the PRO System, for the purpose of this work.

An index of the location of every survey and membrane related to

the surveys of 1524/5 containa a thousand entries. with those

references which have been inspected in order to ensure no 1520'.

material was present, the figure ii over 1 ,500 . If at the same time,

it is remembered that only three references may be ordered at any

one time at the PRO, and these usually take 45 minutes to become

available, the problems of time and organisation become obvious.

Often a fragment which has defeated the indexer transforms the

returns of a hundred into near-completeness. The word Wlost is

never written in the Gazetteer, although the membranee have not

been found. Instead, a blank space has been left so that if the

figures should become available, the Gazetteer can be easily revised..

A blank space means that the returns have not been found, or are

unuseables Where the date has been omitted from the documents, the word.

"absent" has been written in the Gazetteer - every effort has been

made to avoid ambiguity.

lists itbout totals.

The FronjLece is an example of a typical survey list. The names

of men and women were listed under the name of Chilton Candover and

at the foot of the list was the amount of money due from their viii.

In turn, the sum expected from the hundred. of Mainaborough is recorded

after the lists of the other villa in the hundred. However, sometimes
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this work was not carried out and the 51mmTy totals may be absent,

iileible or lost. In such cases, the work of calculating these sums

must be carried out to-day. There are also errors in addition in the

lists which had to be corrected during the compilation of the

Cazetteer. The medieval surveyors had. access to other documents in

order to spot their blunders, but this help is lacking today - in

cften illegible documents. Where such calculations have been needed

today, the fact is indicated with an asterisk. The total is much less

reliable than thok. given by the medieval surveyors and their auditors.

In Kent, thousands of individual payments had to be added up, and.

the chance of error is considerable.

There are two other instances where the asterisk may appear im

the Gazett.er. So*.tinies, although the list of the viii may have

been separately written, it shares a. common total with other villa.

In order to preserve a consistent form of presentation in the

Gazetteer, this summar7 total has been broken down into individual

vu totals.

An asterisk may also appear under the hundred or borough total,

which is underlined. At times, a discrepancy has been found. between

the sum of the villa and the hundred figure given in the document.

Thie difference is indicated, by giving the total of the sum of the

'viii payments - distinguished with an asterisk, and not underlined.

Problems of identification

Confusion can take many forms. Frequently, membranes have been
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stitched in the wrong order, or back-to-front, and it is easy to give

the wrong total of tax to a place-name. In all these cases, the

membranes must be resorted into their correct order within the

PRO references. A comparison of the names of taxpayers in the two

years often helps in the identification of the time and place of the

survey. Their payments can1 added up and compared with the Till

totals given in the document. If, however, the viii totals were

never given by the medieval surveyors, and only one survey survives

for the hundred, these forms of deduction are useless. It is then

virtually impossible to accurately identify the complete viii list

if it extends over more than one side of the membrane. Further, if

there are no totals, there is no check that the entire lists are

present. Lists of the hundreds of Eyhorne, Calehili and Maidatone

in Kent cannot be accurately identified for these reasons. Then there

is doubt as to the correct identity of a place-name and its entries,

a question mark baa been given in the Gazetteer.

It is difficult, in some cases, to discover whether the fragments

belong to the first or second survey. The certificate of indenture

may be lost or detatched from the entries, and. only one survey may

survive • The survey can be recognised from a comparison of the

hundred or borough total and the figure given in the enrolled returns,

but if the totals are missing, identification is impossible.

Anticipation details always prove that the membranes belong to the

first survey, but there is no significance in their absence. The

name of the high collector is a good guide. Bis name was given in the
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enrolled returns, and he could legally serve in only one survey.

Sometimes, as many as six PRO references havø been simultaneously

compared in order to identify a survey, and through cross-checking

with other membranes, the date of the survey may be tracked down.

Some fragments of the hundred of Larkfield. in Kent, and the

wapentake of Wraggoe in Lindsey, have not been identified.

the arrangement of the Cazetteer

The counties are arranged in alphabetical order with London

included before the county of Middlesex. The Casetteer follows the

practice of the surveys in parating the wapentake of Ainsty and.

the City of York from the Riding divisions of Yorkshire. Material

related. to the Households and those people of the rank of peer

completes the gazetteex.

The hundreds, wapentakes and boroughs are arranged alphabetically

within their respective counties. However, owing to the peculiar

structure of the administrative units in Kent, Sussex and Dorset,

a different pattern of treatment has been adopted. for those counties.

A useful guide and summary to the main body of the county and national

gazetteer may be found in the anmmry at the end of each county

section. This is based on the enrolled returns, and whilst serving

as a summary, it also can be compared with the liata as drawn up by

the local surveyors.

The yule are also in alphabetical order within their hundreds

or boroughs. Two forms of present ation were available for uaei
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1. in the order of the original documents. It is possible to examine

any significance in the order of the villa in the two surveys. None

has been found. Often the two lists have the same order of place-

names, but it is clear that this was only for reasons of convenience.

In this way, the clerks probably avoided leaving a viii out of the

membranes.

2. in ali,habetical order. There was no importance attahhed to the

order of the lists, and indeed, changes could occur randomly between.

the surveys. It is therefore easier to compile an alphabetical list

which will facilitate future use of the gazetteer. Itahould be much

easier to find individual yule - especially in such large hundreds

as those of Bradford in Shropshire and Pirehill and Offlow in

Staffordshire.

The following rule must be noted. These prefixes always succeed

the remainder of the place-name in the Gazetteers

North, east, west and south/ upper, middle, and lower/ over, under

and nether/ great and little/ high and low.

Where all the returns of a hundred or borough have been lost in

both years, this fact is recorded in the county chapter, and may be

dticed from the county summary.

If the returns of a hundred or borough are incomplete, this is made

clear in either the county chapter, or in the text or foot-note

of the Gazetteer. Where only part of a place-name can be read or

reliably interpreted, ueationmarks represent the parts which

cannot be read.
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When entries cannot be counted, a "circa" figure may be given.

the 1334 and 1520's Gazetteers

This Gazetteer stands as a separate entity, but it does offern

excellent opportunity for making comparisons with the lay subsidy

returns of 1334. For thi. reason, the same conventions have been

adopted where appropriate and possible. It would also be foolish

to reproduce data which has been so accurately and clearly presented

in the gazetteer of R.Z. Glassoock. (1963).

1. Public Record Office reference numbers

Dr. Glasacock gave these at the beginning of each county section.

In the 1520's returns, each hundred 8nd borough has a different set

of numbers and therefore, the numbers are given for each

ad.miniatrative area. in the surveys. The alternative course would

have been to omit the references altogether, but this was rejected

for two reasons. The PRO index is notoriously misleading and

inadequate, and. in addition, the references give some idea of the

complexity of the source material. The surveys can only be accurately

used if every reference is consulted, ana the reference numbers

should be an enormous help.

2. place-names

Dr. Glasecock gave the form of the place-name in 1334 and the name

as it appears on the Ordnance Survey maps to-day. If a similarLy full

coverage had been accorded, this Gazetteer would have been greatly

extended. This was not thought worthwhile, especially since the
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1520's spelling of the place-name is usually very near that of 1334

or the present spelling.

The 7th edition of the 1,63360 map has been taken as standard,

arid, if the place-name is absent from this map, the 1520's form is

given within brackets. Elements of the place-name on the map, absent in

the 1520's documents, have been omitted from the Gazetteer. If there

is confusion, a footnote Ia inserted - especially- if the place-name

does not occur in the 1334 subsidy lurvey.

There is no information as to the present parochial statua of any

of the v-Ills within this Gazetteer. Dr. Glassoock has given a complete

and comprehensive coverage.

3. grid references

'Wherever possible, Dr. Glassoock gave a grid reference to every unit

within the 1334 lists. There seems little point in reproducing this

material. It would extend. the length of this Gazetteer, and the only

contribution would be a number of mistakes to hia very lint

achievement. However, if the place-name is present in the 152Oe

lists, but was absent In 1334, then the grid. reference is given in

this Gazetteer. If it has been impossible to locate the place-name,

a footnote is given. In this way, the two gazetteera should. be

complementary, and it ehould be possible to note the vi11 which only

appear In the 1520's returns.

These grid references are meant only as a rough guide. They do

not necessarily represent the medieval site of the village or buildings
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within the viii. Frequently, the reference only ]ooates the place-

name on the map. It La felt that the precise location of the

medieval sites on the present map is completely beyond he scope

of this work. In fairness, even this rough guide marks a considerable

advance onur hat has gone before.

The treatment of the boroughs and large TMurban" centres is

rather different. When stu&ying the wards and parishes of the

medieval town, the occurrence of their names on a present-day map

is clearly o:f little significance. For this reason, the Ordnance

Survey has not been used. Usually a single source of reference has

been taken for the spelling of the place-name - The English Place

Name Society volumes are ideal where they exist. Only those place-

names which cannot be found in any source of reference have been

placed within brackets.

The 1334 lists almost never break down the returns to their

ward and parish level - and no comparison is made between the surveys.

In addition no attempt has been made to locate the wards and parishes

of the towne given in the 1520's lists.

an approach to the Gazetteer

It would have been impossible to reproduce every 	 name,

every payment made by a widow in one or both of the surveys.

Consequently, this is not a transcript, and a large amount of

tabulation and analysis has been undertaken during the preparation

of the Gazetteer. At each stage, problems had to be solved in order
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to avoid an unwieldy gazetteer, and. great stress has been laid. upon

a uniform presentation. It must be remembered that each problem

will be magnified. as illegibility increases. The source material, is

considerable in bulk, and although relatively uniform in presentation,

naturally there are many variations when it is taken and studied

nationally.

In so far as it is practical, a work has been produced which may

be amended and corrected when the data become, available. The county

record offices may supply some information, and the Public Record

Office probably contains some more material.

Whilst every effort has been made to minimise the occurrence of

error, time and the sheer length of the task have not helped. There

is no attempt to deny the magnitude and extent of this problem. I

have suffered much from errors made in other people's transcripts,

and. I fully sy*pathise with those who will meet with similar

experiences in ny own Gazetteer.
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PART II

TEE DISTRIBTJtIION OP THE RELATIVE WEALTH AJD POPULATION

OP ENGLAND

AND TEE COUNTIES

(Chapter 7 of Part I introduces the problems of compiling the

national arid county maps ubed. In the following sections.)
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PART T

THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE RELATiV. WEALTH AND POPULATION Q ENGLAND

There is little point in exaggerating the importance of the

subsidies as source material in late medieval research. However,

A.C. Chibnell and. A.V. woon (1950) wrote, "the net was cast wide,

and few adults members of the population can have eluded the

tax-collectors, so that we are presented with what may be likened

to a Kelly's Directory of Buckinghamshire for the year 1523/4".

This analogy i quite erroneous. For a start, the Kelly Directory of

Buckinghamshire is a complete volume, whereas the 1520's surveys

are very defective. Kelly notes the location, size and. nature of

the settlements, but the subsidies give no such help. At the most,

the villa are listed. under their hundred names, and in a few cases

the identity and precise location of some places cannot be discovered

today.

Kelly does not list many people in the community. The subsidies

certainly included most of the heads of household, although the

number omitted will never be precisely known. Kelly may mention a

person in more than one place, whereas he will only appear in the

subsidies once. The character and. topography of towns and villages

emerges through the entries of Kelly's Directory, but all this is

missing from the rolls. We clearly do not have a Directory for the

years 1524/5 in either Buckinghamshire or the remainder of the country.
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the tudy of settlement fortunes

The taxation lists give the minimal wealth and. population of

each vill. The historical geographer would like the villa to correspond

with the towns, villages and &aolated farmateads present in the

landscape of the 1520's. In this way, it would be possible to trace

the fortunes of individual settlements, and to relate the number of

taxpayers to the topography of the countryside.

These hopes are largely confounded by the aims of the Exchequer.

In the words of the Act (Statutes):

"the said subsidie ahalbe yerely taxed. assessed and rated socordyng
to this acte in evy Shire Riddyng Lathe Wapentake Rape Citie Borowe
Towne and evy other place withyn evy of the said foure yeresN.

The Exchequer had little direct interest in the assessors and petty-

collectors, who worked in the individual yule. It was perfectly

possible to audit and supervise the returns from lists drawn up on

a hundred anc borough basis.

The choice of larger-scale divisions was left to the compiler

of the individual hundred lists. In each county there were differences

in approach. The smallest units in the hundred of Slaughter in

Gloucestershire were called. "parishes", but individual farms appeared

in the lists of western Rerefordshire. In Lancashire, the parish

townships were named in only the hundreds of Blackburn and Lonadale -

elsewhere, only parish d.ivisions Were given. In many places, no

indication was given as to whether the place-name was a parish,
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tything or topographical name. It is clear that many villages,

hamlets and farms were silently included within their respective

parishes. G.D. Ramsay (1954) noted that "there was little or no

effective distinction between tithing, parish,manor or even liberty

or borough, or any other unit below the hundred, which itself was

a most haphazard collection of localities". Little emphasis has

been placed on the status of the villa in the Gazetteer since it

seems to have played such a small part in the minds of the

contemporary surveyors.

R.E. alassoock (1963) was able to study only one survey - that

of 1334 - but he detected a rather arbitary selection of place—names

in. some parts of the country. In the 1520's, two surveys can be

studied, and differences in the format are more easily investigated

It soon becomes clear that changes in the structure of the lists

do not always reflect di.fferenoes in the economy and society of

the individual villa. Instead, they indicate a change in. the

surveyor's approach -in 1525 as he wrote down the returns. In the

first year in Sussex, parish divisions were not given for many

hundreds in the county. In the second year, parish names are found in

all the lists. The imprecision and fluidity of the composition of

the returns must condition their usefulness in research on the

contemporary landscape.

These criticisms of the work of the surveyors do not in any way

conflict with the observations of M.W. Beresford (1953). Es wrote,

"the calculating eye of the tax collector was directed on the very
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matters of man-power and taxable capacity which interest us in this

inquiry". They mean instead that the commissioners and high

collectors worked within the frame-work of the hundred and borough.

There was no need. to arrange the taxpayers under their village

street or farmstead names.

A number of yule in the lists contributed very small amounts in

taxation. Lb may be argued from this that all places with a few

housee and farms must have been named in the lists. Thia unfortunately

is not true. No guide was given to the local surveyors as to the

threshold size and wealth of a community for identification ptrposes

in the hates it was left completely to the discretion of the

sur'ieyor. Especially in areas of dispersed settlement, consistently

prosperous centres might only occasionally be identified in the

surveys - for reasons of sheer convenience on the part of the

compilers of the lists. This is well illustrated by the large number

of deserted medieval villages. Sometimes, prior to destruction, the

village names are absent in the lists because their entries were

silently included under other place-names in the neighbourhood. It

was also possible for the returns of other settlements to be

included with the very few entries and name of a lost village.

Therefore, little importance can be attached to the presence of'

absence of a place-name in the surveys. It may be assumed that the

omission of a lost village name indicated that desertion had taken

place. This assumption has many pit-fahles the deserted medieval

village of Abbottone in Rampshire may be given as an example.
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It was present in the 1334 list, absent in both 1524 and 1525, and.

although a lost village by then, it is found. again in the lists of

1543. The changes reflect the whims of the local surveyors in their

choice of divisions in their hundred lists.

Lost villages were often named when a prosperous person was in

residence, and. for thia reason, the villages of East Ravendale,

Boughton and Hundon in Linoolnshire are found In the lists. On the

other hand, the single return of the shepherd and his dog was

included. with the entries of a neighbouring vill.

Professor Bereeford. (1965) pointed out that the "assessments do

enable an important distinction to be made between the normal villages

and those already reduced to one or two households. Thus at Knaptoft,

in Leicestershire, (depopulated about 1500) only two names appear

in 1524, wherea at baton (not to be enclosed and depopulated until

1622) there were 19 and at Stapleford ( a late emparking depopulation)

there were 25". The 1334 subsidy has been eitensive].y used lor this

purpose, and. villa with the names of lost villages have been

distinguished in this Gazetteer. The lists of The Deserted Medieval

Village Research Group have been used, and each site is marked

with "+" in the Gazetteer.

The subsidies treated the villages in the same way as their more

normal neighbours. In some cases, the surveys found the villages ripe

for desertion - the factors which later encouraged eviction - a

smallness in wealth and population - were already present. In other

oases, the villages had already disappeared. from the fiscal records
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and in others, the returns of the lost villages were linked, with

those of their neighbours.

The name of the Till may not exactly d.eBoribe the village of

the same name, and. 3. Cornwall (1962-3) drew attention to the

difficulty of defining the bounds of such towns as High lycombe

in the surveys - but the problem has much wider relevance. The

location of any body of taxpayers in the landscape is very difficult.

For example, the taxpayers in the bet village of Pudding Norton in

Norfolk may represent the village before desertion. On the other

hand, the men may have occupied. the manor house and farm buildings

which survived destruction. In a similar manner, the five taxpayers

of nearby Godwick may have lived on the 38 acre site of the village

before eviction occurred, or they may have been the household.

servants of the evicting landlord.. They only paid 8/- in tax.

Another possibility is that they formed. the occupants of the

outlying farms and buildings near the boundaries of the parish.

The examples illustrate the difficulties of correlating taxation

with the fortunes of a deserted medieval village.

Every available subsidy survey must be consulted in order to

ensure accuracy in interpretation. This may be demonstrated with

a look at the progress of enclosure and depopulation in the north of

England. It appears from the 1524/5 eubsidies that the countryside

had been denuded of a vast proportion of its population. Even where

villages had survived, shrinkage was most marked. Thia is interesting
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in view of an observation made by LH. Tawney (1910). He believed.

that the government would oppose enclosure because it reduced. the

taxable capacity of the counties. It appears from the subsidy eurveB

that there were sufficient grounds for this opposition.

The conclusion is however false since there is evidence of

widespread underassesement in this part of the country. The people

liable to eviction were of little significance - even when resident

because they were usually excluded, from the survey lists of 1524/5.

In contrast, there are many more taxpayers present in the subsidy

surveys of 1543/5. There are no signs of a dramatic repopulation

of the north during the twenty years after 1524/5, and so we must

conclude that the changes were due to the different surveying

criteria of the two subsidies.

In a study of settlement fortunes, the taxation surveys must be

as comprehensive as poaaible. In the north of England, the 1524/5

surveys are unsuitable because they excluded the section of the

community most likely to euffer eviction. The relative value of

each subsidy survey in this field of study will only emerge after

all the subsidies of the Thdor period have been examined on a

national basis.

the study of ersona1 fortunes

The subsidies give only the crudest impression of the standard

of living. The method of assessment is not fully understoods it is

not known how long the taxpayers enjoyed the level of wealth recorded
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in the lists. We are only told how much each an was worth in the

eyes of the subsidy-men. Additional data is not normally given, and

the subsidy o' 1543/5 lacks any form of marginal information. There

are, however, some personal details in the surveys of 1524/5 owing

to a set of peculiar circumstances. The Exchequer compared the

returns of the loan of 1523 with the assessments of the first year

of the lay subsidy of 1523/4 (see Chapter 2.) Ii found oases of

lower assessment, and. challenged. the abatements in a Memorial. Where

the local surveyors upheld their reduced. assessments, they sometimes

justified the action in notes made beside the taxpayers' names in

the lists. From these details, it is possible to discover a few

of the calamities which might befall the taxpayer. Thus, in the

Devonshire hundred of East Bud.leighs

"Richard Drake was ceased at the prest at £40 he askyth al].owens for
80 shepe pse £4 whyche dyed yn the moryn also of £3 in mony it was
thyf atolyn and for a oxe delyvd to the vycar for a mortuary upon the
deth of bye wyf pse £1 and his apparel psed at the prest at £3 and.
so remayneth at the subsedy 29".

The subsidy was assessed during six weeks in the autumns of 15?4 and

1525. This was a sensible time since the Michaelmaa rents had been,

paid, and the harvest was reaped but not eaten.

In a later context, E.L. Jones (1964) has illustrated the impact

of the weather on the well-being of the community. W.G. Hoakine (1964)

has drawn attention to the paramount importance of the harvests in

the economy and. society of England. He has analysed the quality

of the annual harvest during the early sixteenth century, and found

five good. harvests in a row from 1522/1526. It would be interesting
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to trace a regional pattern in the harvest of 1524 from the subsidy

returns. There are numerous references to the miserable autumn of

1524. The heavy rains caused flooding and disease among livestock.

The yule of Fenton, Car].ton, Stragglethorpe and Willoughby along

the River Witham in Keeteven complained of their losses in cattle

and corn. In the Devonshire hundreds of East Budleigh, Colyton and

Ottery St Mary, the impact of the weather was accentuated by the

effects of the murrain. In this area, 3744 sheep, 39 horses, 30 cows,

15 bullocks and hogs, and 13 oxen had been lost. In all, £373 of

assessment was abated owing to the damage of disease. In one entry,

it is recorded that the taxpayer had lost 200 sheep and. five horses

in the devastation. However, owing to the nature of the subsidT

material, there is no inventory of all the animals in any area, so

that it is impossible to estimate the proportion of animals lost in

the murrain.

The weather was not the only hazard, and the loss of homes and

farm-buildings in a fire is sometimes recorded. Theft was mentioned in

some entries, and at sea there were the dangers of storms and piracy.

The economic consequences of death in the family are described in the

first survey of Greywell in Hampshire. The funeral was expensive

and possessions were dispersed through the neighbourhood. The death

of the head of household left the widow with a reduced assessment in

1525, Commonly, an assessment in moveablee was replaced by a smaller

one in landed income. The marriage of children and the payment of

fines at the beginning of a new tenure of land reduced wealth.
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Examples of indebtedness are found in the lists, and loans seem to

have been very important in some parts of the country.

The incidence of these details is purely fortuitous- reflecting

the mood of the individual surveyors in the hundreds and boroughs.

It depends entirely upon whether they chose to justify their

assessments in writing to the Exchequer - usually they did not do

this. The scraps of information from a few hundreds in 1524 emphasise

the significance of local and personal factors in the level of

assessment. The fluidity of the economy can be better appreciated,

and our interpretation of the changes between 1524 and 1525 is

disciplined. Startling changes in assessment are not necea8arily the

outcome of error on the part of the surveyor. Instead, some calamity

may have befallen the unfortunate taxpayer in the intervening months

of 1524/5k

the range in wealth

Settlement and personal fortunes form the confused basis of this

study of the distribution of wealth and population. The subsidies

give a coiposite picture of all of England at that time. The problem

of interpreting the returns seems to have discouraged previous

workers. J.T. Willard (1923) wrote that "It is difficult to see how

the returns can be used. for anything but a rough estimate of the

relative wealth of districts". We would, argue that through the

following 108 pages of maps, this information is in itself 11

worth having. It should help further research into the economic and
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social conditions of early Thdor England.

It is, for example, possible to examine the concept of a highland-

lowland division in the country. In the first national may, the

prosperity of the south-east can be compared with the lower returns

of the north-west. The country at that time fell into two distinct

parts - with a complex area of transition. South of the line from

the Wash to the Severn estuary, there were few areas as poor as the

countryside north of a line from the Eumber to the Severn. The

area of transition was, therefore, broad, and there were unoha:raoter-

istic returns in both halvee of England. The uplands of Cornwall and.

the country along part of the Norfolk-Suffolk border were much

poorer than average. The Severn and Soar-Wreake valleys were more

prosperous than neighbouring parts, and the environs of York end

Beverley were untypically wealthy for their situation in northern

England.

It is interesting to compare the a4ricultural map drawn by

Joan Thirek (1967) with this first national map. The pastoral zone

tended to lie west of a line drawn from the Tees toward Weymouth on

the south coast. To the east, there was mixed farming. From the

subsidies, the most prosperous parts of each farming zone can be

traced - for example, the lands between the English Channel and. the

Severn estuary, or the countryside of the north-east Midlands. The

subsidy surveys focus attention upon the most suitable soils and

landscapes for the various forms of farming ativity.

In most parta of the country, there was a range in the returns.
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The maps show a sharp difference in Somerset between the wealth of

the upland.s of Exmoor and the Mendips, and the Somerset Levels and

the lowlands toward the eaet. Although the London area and the

whole of Kent were very prosperous, there is still an appreciable

range in value. In the south, the spread of wealth is surprisingly

uniform in Ramp ehire - but even in this county, there are sharp

differences. The low figures of the New Forest can be contrasted with

the riches of the adjacent Avon valley. These marked changes in

taxation over short distances must in part reflect the regional

differences in agriculture and, perhaps, the presence of industry.

The impact of farming and craft-work may be indisUnguishab]le owing

to their interrelationship during the medieval period. In some areas,

the same people may hae worked on the land, and at times, in the

workshop. The economy of eastern Norfolk may have been diversified

in this manner. The heathiand to the north of Norwich was relatively

poor; the textile centres around North Waleham enjoyed a much higher

standard of wealth.

In the north and north-west, there was a greater uniformity of

return, but the later subsidies of 1543/5 have shown that this is

the result of underassessment. Work which is in progress shows that

the uniformly low returns of 1524/5 in such counties as Yorkshire

and Lancashire did not reflect the real wealth and population of

those parts.
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urban Yealth

In a9 regional discussion, the towns deserve an early mention.

The jjrt national map includes the returns of every- major centre

in the country - with the exception of the City of London. This

has not been represented on the maps owing to a problem of scale.

The City was ten times as prosperous as the next urban centre,

Norwich. In the second national map, the wealth of about fifty towns

has been treated separately from their mapping units. Each centre is

represented on the relevant county map with a letter. The towns may,

therefore, be identified in the following county sections.

Figure 9 gives the ranking of the 22 most prosperous centres

in the country, as surveyed in 1524/5. The ranking is compared with

that of Professor Hoskins (1956), whose approach was rather different.

Re used the first, second and fourth surveys together in order to

minimise any annual distortion of values. The precaution seems to

have been unnecessary. The ontributiona of each town may be compared t]

their respective county payments which are listed at the end of the

Gazetteer for both years. Norwich made up a sixth of Norfolk's wealth,

and although the counties of Devon and Kent were among the most

prosperous in the country, their wealth was only half that of the

City of London.

Ranking does little to illustrate the great diversity of wealth

between urban centres. The diferences between Newbury and Southwark,

for example, were considerable. The comments of John Major, a

contemporary historian, largely agree with the findings of the
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gure

The 2imoat outstanding centres in the country.

i52A	 1525
	

W.G. Hoskine'
list

City of London	 8,262 10 id	 6,492 19 6d
	

London

1. Norwich

2. Bristol

3. Coventry

4. Sonthwark

5. New Salisbury

6. Exeter

7. Canterbury

8. Lynn

9. Ipawich

10. Reading

11. Coichester

12. Lavenhain

13. Bury St Edinunds

14. York

15. Totnee

16. Gloucester

17. Worcester

18. Lincoln

19. Newbury

20. Hereford

749 1 lOd

465 8 2d.

463 4 9d

386 13 Od

404 18 lid

384 10 4d

269 6 3d.

267 11 id

282 1 ild

222 12 3d

215 18 id

179 15 lOd

191 19 8d

143 17 ild.

135 17 3d

163 16 Od

148 10 id

121 0 3d

124 1 Od

673 0 id

431 11 lOd

417 9 9d

324 17 8d

522 14 8d.

508 4 Od

255 14 id

224 7 5d

223 17 2d.

199 1 9d.

180 6 id

175 7 6d.

169 8 8d
158 0 3d

132 19 8d

130 9 lOd

128 12 8d.

126 7 8d.

120 5 lid

lU 13 Od

Norwicb.

Bristol

Coventry '

Exeter '

Salisbury -

Ipewich

'inn

Canterbury i

Reading

Soutbwark

Coichester

Bury St Edaunde

Laver3ham

York

Totnes

Worcester

Gloucester.'

Lincoln

Hereford

Yarmouth

The centres are arranged in the order of their returns in 1525.

The rin1Hng as given by W.G. Hoekins is given in the right-hand co1un.
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subsidies. London was, in his estimation, the leading centre with

York second in size. "In circuit it is great, but not in population

or in wealth". He found Norwich third in size, and the centres of

Bristol, Coventry and Lincoln were worthy of mention.

The ranking of towns gives little impression of their relationship

with the neighbouring countryside. In the third national man, the

wealth of these urban centres has been extracted. There are

accordingly considerable changes in the distribution of taxation in

the neighbourhood of such towns as York and Shrewebury. The comparison

highlights the concentration of wealth in the towns of these parts.

The wealth of the hundreds of Babergh and Cosford in southern Suffolk

was concentrated in the towns of Sudbury, Lavenham and Long Melford.

This can be clearly seen in a comparison of the first three national

maps. On a smaller scale, much of the prosperity of the countryside

around Kingston on Thames was centred within the borough itself.

The urban fields of influence, and the presence of hierarchies of

towns, have received very little attention with respect to the

medieval period (Carter, 1965). This is largely due to the sparsity

of information. The subsidies do not measure the facility of movement

between market centres and farms, but they do treat the wealth and

population of towns and villages in the same way. It is therefore

possible to study the leadership o such centres as Coventry over the

other Midland towns. The location of other boroughs with a similar

level of wealth can be traced in the second national map. The location

of large centres along the coast, and within the textile regions of
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East Anglia and the West Country can be appreciated. The relative

wealth of these market and industrial centres may encourage further

researóh. The unexpected relationship of Winchester, Southampton

and. Basingstoke in the subsidy returns might be profitably explored

further in local archives.

the regional wealth of England

Supported by the centres of London, Gravesend and Canterbury, the

Thames estuary was outstandingly prosperous, with returns well above

those of the estuaries of the Severn, the Huniber and the Solent.

The coastal lands of the south and east of England were usually

richer than their hinterland. The wealth of north Norfolk largely

reflected the importance of the ports between Lynn and Great Yarmouth.

The sea ports of Devon were among the most prosperous centres in

the large county, and wealth was concentrated along the south coast

and in the Torridge-Taw estuary. The pattern was not uniform along

the entire coast-line, and, for example, Hampshire did not share

the higher returns of the Sussex coast. Nevertheless, the conclusions

of Dr. Glasacock (1965) for the 1334 subsidy are relevant at this

later date. "The prosperity of the coastal fringe of south-east

England, outside the Weald, was due not only to its fertility, but

also to its nearness to markets at home and on the continent, and

the sea transport whereby to carry produce".

Two regions with dissimilar landacape may have been closely

linked in their medieval economies. The subsidies may have measured
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their interrelationship, together with more local factors in the

economy. The central Wea].d was attractive to the surrounding villages

as a grazing ground, a source of timber and for its mineral-workings.

The subsidy returns of neighbouring Sussex, Surrey and Kent must

be considered in the light' of this relationship. In the same way,

the returns of the fenland. of East Anglia cannot be studied separately

from those of the higher tracts of Cambridgeshire, Norfolk and

Lincoinshire. The peat fen was used. by the nearby villages as a

summer pasture - as a supplement to communities experiencing land-

hunger. The subsidies of Ho'land. must be seen in the context of

the returns from adjaoent counties end Rid.ings. There was a unity

created out of diversity in the landscape of southern England and

East Anglia. This must be borne in mind when studying the distribution

of taxation on the national maps.

The droving route-ways from Haverford West through Ledbury and

the Malvern Hills towards the markets of Leicester, Northampton, Kent

and Essex may exemplify influences which transcended many regions

in England. (Skeel, 1926). The cattle trade of Wales, the North, and

western parts of the country may typify a mobile and diffuse form

of investment which caused some men and communities to appear

outstandingly prosperous in the subsidy maps.

Professor Hoskins (1954) has spoken of "the undoubted strength of

regional farming in the sixteenth century". Because of a hierarchy

among these regions, this concept in the economy of the country is

not easily studied. The Come and Lea valleys of Bertfordsbire and.
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Middlesex, for example, may be examined for their landscape resources.

However, the impact Of London as a centre of investment must have

been important for a small, but important, section of the comnmnity.

An appreciable income may have been derived from the traffie which

plied the routes into the City. Communications between the south-east

and the north of England were concentrated in the river valleys -

through the fields of many tax-paying citizens. Regions of various

outline and. size were superimposed one on top of another, and it is

impossible to disentangle them in the subsidy returns. Each area

enjoyed an amalgam of these regional effects. Dr. Glasecock (1963)

has summarised the problem for 1334, "It is therefore clear that while

topography and soils exert broad controls over agricultural practice,

the complex distribution of wealth can only be explained by an

eyMmination of the economic and. social conditions of particular areas".

The very long Gazetteer has been analysed, and a frame-work of

mapping units can. be devised.ith the use of the Gazetteer, the units

may be reshuffled in any other way in order to examine specific

regional problems. The mapping approach can reflect the various aims

of regional research upon the subsidy returns.

The maps give a complete picture without any information about

its composition. The employment structure of the regions is clearly

important, but ocoupatione are very rarely recorded in the subsidies.

They are given in both surveys of Northampton, and many are noted

in the towns of Bristol, Cambridge and Coventry. In country districts,
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they have been found only in the first survey of the hundreds of

Pareham and Iitchfield in Hampshire. In some parts, 'servauntes"

were listed under the names of their masters, and in this way, some

idea of the employments and social structure of Bristol emerges

from the surveys.

Over the greater part of the country, there is a dearth of

information. Occupations are sometimes given in order to distinguish

taxpayers with the same name, but if father and son, with the same

Christian name, had the same employment (as was likely) they would

obviously be identified in some other way. A man's occupation may

sometimes have been noted only because it was so unusual. It is

clear that we do not have a random sample of employment.

The hats give the basis of the assessment - whether it was

on land, moveablee or wages. This is of little use, because the

"butchers" of Northampton, for example, could live on any of these

sources. In the hundred of Babergh in Suffolk, a distinction was

drawn between "artifioera, laborers and servauntes". However, these

descriptions were not consistently adopted in the hundred, and the

practice was not found elsewhere in the country. Prom the subsidy

surveys, it is impossible to distinguish any apecialisation in the

regional employment structure.

The maps, therefore, present the relative distribution of wealth

and population without placing undue emphasis upon any form of

industry. In this respect, the subsidies are unusual since oet

medieval documents relate to one industry or sphere of interest in
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the economy and society of the country. It is an excellent

opportunity to view the relative wealth of the uplands of the

Chilterns, Cannock Chase and Charnwood Forest, or the beathianda of

Dorset and No*fo].k. The important textile areas of East Anglia and

the West country can be compared, although it is not possible to study

the relative prosperity of the industries themselves,

Through the changes in the layout of taxation on the third

national map, the significance of industry may be suggested. The

areal distinctiveness of the high returns of the hundred of

Blackenhurst in Worcestershire, and. the low values of the north-

eastern part of Hampshire may reflect local soil and husbandry

conditions. The contrasting returns of Hereford and Stafford illustrate

their relative importance as marketing centres. Similar variations

in thia composite picture of wealth may suggest further investigation

into local specialisation and. fortune - which can only be suggested

by the subsidies.

The distribution of taxation may be a means of measuring the

progress of fundamental changes in contemporary England. The reduced

role of towns in the textile industry has been emphasised by a number

of commentators on the early Thdor period. R.A. Peihain (N.D.)

claimed, "the Decay of the Towna in the fifteenth and. sixtith

centuries might be more appropriately re-named the English Textile

Revolution of the later middle ages". K. Keaton (1920) used. the

u].nage returns in tracing the changes in the distribution of the
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woollen industry during the late fifteenth century. He not only

described the current layout of the industry, but also the changes

which had been taking place in its distribution. The maps of the

relative distribution of wealth and population complement these

studies in the regional development of specific entreprises.

The surveys al8o came at the onset of several notable changes.

Large numbers of Flemish families settled in lent during 1524, and

began the cultivation of hops (Monckton, 1966). Birmingham was

developing as an industrial centre, although in the subsidies it

made little impact upon the area's returns. Further north, the

considerable traffic along the Trent was regionally significant

(Wood, 1950), and such coastal transit centres as Kingston upon

Hull and Boston were very important. The layout of wealth and

population before and during the early stages of growth may suggest

some of the reasons for progress.

The scarp].anda of Gloucestershire are seen to have been very

wealthy and populous, and the presence of capital and. labour has

been correlated with the early development of industry in that area.

However, in parts of Lancashire, F. Walker (1939) interpreted the

progress of industry in an opposite mamier. The poor wool—producing

smaliholders were so miserable that they had wery incentive to

improve their lot through industrial growth. There was no incentive

for change in the richer agricultural areas of the south—west of

Lancashire. The subsidy surveys contain a considerable amount of

evidence which may be profitably used in arguments exemplified by
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the above. Through the use of these national and oounty maps,

comparisonn be made between communities, counties and wider tracts

of country, and the differences between the levels of relative

wealth may be measured.

The regional distribution of pulation.

The nsity of taxayer is shown on the fourth national map. It

is striking for its greater uniformity of return, when compared

with the previous maps of taxation. The transition from the south-

east toward the north of England is less dramatic, and. the

character of the south extends further into the northern part of

the country. The highest densities of taxpayers are found in east

Anglia and in south Devon, and interesting comparisons can be made

between the layout of taxation and. taxpayers. EyRlnination of the

returns of Kent,Somerset and the northern Midlands is hampered by

the defectiveness of the subsidy material. On the national maps,

some interpolation has been attempted, but for such counties as

Be&fordshire, Herefordahire and Somerset, this has been impractical.

J.C. Russell (1948) has consistently shown the need. for much work

on the density and distribution ot' population during the medieval

period. He has, at the same time, drawn attention to the absence of

suitable material for the period 1430-1545. The national map of

taxpayers may, therefore, help to bridge the gap, but a series of

difficulties will have to be overcome. For example, it is impossible

to invoke a single quotient to the number of taxpayers in the viii

of 1524/5, and thereby find the number of inhabitants. The time for a
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correlation of the density of taxpayers with the distribution of

population is premature.

The commissioners in some counties interpreted the Act in an

unorthodox manner, and to varying degrees there is an areal distortion

in the subsidies of 1524/5. A large proportion of the population -

normally liable to taxation - was left out of the lists of northern

England. As a result, a map of the national distribution of

taxpayers cannot be correlated with the relative spread of population.

The bias may not be so significant on the maps of taxation because

only the poorest section of the population was omitted and a

substantial part of the wealth of the area was still included, but

since the poorer people made up the larger part of the community

and. these were the taxpayers most likely to be omitted in the

northern lists - the density of taxpayers gives little indication of

the total distribution.

The 1524/5 subsidies come a generat1onlfore the first parish

registers, and &e of great interest in the absence of other material.

However, it is difficult to see how they cangive more than a

generalised picture. If the 1543/5 subsidy surveys are compared with

those of 1524/5, we may gain a more reliable picture of the country.

The coverage will be more complete and accurate, and the local

church registers could be studied within their regional context. The

parish material might also supplement the subsidy lists, but

differences in objective and time will always prevent a closer

comparison of the two sources of the Tudor period.
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The social distribution of wealth.

Wealth was unecaually spread through the members of a viii or

hundred. In the Fronijece, there is a startling range in assessments

between the richest and the poorest taxpayers of Chilton Candover.

Many deserted medieval villages had higher returns than ne?cby normal

settlements because of the contribution of one outstandingly

wealthy resident. This imbalance of wealth in the national d.istributio]

of taxation is recognised in the last two national maps of this

Chapter.

Less than 10 of the people in the subai&y lists were worth

£20 end more in wealth, but in many towns and villages, they paid

the bulk of the taxation. The Act divided the population into two

parts, and those worth £20 and more in wealth were taxed at the mate

of 1/— in the £ (see Figure 1.). The remainder of the population was

assessed on moveables at 6d. in the £p or on incomes. The richer part

of the population, therefore, contributed to a form of surtax on the

whole of their wealth.

There are two reasons why the yield of these two divisions should

be studied. First, the figure of £20 ifalth held a considerable

significance in the minds of the authors of the Act of Subsidy.

Secondly, there is a practical aspect which should be noted. In this

present work, the yield in taxation is being taken as a measure of the

real prosperity of each mapping unit. Those people who were assessed

for more than £19 paid twice the normal rate of taxation and
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therefore, distort the pattern of wealth on the mapping units. In

this respect, the subsidy survey of 1513 is more attractive 8iflCe all

assessments were taxed at a uniform rate. However, the viii returns

do not survive from this survey, and instead an analysis of the

1524/5 subsidy must be carried out in the following manner.

The yield in taxation has been adjusted in the last two national

maps. The fifth national map shows the distribution of taxation paid

on sums of lees than £20s the sixth map gives the yield on sunis in

excess of £19. It must be remembered that the rate of payment on the

latter map was twice that of the former map of adjusted taxation. It

is interesting to compare the layout of returns on these maps, with

the earlier ones of the Chapter. There was a relatively high yield

from those assessed for less than £20 in parts of East Anglia where

the map of the distribution of taxpayers suggested a denser population

than average. The wealth of the coast of Essex, and parts of lent and

Sussex largely rested on the richer section of the population. There

re relatively few surtax payments in the north of England, or in

such areas as the Wiltshire-Dorset border.

This is the first time that the figure of £20 has been used as a

threshold. in an analysis of the lay subsidy returns.

It is naturally a very crude analysis of the sooio-eoonomio make-up

of a town and. village, but it represents an interesting stage in a

further use of the subsidies. The maps illustrate a marked difference

in the distribution of wealth within society over the country - with

a greater euality of income and possessions in some parts of England.
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MAP 5.
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Two factors will hamper this field of study. The classification of the

taxpayers into their various assessment groupings is very tedious and

time-consuming. The latter two national maps, and the county maps of

adjusted taxation represent very many hours of transcription work in

the Public Record Office. Secondly, the work is severely limited by the

loss of documentation. In order to inspect the value of each entry,

the membranes must survive and. be almost always reale.

Almost all the taxpayments have been plotted on the maps. Only

those of the last section of the Gazetteer, before the national

summary, have been excluded. These were made by the various Households,

Peers, and a small number of miscellaneous people who escaped the

normal process of survey and collection. It is impossible to locate

the payments of such men as Edward Lord Dudley and Arthur Plantagenet

Viscount Lisle in their respective counties of Staffordshire and

Hampshire. These men were excused the normal procedure of assessment,

and for Harwood in the West Riding, there was noted in the listss

"Syr William Gasooynge the elder knyght woN not putt in his substans
accor&yng to the kyngs comyssion butt sayd he void be aeseyd by the
kyngs counseil in the Exoheker".

Also exempted from the normal county returns was Thomas Havarde in

Bye-street in Hereford.

Be"is sessed at london amonge the ffelaehips of Court and Chauncery
and. hath paied his contribucon to Win Wotton on of the barons of the
Kyn,ges escheker".

Since these sums of money were often appreciable, their absence must
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cause some local distortion on the national and. county maps. Their

payments are, however, included in the Gazetteer.
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TEE DISTRIBUTION OP TEE RELATIVE WEALTH A1D POPULATION IN THE COUNTIES

BEDPORDSHIRE

Bedfordahire has the poorest documentary coverage of any county

in England, and it is easier to outline what still exists rather

than what has been lost.

a. The amount of tax paid by Bedford can be deduced, but no further

details are available.

b. The surviving survey for PUtt hundred is seriously defective.

o. Commissioners' certificates are extant for Putt and Manshead

hundreds, but they are imperfect.

d. All the villa in the hundred of Wi].ley can be identified, although

parts of the roll are defective.

For most defective counties, some interpolation has been possible

on the national maps - but this has proved impossible for Bedfordahire

because so much of the documentation has been lost. This is most

unfortunate in view of the county's central position in England.

It is hoped that the 1543/5 lay subsidy returnB wil]. contain a

complete coverage of the county, and in this way the hole in the

heart of England. may be filled.

Little can naturally be said. about the format and. style of the

surveys. The lists were careful y drawn up, and the wage-earners

of the first return of Putt have been neatly tabulated. There were
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few changes in the place-names of 1334 and the 1520's which is a

little surprising since settlement is dispersed in the southern

part of the county. Battlesden and Priestley in Manshead, and.

Ca.inhoe and Faldo in Flitt (both are deserted medieval villages)

were absent in 1524/5. In Putt, the deserted village of Iwer

Gravenhurst appears in only the later subsidy. There were no changes

in the lists of Willey hundred.

An analysis of the county's returns is severely limited by the

defectiveness of the material. For this reason, only the taxation

map has been included. It has been assumed. that the hundred structure

of 1334 was again adopted in the 1520's and in the light of

experience in neighbouring Huntingdonshire and Northamptonshire, this

is a safe assumption. The mapping units for all but three hundreds

coincide with the hundred divisions and the enrolled returns have

played an essential part in obtaining a complete coverage.

The cover of glacial drift over the greater part of the county

has tended to minimise the influence of geo1og r upon agriculture.

The distinctive market-ganing industry of the Sandy area had.

not Tet begun (Beavington, 1965), yet in spite of this, there was

still a range in the returns of Bedfordshire. Payments in the north

were analogous 'with those of the northern claylands of Buckinghamshire

although markedly lower than those of the prosperous parts of

Huntingd.onshire and Iorthamptonshire. The south was wealthier than

the north, and the figures were comparable with those of the Vale
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of Baldock and south-eastern Cambridgeshirs. The concentration

of settlement along the scarp-foot of the Chilterua may be reflected

in the higher tax yield of the extreme south.

keys B represents Bedford on the county map.
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RKSHIRE

The returns of the three hundreds in the north-west of Berkshire

have been entirely lost, arid those of the hundred of Faireross are

difficult to use. The hundred pattern in the east of the county is

very confused, especially in the Sonning area. There is also an

anomalous outlier of Wiltshire in the southern part of Berkshire,

which is also found in the subsidies of 1334 end 1543/5. Minor changes

in the Hampshire and Wiltshire borders of the county have taken

place since the Tudor surveys.

There are only two examples in the whole country where the

medieval clerks added up the tax assessments. One of these is the lists

of New Windsor, and the suni of the assessments can be examined in

the Gazetteer.

Because of losses in documentation, the yule of the three

hundreds in the north-west have been excluded from consideration.

48 villa in the 1334 subsidy are absent in the 1520's. This is a

relatively high proportion, but almost all the "lost" unite are

today represented by the OrThci-nce Survey as single buildings,

a few farms or a House. Fourteen are deserted medieval villages

and a few have beenthsorbed into nearby urban centres.

Few place-names are found only in the later survey. Bayworth and

AshanlpBtead are today represented as villages, but two others -

Newton and Barcote - have become deserted villages.

The time is premature for a discussion of the lost villages of

Berkshire in view of the current work 0f John Brookes (forthcoming).
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The Gazetteer incorporates some of his observations upon place-name

identification. Of the 38 eites accepted by The Deserted Medieval

Village Research Group (1962), fifteen are present in the 1520's

list. Fourteen other sites found in the 1334 returns are absent. The

level of taxation in the detached part of Wiltshire is puzzling in

view of the sparseness o buildings in the area today.

A crescent of higher returns may be distinguished through the

central part of Berkshire - extending from Abingdon through Reading

to Newbury, an exceptionally prosperous market town in the west.

The lands along the Thames and in the southern parts of the iCennet-

Loddon valleys were more prosperous than the neighbouring parts of

Hampshire and Oxfordshire. Values were above average in the vicinity

of Waiitage and in the Vale of the White Horse, but the central

downland was somewhat poorer. In view of the infertile nature of the

Bagshot sands, it is not surprising that the lands of the east

recorded lower yields. The maps of the distribution of taxpayers

and adjusted taxation do not bring out these differences. The

sands of the east are indistinguishable from the farmlands of

Reading and Theale, and. Faircross and Compton hundreds.

keys A represents Abingdon on the county maps.

N	 Newbury

R	 Reading

N	 New Windsor
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BUCKINGKAMSHIRS

There are three county transcripts in print, and. one of these is fo:

Buckinghamahire. ( Cliibnell and Woodm, 1950). An introduction

discusses the background of the subsidy surveys and problems related

to their use and reliability in present-day research. In the

transcripts, only the best preserved list of the two years was used.

It is therefore not possible to make comparisons between the years,

and the existence of the second survey for Chiltern hundreds is not

even noted.

Owing to a misreading of the word "land", the lists of Aylesbury

hundreds have been wrongly identified. 3. Cornwall (1953-60) counted

the number of taxpayinents in the transcript, but for some reason

his figures do not agree with those in the Gazetteer. He has estimated

the total population of the county from the number of taxpaymente

in each viii.

The clause in the Act affecting the wage-earner was misunderstood

in the hundreds of .Pshendon. Assessments of £1 in wages were taxed

at 4d, arid those of 26/8d at 6d. According to the Act, a fixed sum

of 4d should have been levied. In Buckingham, although assessments

between £1 and £2 can be found, 4d was always charged. On the other

hand, there were no wage-ea:rners in the lists of Cottes].oe. Beside

the unusually precise assessments of Buckingham, a distinction was

drawn between Bervants and labourers in the surveys.

Only Chiltern hundreds was Bubdivided into smaller parts after the

fashion of the 1334 lIst. The returns of Aylesbury and Buckinghaa
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are defective, but where comparison with 1334 is possible the

following yule were absant in the later returnsz
Ashend.en	 I Tetohwick (DMV) and. Little Eye (lost)
Chiltern	 s Berkhamsted. (Honor) and C].ippenhan, Mci-tons (lost)
Cottesloe	 s Burston and Singleborough, Creslow and. Heisthorpe

are	 Niclus Passelowe (lost)
Newport	 s Calverton, Eakley Lanes and. Water Eaton.

The returns of many lost villages were small, and the names of

others were absent from the lists. The surveys suggest that eviction

had taken place in some parts, but instances of desertion are

not easily located in the survey lists. The precise location of

some sites is unknown, and a number of villages were linked with

their neighbours.

The subsidy surveys reflected the varied landscape of

Buckinghamshires the wide range in returns from an area around. the

town of Buckingham underlined the varied conditions of the northern

claylands. The county was near the average in its level wealth,

which is perhaps not surprising since "Most of the local squires and

the small freeholders pay their taxes on goods, which can be regarded

as evidence that the general level of husbandry was satisfactory.

Merchants of any substance are found only in the boroughs."(Chibflell

and. Wooiinn, 1950). The tax returns may pick out a oounty which was

typical for its social and economic structure.

Above average returns are found on the fertile valley soils of

the settlements along the Thames and Come. The Chilterna can be

distinguished on the maps of Eertfordshire, Buckinghamshire and
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within Berkshire. Whilst E].eana Vollane (1959) has suggested that

there were some affinities with lowland agriculture, there were

probably sufficient differences between the Chilterns and the Vale

of Aylesbury for some contrasts to emerge on the maps. Even at

the present scale of study, the lightly populated wooded uplands

with their small settlements stand out. The "beech Coppices" would

not have been as productive as the sheep lands further north along

the county boundary. (Mansfield, 1952). In addition, the returns of the

Chulterns may be depressed by the nature of the surveys. Probably,

much of the wealth gained in the woods was returned under the names

of villages on the fringe of the higher ground.
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CARIDGESHIPE

The seventeen hundreds of Cambridgeshire were relatively small

in area when compared with those of the West Midland. Changes in the

county boundary since Thdor times are noted under the counties of

Essex and Suffolk. As in. 1334, part of Boyston, now in Hertfordshire,

was assessed under the hundred of Armingford in Cambridgeshire. The

tax yield of the county was comparable with that of Leicestershire,

although slightly less than Warwickshire.

Usually the anticipation payments of the first survey were given

in the vi].1 lists, but in Cambridge they are entered separately at

the end of the city's returns. Because of the defectiveness of the

second survey, it has not been possible to locate these richer men

in their appropriate wards in the first year.

The second. survey of the hundreds of Ely and Witohford. is in a

very bad con&iaion, with parts lost and illegible. It was a long time

before any semblance of order emerged from the rolls during the

preparation of the Gaz.tteer. The entries of the wage-earners of

Arniingford. hundred were tabulated, which has increased the difficulty

of counting them in the imperfect documents. The late inclusion of

some payments in the first survey of Fiendish hundred has caused

confusion.

There was very little change in the place-names of 1334 and the

1520's returns. Stuntney was no longer silently included under Ely.

lime of the fifteen deserted medieval villages in the county appeared

in both surveys. The lost villages of Badlingham and Barham were found
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only in the 3334 returns. Pinoote in .Lrmingford, Carnois Hall in

Cheveley, and Little Steetly End and Ten Hall are also absent from

the Tudor survey.

C.T. Smith (1965) has traced the distribution of population in

Cambridgeshire through a series of maps. He used such sources as the

Domesday Book and the lay subsidies, and found the level of returns

in the subsidies and the 1563 survey of the families in the diocese

of Ely "reassuringly similar". Dr. Smith's maps have a very different

base from that used in the present work, but broad correlations of

returns may be found on the map of 1524/5.

The character of the tax returns in the northern fen may have been

a little unusual. There had been a very wet harvest during 1524 and

the surveyors of Wi8beoh hundred pointed out that;

"the inhabitauntes ... have great cause of batementee they have byn
and. ayer so greatly annoyed wyth waters for it is the lowest part of
the sheir and theyle of Ely and. lyttill ayerable land wytbyn it".

Corn had been ruined and cattle drowned during the year. Money may

have been spent upon flood defences, and much of the incentive for

the 1531 Act, which established the Commissioners of Sewers, could

have come from these years of difficulty.

The extent of clerical ownership within the fen is naturally not

given in the subsidies, but LC. Darby (1940) drew attention to

the ecclesiastical influence revealed in the sessions of the Sewer

Courts in 1529. Clerical wealth uiay have been very important, but the

subsidy surveys ignored it. The distribution of wealth after the
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pending diesoution of monastic control would be especially interesting

for the Cambridgeshire series of maps.

Against this background, the two-fold division of the county may

be investigated. The northern Len is distinctive for the number of

i-ills containing large numbers of taxpayers. Noticeably, there were

very few substantial men among them, and when the area of these villa

is appreciated, the fens were much poorer than might at first appear.

Improvements had been taking place, but the level of wealth remained

relatively low. This part of Cambridgeshire was poorer than the

siltiands of the Wash and comparable in value with much of the upland

of west Norfolk. A.. Aetbury (1958) wrote of the area that "none is

more individual, none oontra8ts more obviously with its neighbours,

none has bundaries more sharply defined". This may be true of its

landscape and settlement pattern, but in terms of wealth and population,

there were clear affinities with the breckland and Newmarket Beath.

The southern division of the county is more complicated. The lands

of the south-east were in some ways indistingiiehable from the fen.

There may have been a contraction of effort in this part, but in the

valleys of the Ouse and Cam, there were higher returns. This part baa

the character of the northern East Midlands. South of Cambridge,

wealth was comparable with northern Hertfordshire, and over the

greater part of the area, values were close to those of neighbouring

Essex.

Cambridge was poorer than many of the Suffolk textile centrea,

but this may simply reflect the absence of a number of very large
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taxpaymente. The Cambridgeshire towns had a higher population of

taxpayers.

keys	 C represents Cambridge on the county maps.

E	 Ely.
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CORNWALL

The commissioners made orthodox survey returns to the Exchequer.

Unlike some of their colleagues in the north of England, they

followed the procedure as laid down by the Act. Nonetheless, their

work contains some interesting points:

1. Usually each entry in the tax lists gives the name of the taxpayer

and his payment, but in some Cornish villa, each entry contains

several names. These groupings may represent families or households

living in the viii - a piece of information not normally available in

the lists.

2. In the hundred of West, the entries were tabulated according to the

nature of their wealth, and aliens were separated from the main body

of taxpayers. The county had. very many foreigners - mostly Frenchmen

and retons - but the loss of documentation prevents a study of their

distribution.

3. The surveyors referred to the lists of 1524 as they drew up the new

returns of 1525. Nowhere was the relationship between the two years

clearer than in the returns of Pydar hundred. A list of the first year

was simply modified and then sent to London as the survey of the

second year. In this one document, we have a record of the returns of

both years in the survey.

4. The hundredi were compact and have been used as mapping units in the

taxation map. The county was characterised. by its large parishes and

dispersed settlement. Frequently, only the pariah names are given in

the lists - as happened over most of the county of Lancashire.
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The lists of the hundred of East have been entirely lost, and

some other hundreds are defective. The membranes of the hundreds of

lerrier and Powder are in a confun and have been stitched in a

haphazard order. Only a transcript of the surveys for Constantine in

the hundred of Kerrier has appeared in print (Tapley—Soper, 1910).

Changes in the composition of the surveys of 1334 and the 1520's

cannot be fully traced owing to the loss and. illegibility of some

returns.

These wills were in the earlier survey onlys

Kerrier	 s Crowan arid. St Uny
Lesnewth z Boscastle and Ca.melford.
Penwith	 : Movah
Stratton : Kylkanlond (unidentified)
Trigg	 a Peninayne and Temple
West	 a Ryprena	 (unidentified)

The mapping techniq.ue adopted in these maps is ideally suited to

the large villa and scattered. investments of the inhabitants of

Cornwall. There were no outstanding towns, and. the negative areas

of upland moorland were extensive. Owing to imperfect documentation,

only the map of taxation has been included. The wealth of Devon

continues, mr ether weaker measure, into Cornwall. In the east, there

were port activities, and the boom of 1523/4 in the tin industry

was second only to that of 1515 - according to W.G. Hoskina (1954)

in a reference to the Devonshire centres. A more intensive form of

agriculture may have been responsible for the higher yield. in the

foot of Cornwall. The similarity of taxpayurenta between central
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Cornwall and the north-west of Devon may reflect their extensive

form of farming livelihood. In a wider context, the county belonged

in character to the West id1ands level of wealth - it was much

r1cher than the lands of the Ridinge of Yorkshire.

references s
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H. Tapley-Soper et al., Subsidy rolls, muster and. hearth tax rolls
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DERBYSHIRE

An analysis of the Derbyshire returns is limited by the poor

condition of the documents. In order to identify the fragments of

Appletree, Repton and Gresley wapentakes, recourse had to be made to

other references. Wirksworth's returns are defective. Changes along

the border with Leicestershire since Tudor times cannot be fully

traced owing to membrane losses.

The returns of High Peak may cast some light on the results of

the ]emoriai of February 1524. As has been explained in Chapter 2, the

contents of thie document are not known but various deductions can be

made.

The Exchequer may have demanded full and detailed lists of

taxpayerS from each wapentake. Only the commissioners' certificate

has been found for High Peak, and it is possible that no rolls were

sent to London. As in parts of the North and East Ridings, the

Exchequer for some reason failed to obtain orthodox surveys from this

part of Derbyshire.

The Memorial may have also explained the terms of the Act in

greater detail. As a result, the assessment of some taxpayers was

increased as the surveyors became fully aware of the all the

implications of the Act. In the certificate for High Peak, there are

two sets of vill payments. The sum of the lists corresponds to the

total given in the enrolled returns. It is possible that the list of

lower sums represents the increase in assessment after the receipt of

the Memorial.
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The surveyors of Scarsdale wapentake omitted wage-earners from

their rolls and a tax of 6d. was levied on each £1 assessment. A

further anomaly can be found in the returns of the wapentake of

Morleaton and. Litchurch. Very little survives, but the fragments

make it clear that the format was similar to that of the hundred of

Blackenhurst in Woicesterehire. No place-names can be found and

the entries have been written in an unbroken list.

Little can be said of the changes in the place-names between the

1334 and Thdor subsidies. The commissioners' certificates are of

little use because they excluded many of the names present in the

fuller returns Indeed, the Eih Peak lists described every viii as

having some hmlets. In the full returns of Repton and. Greeley, the

wilts of Donisthorpe, Drakelow (D!v), Oakthorpe and. Swadlincote

which were present in 1334, are absent.

Owing to the bad state of the membrane&, only the taxation map

can be given. The use of the enrolled returns has been essential

in the compilation of this map, but unfortunately, only the totals

of each wapentake and the town of Derby were given. These units do

not coincide with the mapping units adopted by Professor Darby

and Dr. Glasscock. Furthermore, the wapentake ayout of south Derby

is very complicated and has added to the trouble of finding a suitable

mapping base. Three of the units on the map have been amalgamated, and

the figures given for the tax yield must be treated with caution.
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The Penninee were the poorest part and belong in character to

the uplands of north-west England. The Vale of Trent bad returns

comparable with those of eastern ottinghanshire, and south

Derbyshire was similar in its wealth with west Leiceatershire and

south Yorkshire. The presence of some surtax payments in the

north-east of the county helped to make the area rather more

prosperous than the lands of Sherwood Forest over the border.

keys D represents Derby on the county map.
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DEVONSHIRE

The enrolled returns give three totals - the tax due from Exeter,

the Countess of Devon, and the remainder of the county, which was

not subdivided into hundreds in either return. A national coverage

could have been broken by this county, but happily the survival

of documents is good and the map coverage is complete, although

the figures are rather approximate in some parts. In a few hundreds,

the membranes are in poor condition, and the Gazetteer should be

accordingly used with care. It has been safer to completely ignore

the fragments of the first survey of Tavietook.

Whereas the returns of the north ot' England were sometimes

rndimentary, those of Devon were very full. The surveyors of the

hundred of Lifton seem to offer very precise assessments of personal

wealth. In Erinington hundred however, the commissioners met with

difficulties in the parish of Cornwood. John Cole of Slade was

suspected by three of his neighbours of being "of mor and grett

substanse yn goodes then he was presented". The Bailiff of Ermington

hundred ordered Cole to appear before the commissioners at lingabridge

on 21st November 1523 for an examination. He did not come, but the

consequences of his default are not recorded.. He had been assessed

for £120.

In the second survey of Witheridge hundred, there was a large

number of people considered too poor to pay taxation. It suggests

that the survey rs used the lists of 1524 as a guide, but found a

body of people who had decayed during the intervening months. Some
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areas were undergoing a bad time, and there were requests for

abatement in maziy parts of Devon. Farmers were suffering from a wet

harvest and the loss of livestock in flooding and a murrain. This

type of information concerning abatements was not normally noted in

the well-prepared lists which were sent to the Exchequer. These

Devonshire surveys, however, were somewhat roughly prepared and

much amended. In the West Budleigh and Exeter rolls, the £1

assessment was initially rated at 6d, but the figure has been deleted

in each case and replaced by the orthodox sum of 4d. The distribution

of these hundreds claiming abatement can therefore be correlated with

a body of surveyors who were content to present their work in an

ill-prepared state. The distribution does not reflect the extent of

bad harvests and flooding.

Laura M. Nicholls (1964) has carried out a detailed examination

of the centres of Totnes and Dartmouth. Her paper is a valuable

exercise in the use of subsidy material in a study of the economy and

society of two towns. Definitive statements can be made in a

discussion of livelihood through the use of statistical data. She

does, however, try to assess the reliability of the surveys as

source material, although it is difficult to see how she could have

succeeded. For this, a national study would be essential.

• W.G. Hoskins (1954) found that "by 1500 the country was settled

and farms founded - the only exception was the uppermost parts of

the county. The map was drawn to the smallest detail". The

parishes of Lydford and Widecombe on the Moor probably included
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many dispersed settlements, but the lists give no indication of them.

Professor Hoskins noted, "The survey was not compiled as a

geographical account and dealt with tythings and parishes - not with

village farms". The presence of these buildings cannot be deduced

except through much local work which would track down the settlements

through the names ot the taxpayers in the surveys. Little help is

offered in discovering the wealth of individual hamlets and separate

dwellings.

There are fifty names In the Tudor surveys but absent in 1334.

Very many more place-names occur only in 1334, so that these earlier

hate may give a better Idea of the distribution of settlement in

the county. In the 1520's the surveyors recast their hate of farina

and hamlets into a parish and tything framework.

The wealth of Devonshire was concentrated along the south coast,

where returns were as high as those in the Eater marshes. The density

of taxpayers was similar to that of the greater part of Kent.

Throughout most of southern England, agricultural prosperity was

supported by some form of industrial development, and Professor

Koskine has stressed the importance of the ports along the eouth

coast. Their returns were much higher than those on the north coast

of Norfolk. In north Devon, there was an area of outstanding wealth

around Barns taple and Braunton.

The range of returns away from the sea may be compared with those

along the upland-lowland division of the Midlands. However,
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there were some atrikiriSyrich centres, and. CuUompton and. Ottery

St Mary paid amounts of £50 and more in taxation. The number of

towns in Devon of this calibre is noticeable on the national maps,

and the claim of Professor Hoskins (1954) is especially interesting.

Be found that "many rural parishes show a higher taxable capacity

than some of the market towns". The New Draperies of the textile

industry were still in an incipient stage, although there seems to

have been sufficient capital and population inthe county either to

launch or sustain new industry. The marketing needs of the tin trade,

aztd the small tegtile concerns may have encouraged the growth of such

centres as those gathered. around. the periphery of Dartmoor. The

development of the fishing industry along the coast may explain the

level of income in the uplands of Exmoor.

Professor Hoskins (1952) wrote that wage-earners made up a third

of all the entries in Devon, with an even higher proportion in the

towns. This may explain why helt that the survey "swept almost

everyone into its net". The poorest section of the community was

excluded from many surveys in the north of England, and for this

reason, a comparison of the taxable populations of the north and.

south-western parts of the country is unrevealing. It explains why

even Dartmoor and Exmoor have higher returns than the whole of

Lancashire in the subsidy returns.

The uplands had economic links extending we].]. beyond. the moorland

fringes. E. Fogwill (1954) noted of Dartmoor, "cattle have been

brought in the past from considerable distances to the moorland,
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which plays such an important role in the agriciiltural economy of

Devon". I.(. Simmons (19 64) has shown that pastoral and mining

activities in the uplands influenced parishes far away from the

Dartmoor area.

South Devon belongs in terms of wealth to Somerset, whereas

central Devon is closer in character to Cornwall. As a county, it

had become one of the moat valuable parts of the country - in terms

of wealth and people. Such a change in the north-west of England did

not come until the eighteenth century. In a sense, a comparable

revolution took place in the south-west in the fifteenth aM

sixteenth nturie8.

keys Cr represents Crediton on the county maps

Cu	 Cullompton

E	 Exeter

P	 Plymouth

T	 Totnea
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DORSET

The administration of the surveys in this county was in some

ways analogous with the procedure in Kent and Sussex. Hundreds,

liberties, manors and boroughs were gathered into six divisions, which

were unnamed in the lists. They have been given numbers on the map

and in the Gazetteer in order to distinguish them. B. Reynolds (1958)

tabulated the hundred totals, but he did not check theni with the

enrolled returns. He seemed to think that all the first survey rolls

had. been lost, but the Gazetteer makes it clear that this is not so.

The county coverage is relatively good, although in "division four",

the returns of the hundred of Loosebarrow and the borough of Poole

have not survived. The lists of Pimperne, Badbuiy and Glllinghani

are also defective. Reasons for the decay of some assessments were

given in the returns of "division four".

The hundred lists of the "second division" were not broken down

into parishes or tythings. There is a transcript in print of these

returns, and attempts are made to identify the tythings from the

taxpayer's names (Dawe, 1955 and later). The absence of this

information from about a sixth of the county hampers any comparison

between 1334 and the Tudor returns.

Reynolds found. changes in the composition of the subsidy lista in

the western part of Dorset. For instance, the number of places

mentioned in the hundred of Whitchurch increased from four to

eighteen in 1524/5. He concluded that land was cleared and email

settlements founded during the intervening years. There could have
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been other reasons for their earlier omissiOn. Many settlements in

the west may have been in existence in 1334, but were only

sufficiently prosperous for inclusion in a subsidy of the Tudor

period. Indeed, they had small returns even in the 1520's. There may

well be another reason for these changes the surveyors could have

recorded the information differently. Sometimes, they identified

almost all the hamlets and. isolated farmas at other times, the

returns were silently included with other villa.

There were only ten villa in 1334, absent in the 1520's. They were

Beaininster Foreign
Eggardon
Go dderthormie
Sherborne
Combes Ditch
Winfri th

s Mosterton
s Mapperoombe
$ Sturthill
; Pinfold
S Winterborne Clenaton
* Burton, Ringatead and Woodsford (the latter

two are DMV's).

B. Reynolds provides an excellent example of how the subsidies,

with other source material, may be used in a study of the distribution

of wealth within a county. Dorset is compared through a series of

maps for a number of periods; changes in the spread of wealth and

population can be followed. The discussion suffered only because

he failed to recognise the exceptional nature of the prosperity of

north-west Dorset. The density of taxpayers was much higher than in

neighbouring Wiltshire, and the large payments in the Vale of

Blackmoor indicate an intensive form of agriculture, with perhaps

some industrial development. The pioneer element may still have been

present in the Vale of Marshwood in the west, although returns were
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higher than those over the border in Devon. The heathiand and much

of the ohalk].and. of the east formed the poorer part of Dorset, and

these tracts of countryside adjacent to one another ay have caused

the very low yield of the Isle of Purbeck.

P.11. Dawe found 260 aliens in the 2,168 taxpayers of the

second division of Dorset. Trading connexions may have brought them

from Prance and Normandy to the Portland area and the towns of

Warehain and Poole. The wealth of the county, so clearly seen on

the maps, may also have been abundantly clear to these men in search

of trade and employment,

keys D represents Dorchester on the county maps

P	 Poole

S	 Shaftesbury
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ESSEX

The hundreds of Essex varied in aize. The large hundreds of

Hinckford. and Tendring were virtually administered in two halves:

Lexden, Witham and Winstree hundreds were so small that they were

treated as a single taxation area. The liberties of Havering and

Hornchurch were separated from the hundred of Becontree. The layout of

the hundreds on the map ía seen o be oonipaet, wi th A detached parts.

The list of Little Coggeshall was linked with Great Coggeshall in the

first survey of Lexden hundred, but in the second year Little

Coggeshall is in the returns of Witham. There must have been some

confusion because its payment was included in the hundreds totale of

both Lexn and Witham. The enrolled returns of the second survey also

include the same amount twice. Ilmost illegible entries under the

name of Sir John Veer in Grea$ Coggeshall in the first survey may have

represented members of his household.. If this is so, then a rare

example of a large household has been found in a county return.

Changes along the Suffolk border have been described under that

county. Three units - Great and Little Chishill, and Eeydon have

since the subsidies been transferred to Cambridgeehire. The returns

of the hundreds of Chelmaford, Hinckford, Rochford and Tendring are

defective, an& a few place-names may not have survived in the lists.

The commissioners' certificates are useful in supplementing some of

the lists, but their value is limited in areas of dispersed

settlement. Many of the smaller units found in the full hate are

silently included with other villa in the certificate of the hundred
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of Clavering.

It is interesting that the surveyors presented similar lists in

1334 and 1524/5. Several of the place-names absent in the udor

surveys cannot be located.: East Lee in Barstaple has been lost, and

Dawenry lIoo, Stodleigh, Plesingho and Paslow no longer appear on the

Ordnance Survey map. Five of the seven lost villages of the county

hare been found in the lists. Brightlingsea is not in the 1520's

surveys, perhaps owing to its association with the Cinque Ports which

were exempt from normal taxation. Other units missing from the

complete hundreds of 1524/5:

Barstaple	 s West Lee
Dengie	 S Bassette
Dunmow	 : Shellow Jocelyn
Lexden	 s Cripping
Uttlesford	 s Amberden, Thunderley and Wendon Lofts.

Suffolk and Essex paid similar amounts of tax in the first year,

but Essex experienced a fall of 8% in the second survey. For an East

Anglian county, this was a relatively large reduction, and it is

difficult to discover the reason owing to the defectiveness of

documentation. The coastlands of south-east Essex had a large number

of surtax payers, and it was these people who experienced the most

substantial falle in assessment in 1525. The changes in the county

returns may reflect the presence of this concentration of wealthy

people.

The coastland.s were typically more roaperous than inland districts,

although the density of taxpayers was much lower than along the south
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coast of Devon. The Tendring hundred is almost a peninsula, and few

parishes were without a wharf, accesible to the shallow draught

vessels of that time. F. Hull (1950) has found a list of the late

8ixteenth century which gave "the names of all the Ports, Creeks and

Landing Places in England and Wales". There were 130 such places in

Essex, whereas Suffolk had only 29, Kent 18, Sussex 17 and Norfolk

had 12. These figures may help to suggest the reason for the richness

of the Essex coast as revealed on the taxation map. The entire

Dengie hundred seems to have lived from the seaborne trade along the

coast to and from London, but the role of this source of livelihood

should not be overplayed. The shoreline marshes made ideal summer

grazing grounds, and some of the wealth may be more properly related

to an animal rearing economy. The importance of sea-trade may be

revealed in a comparison with later surveyss Sharp changes in wealth

during and. after war-time might suggest the importance of the sea.

The 1520's were a peak in the cloth industry of the time around

Colohester and Coggeshall. As in Suffolk, the industry was concentrated

within a few centres and the phrase "an industrial region" may be

inapt. There were fewer centres in Essex than in Suffolk and such

towns as Sudbury and Lavenham, conspicious for their wealth, were

absent. This conclusion drawn from the maps and Gazetteer confirms the

suggestion of J.E. Pilgrim (1959-60) that the lead in production and

output was held by the hundreds of Babergh and Cosford across the

county border.

The spread of lth in the west was relatively uniform, although
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Dunmow hundred was rather prcerous, and Bar8taple hundred was much

poorer. The intractibie soils, the wooded oover and the smaller

areas of marshland may have contributed to the lower income along

the southern part of the county (Colee, 1935). The influence of

London may be Been in the extreme south-west of Essex, but its

contact with the returns of Becontree hundred. are complex. Movement

of traffie from the City was probably --_ concentrated along the

Lea-Come valleys -rather than across the Epping ridge and through

the London Clay country.

keys C	 represents Coichester on the county maps

M	 Maldon
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GLOUCESPERSHIRE

Four counties meet in the north-east and the pattern of detached

and fragmented pari8hes is chaotic. The task of bringing order to the

county border is not helped by the defectiveness of the Warwiokahire

and Worcestershire documents. The map of the hundreds also draws

attention to the complex administration of the area north of Bristol

and south of Tewkesbury. The layout in the west of Gloucesterahire

was rather more stable, and there was only a minor readjustment in

the county border at the time of the Act of Union with Wales. (Hart,

1945).

If the surveys are defective, the enrolled returns can be used

in the compilation of the taxation maps. However, the returns of

several hundreds may be combined in one total in the enrolled returns,

and if thia happened in both years the individual hundred totals

cannot be found. This was the case in the hundred of Bledisloe.

The full surveys are defective, and the individual hundred totals

were ot enrolled. Fortunately, the 	 certificates survive

for most of the county, and the mapping units devised by Professor

Darby and Dr. Glassoock can be used for the 152Os. Reconstruction

of the surveys of Gruinbald's Ash and Pticklechurch hundreds is difficult,

and the absence of viii totals in the second survey of Barton near

Bristol and. Pucklechurch prevents the ident1fication of some of the

lists. The returns of both surveys of St Briavels have been mixed in

the Public Record Office reference. The work on many of the fragments

and almost illegible membranes of the county has been helped by the

fact that the surveyors in the second year often followed the order
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of the villa in the first. Nevertheless, it is only worthwhile

including the taxation map of the county.

In both years, the lists of Bristol contain information about the

occupations and social make-up of the city. Gloucester was surveyed

in one list in the first year, but ward divisions were taken up in

the second. Contrary to the terms of the Act, William Were was the

high collector for Grumbald's Ash, Barton near Bristol and

Pucklechurch in both years.

All the names in the 1334 returns of the Forest of Dean are to be

found in the 1520's. There are, however, a number of fairly

substantial Tills which appear in the Tudor returns for the first

time. They may indicate the amount of reolaimation and forest

clearance during the medieval period. On the other hand, all the

returns of the Forest may have been grouped under a few pariah names

in the earlier subsidy. A number of hamlets along the scarp-foot of

eastern Gloucestershire and in the valley of the Windrush and Evenlode

may have been silently included in the 1334 returns in the same way.

The list of the first survey of Pitchcombe is in print- but

otherwise no transcript of the county' a returns has been found

(Melland-Hall, 1884). It is hoped that the subsidy surveys will be

supplemented with a contemporary muster survey preserved among the

Berkeley family's papers. In this way, the present study is no more

than an interim report on the wealth of the county.

The areas with the highest tax returns may have been the centres of
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early development in the textile industry (Perry, 1945). Clothiers

aM weavers were establishing themselves in the scarp valleys of the

Cotewolda during the first half of the centuzy, and the taxation map

may show these centres in their early stages of growth. The

broadcloth industry of Stroud.water did not assume its modern importance

until after 1515. Leland found the market p1 Dureley had. been in

existence for only nine years, and judging from the nature of their

tax lists, Uley and Owipen were as yet untouched by these developments.

The scale of change was very striking in this part of Gloucester-

shire, and perhaps the size of the tax returns shows how it could

take place. There was the necessary capital and population for

investments the parishes along the Stroudwater and southward near

Wotton under Edge bad not only fast-flowing streams, but also

fertile scarp-foot soils. The wealth of these villa could have been

derived from an intensive form of agriculture or from the early stages

of the textile industry. Perhaps it was a combination of both. Strong

correlations can be drawn between the native prosperity of the land

and the establishment of mills. The latter were only opened where

sufficient capital and labour could. be  taken from the essential

business of growing food.

The three-fold division of Glouceatershire described by LP.R.

Finberg (1955) is not clearly seen on the map of taxation. The

character of the forest, the vale and. the wolda may be masked by

the industrial development which was taking place. The defectiveness

of the subsidy data may also hamper analysis. Professor Pinberg,
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however, makes it clear that there were perceptible differences

within the regions themselves. On the map, there were variations

within the north-east of the county. The valleys of the Evenlode

and the Windrush around More ton in the Marsh and Chipp.ng Camden

were richer than the higher ground to the west.

The 1520's returns found the economyt of Bristol on an ebb,

unable to maintain the increased trade and industry built up over

the previous three decades (Sherborne, 1965). It had only half the

wealth of Norwich, although there were just three hundred fewer

taxpayers.

The lands west of the Severn in the Forest of Dean were distinctivE

and. had a closer affinity with the borderland, of Wales. Perhaps

small groups of people supplemented their income on the land and in

the forest with a little mining. Nicholls (1966) suspected that

some mining activity continued throughout the medieval period.

keys B represents Bristol on the county map

G
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KMPSH!

Many of the 45 hundreds and boroughs 'were so small that they

were gathered into larger groups sharing the same commissioners and

high collector. The county map is oversimplified because the outline

of the Tudor hundreds is not known, but some idea of the complexity

of administration emerges. The hundreds of Hampshire were often

fragmented and irregular in their outline, with detached parts

liberally scattered over the county. Part of present-day Hampshire

was then in Wiltshire, and there have been some minor changes on

the erkahire border.

The documentary coverage is very good and many of the membranes

are today in long rolls within a sinai]. number of PRO references.

Unfortunately, the number of taxpayers in Southampton and the

Isle of Wight cannot be precisely found.

The surveyors of two parts of the county for some reason gave

rather fuller returns to the Exchequer. The sum of the assessments

for the bndred of Waltham was given, and in the second survey of

Pareham and. Titohuield. hundreds, the occupation of almost every

taxpayer was recorded. Undoubtedly, much of this information is

vagie, but it does provide a better insight into the economy of that

part of Hampshire.

There has been only one attempt to use the lay subsidies of the

1520's, and. unintentionally the authors drew attention to the

existence of documentation outside the Public Record Office (Baigent

and Millard, 1889). A list of BaBingatoke is in print and carries

the date of 10th November 1523. The accepted first survey for
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Basingetoke does not survive, but the list in Basingstoke can be

compared with the enrolled returns. It is certain that it belongs to

the "first survey A" (see Chapter 8), and. a similar return is

examined in the Nottinghamshire section.

The individualism of the surveyors is clear from some of the

hundred returns. In the hundred of East Meon, parish and tything

divisions were not given in the first year, although they were

adopted in the second. The choice of place-names for inclusion in

the lists was arbi4ry. This is mo8t easi].y seen along the coast

from Southampton to Chiohester where settlements were characterist-

ically dispersed. This area could have seen late-settled, or the

hamlets and farms may have been individually very poor during the

greater part of the medieval period. In 1524/5, the surveyors named

almost every settlement - indeed it is difficult to identify some

of the small farms and homesteads today. In the 1543/5 1ay subsidy,

the surveyors brought many of these place-names together and returned

them under one name. Each viii cannot be found in every subsidy

survey, and the returns of the area must be compared as a whole in

1334, the 1520's and in later subsidies.

In the Itohen and Test valleys, settlements often straggled along

the banks. The omissions of place-names between 1334 and. the Tudor

surveys may indicate that the returns of hamlets were merged with

larger settlements. There were fewer changes in the Hampshire Downs

where the villages were typically nucleated. Often the settlements

were separated by miles of countryside clear of habitation, and the
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surveyors could not help noticing th. pariah centres - even where

desertion had. taken place.

It appears that many villages were deserted during and after the

medieval period in the north of Hampshire. In some oases, there were

striking falls in returns between 1334 and the 1520'., but since

some villages had alway. been relatively small, in a dispersed

settlement pattern, the identification of eviction in these lists is

extremely hazardous.

Hampshire, perhaps surprisingly, tended to be a poor relation

of the southern counties. This impression extends even to the towns,

and Winchester paid only half the taxation of Newbury and. Herefords

3asingstoke was slightly more prosperous than its county town.

New Salisbury had twice as many taxpayers, and there were more in

Reading. Southampton, on the other hand, was at the height of it.

medieval commercial power. Decline was beginning owing to war, but

in the early 1520's, imports and exports were unprececlentedly

favourable and the fishing fleet augmented income. (Ruddook, 1951).

The maps may draw attention to the absence of industrial wealth

in the county. The textile centres of Winchester and Andover were in

decline, and there were few signs of any development of industry

in the neighbouring countryside. The prosperity of the Chiohester

regions not continued along the Hampshire shoreline. The

á,,nland. farms were under a form of large-scale capitalistic farming,

(Thirak, 1967) and there were a number of substantial surtax payments
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in that part of the county- as can be seen from the maps. There

were more taxpayers on the cha].klands than in the north-east where

the wastes of the Bagehot and Brackleshain Beds dominated the landscape.

The low returns of the Farnhaxa area of Surrey were continued into

eastern. ampehire in the Woolmer and Crondal]. districts.

The poverty of the New Forest and. the northern half of the Isle of

Wight is c1ear from the map. Equally distinctive is the remarkable

return of the Avon Valley. This concentration of wealth and taxpayers

is continued northward into Wiltshire, aithotigh there. are sharp falls

to the east and west. The coastline from the Solent to Poole harbour

in Dorset was uniformly poor.

keys A represents Alton on the county maps.

B	 Basingatoke

a	 Southampton

W	 Winchester

references:
F.J. Baigent and. J.E. Millard, A history of the ancient town and, manor

of Basingatoke, 1889 p.96.
&lwyn A. Euddock, The decline of Southampton in the sixteenth century,

in "Italian merchants and shipping in Soutiiampton,
1270-1600", 1951, Chapter 11, p.255.72.

Joan Thirek,	 The agrarian history of England and Wales, 1500-1640,
iT, 1967, p.65.
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HEREFORDSHIRE

The coverage of Herefordehire is extremely poor and only the

counties of Bedfordshire and Kent have poorer documentation. Ro lists

survive for the hundred of Stratford and there is only an incomplete

commissioners' certificate for Woiphy hundred. Hereford alone has

two extant surveys, and Grimsworth hundred is only represented. by a

certificate. It is probably for this reason that Lord Rennell (1958)

omitted any reference to the subsidies in his history of the Rodd

lands.

A viii may be absent in the surveys for one of three reasons: it

may not have been surveyed - or entered separately in the lists or

the returns may have been lost. R.E. Giassoock (1963) noted the

confused administration of the Welsh borderland in 1334, and parts

of Eereford.shire today cannot be found in the lists of 1524/5. Wales

was not included in the lay subsidy until the 1540's. By the Act of

Union, a number of parishes were transferred to England (Dunoumb, 1804),

and. the full extent of the changes can be traced in the 1543/5 lay

subsidy returns for western Herefordshire. It is clear that a large

part of the western uplands was still in Wales during the 1520's, ana

that this is the reason for its non—appearance in the lists.

The impact of the Memorial of February 1524 has already been

noticed with respect to the hundred of Radlow (see Chapter 2). In

other ways, the county returns still contained a number of anomalies.

The £1 as e ments for the hundred of Webtree were taxed at 6d,

although the Act set the poll tax at 4d. There are no viii totals in
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the lists of Webtree.

It has been difficult to identify many of the place-names in the

county - especially in the hundreds of Webtree an Wormelow. The

place-names in the 1543/5 lay subsidy have substantially he1ped in

the reading of some of the almost illegible membranes of the 1520's.

There is, however, another reason why the identification of some

places may be erroneous. Many of the villa were very small, and all

trace of them may have disappeared from the landscape today. Ward Kill

in Radlow, for example, is now an empty space on the map and Kentchurch

has only a church, a	 ed site and some parkiand.

The surveys of Rerefordahire give a much better idea of the

distribution of settlement than thoae of Lancashire. Indeed, the Tudor

subsidies are considerably better than those of 1334 for traeing the

spread of villages, hamlets and farms over the county. The entries of

a large number of places were silently incorporated with their

neighbours in 1334. Moat at the scattered settlements to the east of

the River Lugg in Broxash hundred were absent in the earlier subsidy,

but some of these changes may be symptomatic of change8 which had been

taking place during the ne dieval period. They may have been too poor

to pay tax in 1334, or have been founded since that time.

It would be a mistake to think that the 1520's surveys are entirely

reliable as a guide to the settlement pattern. There are some anomalies.

Six units with Bodham in 1334 were missing from the lists of the

1520's - their taxpayers were probally silently included with those of
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Bod.enham. It is interesting to note that the present-day centre of

Tudorville to the south of Ross has not been identified in any of the

lay subsidies!

Owing to the state of the surveys, only the map of taxation has

been included. Herefordahire was poorer than Woroestershire arid.

Warwiolcahire, but richer than its northern neighbour of Shropshire.

The south-east was prosperous, and. the returns of the area around

Ross were well above the average for the county. A number of very

wealthy persons may have caused this hi1ier return.

Study of the central plain of Herefordshire is complicated by the

need to Include some parts of the Welsh borderland in the mapping

area. Much of the upland tract was, however, still in Wales and the

return of 12/.. per square mile may be fairly representative of the

standard of return on the plain. This is high in a West Midland.

context, but less favourable than east Leicestershire. In some ways,

there are parallels with the range of wealth south of Bideford and

Barnetaple in Devon.

key: H	 represents Hereford on the county map.

references:

R.E. Glasscock, The distribution of lay wealth in south-east England
in the early fourteenth century, Ph.D. thesis, London,
(unpubMshed), l96,p.146-7.

3. Duncumb,	 Collections toward. the history and antiquities of the
county of Heretordshire, 1804, 1, p.100.
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HEBTPORDSHIRE

All the returns of the hundred of Hertford have been lost, and. the

amount paid in taxation by the town of Hertford cannot be found. In

order to fill in the gaps on the zationa1 map, some interpolation in

the mapping units of Hertfordshire has been unavoidable. There is

confusion in the first survey of Hitchin hundred owing to the

amendment of most of the viii totals. In dwinstree, the labourers

were separately listed in the second survey, and in the first year
of Cassio, some attempt was made to arrange the servants after their

master's entry. As in parts of Middlesex, the social pattern of these

communities may be studied.

A few yule were present only in 1334. They wares

Braughing
Casaio
Dacorum
Hert ford
Hit chin
Odsey

Wickham (DMV)
sBurston and. Windridge (DMV'$ and Westwick.
* Berkhamsted Poreign and Stooke
* nothing survives of these surveys
* Furnival Dinsley and Stagenhoe (DMV)
s Orweilbury

Owing to the dispersed nature of settlement in Chiltern country, t

is diffict.lt to make a meaningful comparison of the settlementø

between the surveys. The incidence of eviction and desertion is also

hard to track down in the wooded countryside. However, 38 sites have

been identified a deserted medieval settlements, and 	 of these

were in the Tudor surveys. Tiscott, Betlow and Flaunden do not have

entries in 1334. Hertfordshire is unusual in having a complete and

good coverage of the 1543/5 lay subsidies and. a useful comparisoi and

supplementation of mateial may be made with the returns of 1524/5.
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The county falls into two distinctive parts on the taxation map,

but the pattern of wealth in the east and west cannot be simply

correlated. with the landscape. The value of the south Hertfordshire

plateau may not be related to the quality of the soils. As in Esse,

there were other important factors at work. "The growth of London as

a true regional capital ... (enhanced) the value of the London clay

lands surrounding the capital". (Woo].dridge and Smethan, 1931).

In the south, corn was a cash crop, and further north on the

barns and clays, bullocks pigs and sheep were fattened. The chalk

hills of the land furthest from London were sheep-and-corn country.

On all the maps, the soarp foot of the Eaet Anglian Heights within

the Vale of Baldock was prosperous.

Joan Thirak (1967) noted how the county was blessed with excellent

channels of coznrxrnnication and the route ways along the Essex border in

the Lea and Come valleys were very prosperous. The towns and villages

along the roads out of London flourished as they sped travellers on

their way. The market centres stood between men, droves of animals and

goods coming from the provinces into London.

key: S pepresents St Albans on the county maps.

references:

Joan Thirsk,. 	 The agrarian history of England and Wales, 1500-1640,
1V, 1967, p.50.
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HUNPflIGDC1SHIRE

There were only four divisions in the county, and the returns of

Buntingdon are fcnmd. in Leightonatone hundred. Three p&rishes

sprawled across the county border, and had some returns in other

hundreds. The bulk of the returns of Papworth St Agnes was in

Cambridgeehire, and there were a few entries for Thurning in Polebrøok

hundred in Northamptonshire. Lutton paid moat of its tax in Willy-brook

hundred. In 1334, Hargrave was in Leightonatone hundred, but in the

l520 1.a the returns appeared in ighaa Ferrers. Winwiok made a similar

mtgbation into the ligte of Northamptonehire. It is not possible to

tollow the history of verton and i1brook because of the defectiveness

of the Bedfordshire lists.

The second survey of Normanoross should be carefully used because

a membrane is missing and others have beeA stitched together in the

wrong order. Both the surveys for Leightonstone hundred are in a

bad state. In. the first survey of Normancross, care was taken to

arrange the entries of each viii in their descending order of value.

There were 107 entries in the 52Oe returns, and changes between

1334 and the Tudor surveys were few. Those villa present in 1334, but

absent later werez

Leightonstone
Toseland
and

t Upton
z Hardwick and Wintringliam (DMv' s)
Brampton.

Of the eighteen deserted medieval tillagee In the county, twelve were

named in the lists.
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In its wealth, the southern part of Huntingdonshire belonged to

south-east England: the taxpaymerita of Toseland were outstanding.

This was the northern limit of a belt of above average returns which

may be traced through the Lea and Come valleys toward the fenlands of

the Wash. This was a strategically important part of England, and

the better communications my have encouraged a concentration of

wealth in the busy market towns of the region. Assessments fell

sharpl7 across th. county boundaries in Cambridgeshire and Bedfordahire

The fen, in the north, was much poorer - with returns lower than

the Soke of Peterborough, but higher than similar tracts of fenland.

in Cambridge shire.
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Some parts of Kent were not surveyed owing to their privileges

under the Cinque Ports. Only aliens were liable, and for this reason

the returns of Hythe and Romney iere small. Lydd produced a charter

in the Extaquer to prove its claim for exemption (Schofield, 1963).

Dover and Sandwich were likewise excluded and a nunibe of ixihnd centres

were left out owing to their membership of the liberties of the

Five Ports. They were named in the lathe of St Augustine as;

Beckesbourne, Birchington, Deal) Pordwich, Ringswould, St John,

St Peter, Sarre and Ramsgate, and Woliner. }To lists have been found for;

Bromehill, Denge Marsh, lingadown, Margate, Reculver, Stonor,

Tenterden and Wood. In spite of their association with the Ports,

there were normal lists for Faversham. and Po].kestone (Murray, 1955).

Kent was an eccentric county in its medieval tax returns. The

hundreds were gathered into loose regional groUpings called lathes

similar in some ways to the rapes of Sussex. G. Ward described them

as "collecting areas for aids and subsidies, for the organisation of

Militia, and for like purpoas" (Hull, 1954). One was called the

Lathe of St Augustine in the surveys, and another unnamed Bet of

hundreds and. boroughs seems to represent the Lathe of Shepway.

Within the lathe of St Augustine, two unite l*re called "ciets". They

appear to be the two Societies in the vicinity of Canterbury.

The hundreds of east Kent were not subdivided into smaller areas

- as may be observed in a transcript of the hundred of Faversham which

is in print (Greenstreet, 1878). In St Augustine, the amounts of tax
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expected, from each hundred and borough were not recorded at the foot

of the lists. They have been calculated for the purpose of the

Gazetteer, but in view of the large number of taxpayers in each

hundred, there are probably a number of mistakee in the calculations.

Unlike the 1334 returns, many hundreds in central and western Kent

were subdivided into their parish units. Their internal distribution

of wealth and population may be aocordingl investigated.

The composition Of the subsidy sureys of 1334 and. the 1520's

cannot be compared for two reasons. There are radical differences in

the layout of the lists, and any analysie would be quite meaningless

for the county as a whole. Secondly, a large part of the documentation

has been lost, and. for this reason, only the map of taxation has

been drawn. Parishes and. tything divisions were given in sucr

hundreds as Eyhorne, Larkfield. and Twyford, but the membranes are out

of order and. some are missing. They have been put in their correct

order, but the Gazetteer should. still be used with great care.

The surveyors took pains with their work. In 'Was.ingstone hundred,

the valuations seem more precise than usual, and as is typical in

such cases, there were assessments in marks. Innterbuzy, the aliens

were listed separately in the first survey and the occupation of many

taxpayers is recorded. in the western part Qf Kent. A clerk noted in a

list for Gravesend that a taxpayer had committed. a felony, and bad fled.

Soke idea of the social structure emerges from the lists - husbandinen

were frequently noted in diatricts along the Thames.
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A study of the distribution of wealth in lent is limited by the

loss of documents and the exclusion of the Cinque Ports. This is

a great pity since the county is full of interest. There were

outstanding centres of wealth along the coast and through central

and. north-eastern Kent. Although there was a wide range in values,

in a national context the whole county was outstandingly prosperous.

The subsidy returns confirm the eulogies of William Lambarde. The

basis of wealth in Kent wag the same as elsewhere - the excellence

of the croplands, the woodlands and the waterways - but in lent,

there was euch an abundance of these advantages. The county sdunply

had richer hueband.men and artisans. The richness of the land, and

the nearness of alternative employment raised the level of wages. No

place was over fifteen miles from a navigable river, and the

importance of water communications is demonstrated by the wealth of

the shoreline along the Thames estuary (Chalkin, 1965). As in Essex,

there was a concentration of very prosperous taxpayers on the coast.

Conneiions with bndon are difficult to measure • The movement

of traffi. between the continent and the City took place around the

shoreline of Kent, and even at that time, the capital may have been

encouraging developments in such wealthy ports as Gravesend. Owing

to the loss of documents, it is im oseible to study the north-west in

detail. Variations reflecting the expanses of waste and marshland

on the fringe of suburban London caimot be analysed..

It is impossible to compare Kent with the south Devonshire coast
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owing to the loss of population data. There were similarities between

the returns of Gravesend and Rochester and the ports of Plyinou%b

and Exmouth, but the Cinque Ports distort any oompariBons along

the Channel coast.

These high returns are set against a background of complaints

about the dearth of food and fall in prices. On. 3rd May 1525, a

letter was sent from rent telling oft

"great poverty in the county and lack. of money at several fairs men..
having wares and. cattle to sell, couli not sell them unless for half
their value. Landlords could not get anything from their tenants, who
say they can get no money for their cattle". (Furley, l871..4)

We should al)ow for exaggeration, but these accounts of hard times

should be borne in. mind when analysing the returns of one of the

richest parts ot England.

In greater detail, the map ehowe a fall in ealth toward the

south-east. This may reflect the amount of wealth exempted by the

Cinqve Porte, the bounds of which are imperfectly known. There is,

however, evidence of decay in the Romney marsh, which may have been

the outcome of a series of wet years. The complaints of hard times in

tb.e other poorly-drained parts of the country should be remembered.

There may have been deeper roots to the troubles. The Lord Warden

in. this period wrote,

"Rommeney Marsh, where corn and cattle were plentiful, has fallen into
decay. Many great farms and holdings are held by persons who neither
reside on them, nor till nor breed cattle, but use them for grazing
trusting to the Welsh cattle". (Purley, 1871-4)

If men had greater resort elsewhere, their wealth would not be found

in the local tax hats. This would further depress the tax yield of
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the area and it is interesting that the marshes of Sussex had a

similarly low return.

Owing to the loss of documents, it is not possible to study the

Weald in detail. Thensity of population in the Weald must be

investigated in the returns of Sussex and. Surrey. Cranbrook and other

centres in the south-west had a small-scale clothmaking industry,

which was inferior in size and quality with that of the West Country

and East Anglia (Jessup, 1958). It may have contributed lit some small

way to the level of taxation in this part.

keys C represents canterbury on the county map

D	 Dover

K	 Hythe

a	 Grave send.

Roo	 Rochester

H	 Romney
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ANCASHIBE

Of a].]. the counties included in the subsidy, Lancashire has the

least reliable returns. Its isolation from London may be part of the

reason for this, but there were a180 anomalies in such counties as

Kent.

In the hundreds of Blackburn and. Lonsdsle, the lists are divided

into parishes and townships. In a comparison with the 1334 returns, the

following place-names were absents

Blackburn t Cold Coats, Cuerdale, Extwistle, Henthorn and Theatley

Lonsd.ale s Aldeliffe, Arkholme, Bare, Bulk Dalton, Middleton,
Oxoliffe, Torrisholme and Yealand.

Only the parish names were given in the remainder of the county. The

importance of thia may be seen in a comparison with the 1334 ubsidy.

In 1524/5, there were only six place-names in the Salford hundred,

whereas there were 43 places mentioned in 1334. Because only the parish

divisions were used, Liverpool was unnamed in the hundred returns of

West Derby (Stewart-Brown, 1930).

The surveyors interpreted the Act in an utterly different way from

that intended by the Exchequer. Wage-earners were almost entirely

absent, and as a consequence, a very large proportion of the population

was left out of the lists. On the other hand, the number of assessments

on landed income was well thove average. The lists, in spite of these

differences, were made in an orthodox manner, and one example for the

hundred of Salford is in print, (mit, 1.9 24). Lonsdale, has very full

returns although they are today defective and must be analysed with great
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care. They were, however, distinctive for the large number of

assessments of £2 in inoveable wealth. This may reflect a local form

of land. holding, or the presence of standardised returns in the lists.

There are signs of a standardised form of return. In the returns of

Blackburn and West Derby, the parishes and taxpayers were listed in

an identical order in both 1524 and. 1525. Their assessments were

identical, and we are in fact dealing with a single survey of doubtful

parentage. There was no reassessment between the surveys, and the

current relevance of the first list to real wealth in the county may

be doubted.

The Exchequer failed to obtain a reliable and contemporary

assessment of the wealth of lancashire. This is abundantly clear in a

comparison with the lay subsidy returns of 1543/5. The baais was not

quite as broad, and. yet there were many more taxpayers in the later

subsidy, There is no evidence of a corresponding increase of population

during the intervening twenty years, and we must conclude that the

surveyors failed to make a comprehensive survey in 1524/5.

It is one thing to discover underassessment and the omission of a.

body of taxpayers: it is another to establish the size of the problem.

A full study of the 1540's returns is in progress and until this is

completed for the country as a whole, little can be aaid.. Although

much work has been undertaken in Lancashire, very few comparisons

have been made with other parts of north England. F. Walker (1939)

wrote of the "Lead in material prosperity" in south-west Lancashire,
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but there are no comparisons with such regions a the coastal

lowlands of Lincolushire or the northern parts of Shropahire. &t

the moment, there is little evidence available to help in an analysis

of the degree of underassessment in the subsidies.

There are two complications in the county pattern Qf wealth.

There were extensive monastic estates in Lancashire, and naturally

all their wealth was exempt from taxation. This would cause the

county to appear much poorer than it really was. One of the reasons

for the considerable increase in entries in the 1540's subsidies

may have been the release of estates from clerical control after

the dissolution.

Secondly, many men held investments in Lancashire although they

resided elsewhere in the country. No part of their wealth would have

been reooded. in the county lists, and. this form. of underaesessment

was locally very significant. It ould, however, not affect the

number of taxpayers in the county lists.

In order to minimise the distortions present in the source

material, the choice of large mapping units is unavoidable. R.B.

Rodgers (1955) adopted a similar attitude in his work on the Final

Concords in the county. The decision to use large mappings units in an

analysis of the county returns has an important bearing upon the

interpretation of the results. For example, parts of West Derby and

Leyland. were probably more populous than the remainder of Lancashire,

but in the same area, there were extensive mosses and. marshes. The

mapping units included both tracts of country within their boundaries,

and. the areas of progress and prosperity may be obscured by the
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negative lands of the mosses.

If the surveyors had followed the procedure as Bet out by the

Act, the returns would have been higher throughout the county. The

enclosure and. improvement of the wastes of Rossendale must have been

organised by a denser population than the one suggested by the

surveys. Except for Manchester, there is little evidence of economic

growth in the subsidies although "Middleton, Bury, Bolton, and

Manchester had all become quite important centres of the walle

industry" (Tupling, 1927). Encouraged by this development in the

local domestic industry, the market towns grew in size and wealth.

"Several of the principal towns of modern Lancashire were emerging

in this period, and. setting up markets of their own" (Everitt, 1967).

Blackburm, Come, Easlingden, Leigh, Padihani and Whalley were among

them. The 1520's returns give no help in tracing their developments

it is hoped. that the subsidies of the 1540's i1]. be more forthcoming.

keys L represents Lancaster on the county map
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LEICESTERSHIR

There is a clear dichoteny in the county of Leicestershire - and

this extends even to the state of preservation in the subsidy lists.

Those of the west are lost, whereas it is possible to list 225

taxation units in the remainder of the county. Coacote hundred was

divided into three parts, and the numbering of them is my own.

Goacote III has lost its returns, and almost nothing survives for

Sparkenhoe hundred. The membranes of Gartree hundred are difficult to

use, end there is some confusion in the viii totals of Pram3and.. The

compilation of the Gazetteer was not helped by the size of some of the

hundreds - there are 62 wilts in Gartree. Changes in the boundary

between Leicestershire and Derbyshire cannot be traced owing to the

loss of returns.

G. Parnham (LD.) included some subsidy surveys in his "Medieval

Village Notes", and L.A. Parker (1948) used them in his study of

enclosure in the county. W.G. Hoskina has many detailed references

to the 1520's surveys, and. in one of his papers (1938-9) compares

the 67 names of Wigaton Magna in 1524 with those appearing in the

second year. R.K. Hilton (1954) reproduces the county enrolled

returns in the form af a table, and has been the only person so far

to use the returns of the county for a regional analysis of wealth.

The Deserted Medieval Village Research Group (1963-4) first

noted the 1520's surveys in a recent survey of the lOBt villages of

Leiceaterahire. 65 sites are accepted as deserted in the county, but

at least seventeen were in hundreds for which all returns have been
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lost. "Most of the abandoned villages lie upon the heavy Liasslo

Clays of East (High) Leicestershire, which were in general more

suitable for grassland than for tillage" (Hoskins, 1957). The extant

surveys, therefore, cover most of the lost villages, and it is

interesting that twelve of the villages in 1334, were absent in

the lists of the 1520's. They were:

Framland	 s Besoaby
Gartree	 : Baggrave, Keythorpe, Leesthorpe, North Marefield,

0 thorpe
Gosoote	 : Bradgate, Hamilton, Whatborough and Willowes.

The only other units excluded in a similar manner were Skeithorpe

and The eniple in Gosoote hundred. The surveyors may have drawn

attention to the losses of settlement during the intervening years

but it should be pointed out that five of the twelve sites only appear

in 1334 as linked, entries.

The returns of some of the lost villages in 1524/5 may be

significant. Two taxpayers in Shoby in 1524 contributed £10 0 4d, but

in the following year only 4d was paid. by one iian. Withoote and Eye

Kettleby had single entries worth £10 and £20 respectively. Ingarab

had a midgit return in the surveys - it had been enclosed and converted

to sheep and cattle pasture in 1469. Professor Hoakins (1964) uses

the returns for an analysis of the population of these villages -

noting the diminution of such sites as Bittesby and Quenby.

Where comparison is possible, there are only four new place-names

in the Tudor surveys. One is for the lost village of Garendon on the

north side of Chainwood Forest. The abbey of Ulvescroft - with only

three labourers in 1524 - may have been exempt because of its clerical
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control in 1334. Lejoester Prith had only one contributor in 1524,

and the lack of development in the area may have been the reason for

its earlier non-appearance (Pox and Russell, 1948).

"The ancient distinction between the west and. the east of the

county, clear].y- marked as far back as the eleventh Century, was

still very apparent" (Hilton, 1954). The borderland. character of

Lelcestershire in the wealth of England may be seen on the taxation

map. The west belonged to the poorer half of the country, with returns

akin to the northern parts of Warwickehire. The eastern areas in

terms of wealth belonged to the richer south-east, with payments

comparable with those of central Northamptonshire and, the downiands

of Hampshire.

Professor Hilton noted how "th tax yield reflects closely the

agricultura1 wealth of the various hundreds", and the maps reveal

variations within the two-fold divisions of the county. The south-east

lowlands were distinctively more prosperous than the Uplands further

north. The wealth of northern Northamptonshire ended abruptly at the

edge of High Leiceetershire, The Wreake valley was remarkably wealthy

within its setting in central England. It stood isolated within the

county, an outlier of the south-east on the national maps. On the

map of adjusted taxation, the valley was richer than even the Soke of

Peterborough. The Soare valley had a similar, though less pronounced.

character, and an upland/lowland. division may be drawn for eastern

Leicestershire on the basis of the subsidies.
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D. Chaman ( 1949 studied the wealth of individual citizens in

Leiceerter, and compared the town with others in the Midlands. He

found the suburbs more densely populated than the centre. The

wealth of Lel.oester was comparable with that of Cambridge and. Oxford,

poorer than Lincoln, and completely over shadowed by Coventry. In

terms of taxparing population, it belonged to the Midland group with

over 400 contributors,

Although the documents of a large part of the county are lost,

and therefore the returns can hardly be lled comprehensive, a

sufficient amount of data remains for a clear picture of the diversity

of Leioestershire to emerge.

keys L represents Leicester on the couMy maps.
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LINCOLNSHIRE

The Ridings of Lincolnehire were subdivided. into wapentakes, and

Lincoln and Stamford were surveyed separately. In the enrolled returns

the payments of some wapentakes were linked under one total, but

fortunately practice varied between the surveys, and at least one

separate total has been found for each wapentake. The full returns

of the hundreds of Aslacoe, Corringham, Lawrese, Manley, and Well

have been lost, and such areas as the Isle of Axholme in the north-

west of Lindsey cannot be distinguished on the national or county

maps. Of other areas, Wraggoe wapentake has an undateable fragment,

and Threo is represented only by an incomplete

certificate. Ness has a missing membrane and the remainder of the

membranes have been stitched in the wrong order.	 extant

returns can only be dated through additional data which was given

concerning changes in assessment since the loan. Details of Boston's

subsidy surveys can only be deduced. Joan Thirsk (1957) noted that

the membranes of Lincolnshire were seriously defective, but

sufficient material survives t bring out the striking contrasts

in character within the county.

The layout of the wapentakes was static in Holland, but in

other Ridings there were considerable changes since 1334. The

outline of Hornoastle and Gartree changed, and there was a chaotic

situation in Threo and Winnibriggs wapentakes. On the other hand,

Boothby was merged with Graffoe, and Flaxwell with Langoe in the

1520's surveys, but detached units of Aswardhurn and Calcewath
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persisted.

The surveys were undertaken in a relatively uniform imer, and

the variability which ii so obvious in the West Riding li.t. is

absent in Linoolnahire. Jeverthelese, ther. were some local

eccentricities. The £1 assessments of Gartree in the second survey

were taxed for 6d. Wage-earners are conspiciously absent from the

first year of Tarborough wapentake - which should be well-noted in

view of the importance given to the occurrence of wage-earner, in the

lists by Dr. Thirek. In lirton wapentake, the commissioners found it

necessary to fine the two chief constable. for failing to carry out

their duties.

There are no changes in the place-names of Holland, but in the

other Riding., 45 units of 1334 are absent in the 1520'. (Glasecock,

1964). 23 of these have beenaccepted as deserted medieval villages.

The surveyors found Ringatone bereft of taxpayers - although they

surprisingly gave it a separate entry. Two other lost villages -

Bee aby and. Ravendale - w4re so poor that they were linked in the

returns. In many cases, desertion seems to have occurred, but care

must be taken. M.W. Beresford (1953) found. seven families in Beesby

in 1563, although there was only one indicated in 1524. A more local

understanding of the fiscal data, the ,ettleiant pattern, and the

county'. deserted villages becomes essential.

The loss of documents makes generalisation difficult, but the

appearance of new place-name. is rare. Significance may be placed

on the appearance of Cowbit and Fosdyke in Holland, and Dogdyke in
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the Tudor returns. They may have developed with the draining of the

fenland. The presence f an abbey may explain tbe earlier absence

of Revesby, Kirkatead and Newsham from the subsidies. There are only

two new place-names in Holland and. Kesteven, and sixteen in Lindsey.

The discussion of the layout of wealth in Lincoinshire may be

brief on account of Dr. Thirsk'a work on the aubsidies, A more

comprehensive coverage of the county will be possible when the lay

subsidies of the 1540's have been fully analysed. Their documentary

coverage is very good. The highest returns are found. in 1524/5 on

the eastern clays and. silts, with a concentration on the coastland.s

of Mablethorpe. Over the greater part of the marshes, the returns

were lower than those in the coastal marshes of Essex. The voids

emerge as a distinctive region in the north, but and out lees

markedly in the south. Their changing character may be reflected in

the level of the tax returns (Darby 1952).

The superior value of the silt ten over the peat fenn. be  seen

in the subsidy maps. The lands of Holland and of Kingts Lynn had

higher returns than the inland tracts of Cainbridgeshire. The Witham

fenland was poorer than the lowlands in the neighbourhood of Boston

on the Wash. However, maiy of these contrasting landscapes were

intimately linked in their economies. Much trade 4 came down the

rivers to such ports as Boston - a prosperous centre serving the

fenland and further west. The settlements on the margins of the ten

and uplands were wealthy owing to their carefully calculated use of
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the variety of landscapes around them. For example, sheep were often

wintered on the wolde, and allowed to graze during summer on the

fenland pastures. (Thirak, 1953). Wealth derived from the lowlands

was frequently listed under the name of a viii in another region.

The lay subsidy maps show the results of this interaction in the

regional economy, but they do not distinguish the various origins

of the assessments which went to make up the taxation lists.

key B represents Boston on the county maps.
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IIIDDLESEX

For convenience, the City of London end Middlesex are included

in the sane section, although there are striking differences in the

quality of their docunentation. For the City, only a s.mmiesion.rs'

certificate survives giving the names of the wards and parishes, with

their payments. The membranes are imperfect, end the names and values

of the taxpayers are absent. The partially Lefeatie membranes of

Middlesex are difficult to use because of the complicated hundred

structure of the county. Th. large hundred of Ossuistone was divided

into three unnamed parts which have been identified in the

Gazetteer by a number. There were changes in the composition of the

thres parts bstseen 1524 and. 1525.

Aliens were taxed at twic, the normal rats- for social and not

economic reasons - and if foreigners were commonly found in the

returns, their higher contributions would distort any correlation

between taxation and the wealth of the community. This does not

normally happen because they formed such a small proportion of the

population. In parts of Ossuistone, however, there were many aliens,

and in East Smithfield th. returns were appreciably distorted. Th.

figures for taxation, therefore, indisate a large foreign element

and the payments of the City of London may be biaed in a similar way.

The lists for the City in both year. have been lost, but other

sources of material may help to clarify ths prob].n. The lay subsidies

of 1543/5 survive for the greater part of the City, and the proportion

of aliens can be discovered.

Th• surveyors took great pains to present a clear pictur, of
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thur viii.. In the second survey of Ednonton, an attenpt was nade

to list the paynent. in their order of vaiwe. Tags-earners and aliens

were s.paratuly listed in Speithorne, and breaks in the lists of

Ossu]stone 1 indicate a social classification of the population.

Servants were sonetines identified with their nasters.

There were few changes in th. conposition of the Middl.eex lists

between 1334 and the 1520's. The following units were found only in

1334:

Elthorn.	 $ Colhaa Green, lorth Lodge and Southall.
Oseu].stone	 s Bloomabury, Ebuxy, Knightsbridge, Lisson, Test

Snithfield, Sutton and. Tesibourne.
Speithorn.	 : East and T..t Bedfoat, Charlton, Upper and Lower

Kelliford, leapton and Teaveney.

little can be said. about the wealth of the City because nost of

the details have been lost. It i• clear, however, that the City was

in a class of its own about ten tines as prosperous as the forenost

provincial centr, of Norwich.

The overwhelxaing prosperity of London had. an uneven inpact on

th. neighbouring countryside. Toward the south, there nay ha y, been.

continuous deveiopnent and indeed Southwark was the fourth nost

pro eperoua centre in the country. Ther. nay also have been continuous

habitation into the north-west of Kent. The sharp fall of returns in

the north-west of Middlesex can be correlated with the Northern

Heights. Tales of the wildness of Hounslow Heath and Piuohley Coanon

nay be reflected in the relatively low paynents ef these parts of

Middlesex.

7.1. Pisher (1934-5) wrote that "It seena highly probable that

the growth of the London narket gave a definite stinulna to English
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agriculture". The intensification of farming in the fields north of

London ay have begun in the early years of th. sixteenth century,

and may be distinguished in th. higher tax yield.. of eastern

Hertfordshire and in the Edmonton hundred of Middlesex. Some tax-

payers were excluded from the normal lists because they held greater

resort to a Court Household., and the map. may be of littl. use in

the south of Middlesex in tracing the distribution of wealth. For

example, Cardinal lolsey may have caused some underassesement in the

neighbourhood of Hampton.

Professor Fisher placed considerable emphasis upon changes which

took place after 1540, but he wrote that "medieval research will, no

doubt, reveal in embryo much of what has been described" for the

year. following 1540. The subsidy returns offer an interesting picture

of the Hone Counties at the outset of these changes.

key s	 L represents the City of London on the county map..

references

P.J. Fisher, The development of the London food market, 1540-1640,
Economic History Review, Y. 1934-5, p.46-64.
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IORFOII

lorfolk was divided. into 32 hundred.e and three boroughs in the

survey, and th. pattern was similar with that of 1334. There was son.

confusion betw.en Brotheroros. and. Gallow and th. names of th. two

I
hundreds were transposed in th. first year. The vill of Winfarthing

migrated from the lists of Di.. hundred. to Earsham in the second.

survey. The change was exceptional, and detached units were fe. in

number. Often two or more hundreds shared. the sane commissioners and

high collector, and. in the south, five hundreds were brought together

owing to their comparative smallness.

The commissioners' certificates survive for all parts, •xoept

Clackolose hundred. Some give only the hundred. totals. The returns

of Blofield and. Waisham were very unusual becaus. the will totals in

the oertifioateiand the full returns of 1524 were identical. Th.

certificates have been used in the Gazetteer where th. accepted. first

survey is defective, but the Launditch returns may be incomplete.

Several viii. mentioned. in the full returns of Freebridge Marshland

were silently included in the certificate.

The indenture of the second. survey of Freebridge Marshland. i. in

excellent condition, but little else survives. A membrane has been

lost in th. second survey of Lynn, and the Launditoh coverage is poor.

Otherwise, the sur,.ys are in a relatively good. condition. There are

errors in a. transcript of the first survey and commissioners'

certificate of Jorth Erpinghain, which is in print and. the list of

East Beckham ha. not been identified (By., 1885).
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In Clavering hundred., the villa of lindis and Vineton were given

separate entries in the 1520' a - other commissioner. 'would have linked

thea with a. more important viii, or hays omitted their names

altogether. Sometimes, the surveyors appear to have alighted upon

alternative names. Redenhall was noted in ths 1334 hit, but was

replaced by the name of a neighbouring hamlet of Earleeton in the

1520'.. As in 1334, Gorleston and Southtown were included in the

hundred of Lothingiand in Suffolk. Rushford, 'uhich straddled the

border, was in Blackborne in 1334, but in Guiltoross in 1524/5.

There was a similar number of place-names in the subsi&y returns

of 1334 and the 1520'.. In view of this general stability in the

composition of the lists, we may mor easily look for evidence of

settlement desertion. Place-name changes and. very small returns can

be correlated with trends in the medieval settlement pattern

(Allison, 1955). Narford and Herringby wer. so prosperous that

desertion had probably not taken place in 1525. Egmere, K.mpstone

and Sturston were very poor and although these lost villages were

not pygmie. in 1334, they had reached that state by the 1520'..

Twenty villages in the 1334 returns were absent in l524/5s

Clackolose
Dies
Forehoe
Gallow
North Gre enhos
South Greenho.
Gnashes
Guilteroes
Kolt
Humbleyard
Laundi toh
Smithdon

Foston
Thorpe Parva
Bickereton and Bowthorpe
Peas thorpe and Vat. rdea
Qan1se
Sparham
Buckenham Tofts, Lynford. and. Santoa
Snare shill
Burgh
enninghaa and Markahafl (N.londe ii lost)

Pattesley
Choselsy, P1ngsteaL Parva and. Sunimerfi.ld.
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This is & significant numb.r since only sen other villa were absent

in th. 1520's. They were

Earsha.n	 Redenhall
For.hoe	 Thorp
Renstead	 Newton
Rumbleysrd	 Heighaa
Launditch	 Gre seenhall
Taverhem	 Newton iuxta Roraham

It may be wrong to look for evidence of dramatic evictions in the

Norfolk landscape s the denial of peasant husbandry right, and over-

stocking of grazing grounds could b. as severe a force in clearing a

village as a dramatic change - but it took longer to succeed. The

surveys way simply catch a year or so in this slow aggression of

village life - they give an insight into l&fe during the twilight

period. Testerton had only five taxpayers and Houghton on the Bill

had thre. These men could have been the last villagers, or the

much-hated shepherds who had already replaced them. Th. desertion of

villages in Norfolk way have been a very gradual process.

Norfolk wa, the most prosperous county in East Anglia, but its

returns were inflated by the col]..saal contribution of Norwich.

"Tudor Norwich ... was the focal centre of industry in a predominantly

agricultural county" (Allison, 1963). Norwich was the wealthiest and

most prosperous provincial town at that time, and dominated the

textile industry. There were about 1,400 taxpayers in the lists

(Boskins, 1956), although J.P. Pound estimated that a third ot

the adult population was too poor to contribute. Th. spread of

taxation through th. city way be correlated with th. distribution of
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industry. The worsted centres were localised in a belt along both

banks of th. Weneiam, in the riverside parishes of Pybridge, Coslany

and Colegate wards (Pound, 1966).

Prom such centres as Worsted, North Yalaham and Norwich, there was

"bui].t up a large export market in the south of Europe for these fine,

light weight cloths that were made nowhere else ii England. (Allison,

1961). The returns of the hundred of Tunstead were almost as high as

those of southern Suffolk in the hundreds of Babergh and Cosford.,

Weaving had. spread into eastern Norfolk by the sixtth century, and.

may be picked out by the high returns of Wyaondham, Bigham, East

Derehem, MattishaU. and. Shipdhaa, By the 1520's, I.J. Allison found

the industry in decline, but the eastern part of Norfolk, end

especially Norwich, were .till relatively very wesitby.

A coastal concentration of wealth may be seen from the distribution

of taxation along the north coast of Norfolk. Brancaster and. Croner

were very important centres in th. sea trade of the East Coast,

although their returns are much lower than many of the ports in south

Devon. Bishop's Inn had a return over double the cisc of Great

Yarmouth. The level of wealth in the hundred. of Sisithdon is anoa1.us

in the Domesday Book end the lay subsidies. It was well above the

surrounding area, and. cannot be explained by the preaenoe of any port

industry.

The area .f Wood-Pasture as defined by Dr. Allison (1957) does not

stand out on the maps - and indeed its returns wexe similar with those

parts between East Dereham and Fakenham in the Sheep-Corn country. The
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westex* upland was the poorest in Norfolk, and confirms Dr. Allison'.

observations that "until the improvements of thS eighteenth century,

the Good Sands and the Breok formed one single land-use region".

Even at the end ol the seventeenth century the Good Sands were " a

most desolate tract of heathiand, consisting for the most part of

he ather clad coona with some scanty grass, and relieved here and

ther. by meadows in the narrow valleys" (Mosby, 1935). The payments

in taxation decline toward the south of this part of Norfolk, and

the breckland in the neighbourhood of Thetford Lormed th. poorest

part of all East Anglia. The he ath and near-marginal lands immediately

north of Norwich in the Tarerhan hundred were also distinctively

poorer.

The Broad. were being developed at this time, and changes in

the water-level may partly explain the relative decline of wealth

in Flegga hundred. since 1334. (Smith, 1960). With the hundreds of

Blofield and Waleham, this area was, however, more prosperous than

the lands to the south of the Tare.

A north-south contrast can be found in the fen of the extreme

west. This may reflect the differences in the size and extent of

settlement on the silt and peat f.n].and. LC. Darby (1932) drew attent

ion to the dispersed and expansive settlement within the Marshland

division of Freebridge hundred - upon the .ilt fen. Purther south

in Clackelose, settlement and development were restricted to islands

within the peatland. Unfortunately, the returns of Wiggenhall and it.

members, and of Tilney, do not survive in a useable form.
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The surveys bring out the contrasts in th. topography and

economic development of the county at thi. period. The muster surveys

of 1522 may be used to corroborate the picture drawn by the surveyets

in eons hundreds. Later subsidies can improv, the imperfect coverage

of some parts, and. may also cast some light upon the changes in

th. fortun. of the cloth centres and their capital of Norwich.

keys	 L represents Lynn on th. county maps.
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NORTHAMPTONSEIBE

Th. docuent. of the county are 'well preserved and only Vymersl.y

is seriously defective. Those of Northampton and Towcest.r are in a.

very good condition and. are unusually interesting. The occupation of

most of the taxpayers in Northampton is given in both years. The

lists of Towoester hundred are a great help in understanding changes

in the composition of the subsidy surveys, and have been examined in

Chapter 4.

In the preparation of the Gautteer, work was hindered by

confusion in the Public Record Office index. For example, Membrane.

of the first survey of Poiebrook and the second of Corby have been

separated and placed in other references. The first survey list, of

Northampton are noted as imperfect - but only the indenture ii missing

aM this has been found in another reference. A membrane of the

second year of Jassaborough was found among the returns of the

hundred of Papworth and Stow in Cambridgeehir..

The layout of the hundreds was similar wj.th that of 1334 aM a

number of detached parishes persisted into Tudor times. Some of the

surveyors in Northamptonshir. had an unfortunat. habit in 1334. They

frequently gathered the returns of a number of ettlemente together

and described them as the "cum membris" of another viii. It ii often

difficult to define the limits of these clusters of units, and it

prevents a comparison of place-names in the returns of 1334 and the

1520's. The hundred of Nassaborough was most affected by this - th.r.

were only six viii. with their woum membri. w in the 1334 returns.
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There are 72 deserted. medieval villages in the county, and 43

ap:peare& in the lists. This is a high proportion and supports the

claim of LW. Beresford (1966) that desertion was still to come to

many of the Northaptonshire villages. Upton, for example, was

destroyed in 1524 and the number of taxpayers in the subsidies suggest

that eviction occurred in the months following the surveyor's visit.

Nonetheless, there is some •videnoe of earlier losses in the

settlement pattern. There were 347 entries in 1524/5. and only 306

place-names in 1334. The absence of a viii in the Tudor survey does

not suggest that larger taxation yule were adopted - but that the

village had disappeared from the landscape. There are very few unite

present only in 1334. They ares

King's Sutton	 s Raise and Warkworth
lavieford	 s Little Irvedon
Wymereley	 $ Chads tone

and a very significant number of lost village. which were only found

in 1334.

Chipping Warden
Corby
Fawsley
Guilebo rough
King's Sutton
Orlingbu.ry
Polebxook
Rothwell
Towoester
Wi11ybook

s Traf ford
$ Cotton
s Thrupp Grounds
* Downton
$ Stuohbuxy and Walton Grounds
$ Maweley and Wy-theaail
$ Achurch
$ Nobold. and Thorpe Lubbenham

Foxley
$ Ralefield

The importance of analysing the composition of the tax returns is

demonstrated by the most prosperous hundred of Nassaborough. Most of
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the money was paid by the town. of Peterborough, and a number of

very rich men inflated the returns. For some reason, the payment of

Lord Fitawilliam of Milton was not separately sent to the Exchequer -

as was the usual. practice for a peer but was included in the hundred

total. If the peymenta of these men are excluded, the Soke of

Peterborough was no richer than the lands further south in the Mane

valley.

The county on the taxation map falls into two parts. The lene

valley and the eastern ciays of Higham Ferrer. were very prosperous

and. iiay have been one of the most developed parts of the East

Midlands. The Northamptonshire Heights had the lowest returns, and

northern Corby and. Guilaborough were relatively poor. These were the

lands of the grazier, where settlement desertions to be highly

effective in changing the appearance of many landscapes and where

farming became more extensive in nature.

If the maps of taxpayers and adjusted taxation are studied, a.

smaller range of returns is found. There was a neck o poor land

between the Soke and the Nene valley - in the unattractive and late-

developed Lands of Rookinghaa Forest. There were few substantial

taxpayers, but the Northamptonahire Forests did not lack population.

Joan Thirek (1967) found a large body of taxpayers in the villages,

and the map of adjusted taxation shows how theirlth compated with

the level of adjusted taxation elsewhere in the county.
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keys

I represents Jorthaiapton on the oounty sap..
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In the preparation of the Gazetteer, two difficulties were

encountered. One was th. poor state of the surveys, and the membranes

of the town of Newark are so bad that it has been safer to ignor. the

subdivisions made in the list. Th. second problem was the confusion

left by some of the medieval surveyors in their work. The viii totals

in the wapentak. of Thurgarton and Lyth. were at times wildly

inaccurate. These deficiencies have lessened the value of additional

information noted by the eur#eyors. In the first survey of Ruahcliff.,

and for both years of Bassetlaw, the reasons for lower assessments

were given. Th. changes in value were reckoned in the first year from

the "first aM second preet".

There is a transcript in print of a surfey deposited in the

Nottingham Borough Records (1885). It Is not identical with either of

the surveys in the Gazetteer, because it belongs to th. subsequently

revised first survey. It can be compared with the "A" liets of the

first survey of Oxfordshire and Wiltshire which are in the Public

Record Office (see Chapter 8). D. Charwan (1949) compared the figures

of the printed list with those of the first survey of Leiceater.

There is no indication that h. realised the administrative differences

between th. two surveys, but in view of the small changes in

assessment, this was not at all serious. Th. borough total in the

transcript ii £50 6 8d - and in the first survey which was accepted

by the Exchequer, it ii £56 2 2d.

One or two vills may bays been missed in the Gazetteer owing to
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the poor condition of the rolls of Broxtow wapentake. A conparison

bstwsen 1334 and. the 1520'. returns is interesting. Nine yule

appear in only the Tudor survey; in contrast, 48 units in 1334 are

is.ing in 1524/5 Nineteen of these are lost village..

Ba. as tlaw

Binghaz

Broxtow

Newark

Ruahcliffe

Thurgarton

and.

a Bolhaa, Harwóll, Lound, Martin, Moorgat., Moorhouse &
Jettleworth. Grimaton, Noranton, Osberton, Pluntre.,
Raton, Welhaa and Whiaipton are DM7'..

a Ba:rnstone, Baealngfi.ld, (Boghton) and Sutton.
Adbolton is a DMV.

a .Lnnesl.y, Cossall, Greasley, Seiston, Strelley and
Toton. Algarathorpe, Broxtow, leighton, Xiinberi.y, &
Sutton Paa.ey. are DM7'..

a A].verton and Plawborough
Danethorpe and Xilvington are DM7'..

$ Ilornanton on the Voids and Wysafl.
Thorpe in the Glebe ii a DM7.

a Nether Coiwick, Gibnore, Goverton, Kala and. (Wodho.)
Rolbeck, Roraepoo]., Knapthorpe and Woodcoates are
DM7's.
Arnold and Linby.

Rarely do the tax returns of a county fall so neatly into two

parts, reflecting the change. in the landscape. The Bunter sandstones

of the west with their light ails, and the Tale of Trent with it.

varied but fertile lands in the east, sake up the diohotmy of

Nottinghanshire. There was eons diversity within both halves of the

county, but it was overshadowed by theae two divisions.

Th. uplands of Sherwood Forest were unifomly poor and the

eastern parts of Derbyshire and the Vest Riding were slightly

wealthier. 1.5. L.ad.an (1904) described the wideapr.ad. distribution

of enclosed parks in this part of the county. They "nay indicate a

soil too poor to be worth careful. cultivation, or resident landowners
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sufficiently wealthy to be able to indulge in such luxurie.w. Neither

are mutually exclusive, but the lack of substantial taxpayments in

the subsidies would suggest that the parks stood on poor and

unattractive farmland.

The wapentake of Newark had a high level •1 return, but the lands

in the north of the Yale of Trent were much poorer. Farming in north

Nottinghainahir. may have been similar in standard to the Yorkshire

Levels and the Isle of &xholme. The range in values in the Yale of

Trent i. much lower than the returns of the lowlands of the Soar and.

Wreake in Leicestershir..

D. Charman compared the returns of Nottingham with those of

Leiceater. The city lacked the rich burgesses of the calibre of

Wigeton, and. paid only half as much money in taxation to the Exchequer.

keys I represents Nottingham on the county maps.
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Records of the Borough of Iottinghn III, 1885, p.162-18l
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An almost complete coverage of the pre-r.vised first survey has

been found for Oxfordsh.tre - with full lists of intended taxpayers.

This documentation is very valuable because it shows how the surveys

were administered over an area far more extensiv, than Oxfoz,dshire.

The material throve some light on the probabi. contents of the Memorial

of February 1524 (see Chapter 2 and 8).

The Victoria County History (1957 and later) has tabulated the vi].1

totals from a few hundreds in the county. Unfortunately, the tables

contain errors in transcription, and they fail to recognise the nature

of the very early surveya lists which were sometimes used. RJ. Gretton

(1920) in his transcript of the Burford returns also failed to apprecia.1

the significance of his material. K. thought th. second survey was held

in 1526, and that it coincided with th. clerical survey of the Diocese

of Lincoln. Unfortunately, it did noti

From the rolls, we can trace some of the problem. which beset the

cominissionerss

1. They wrote out fresh lists of taxpayers after they had read th.

contents of the Memorial in February 1524. W. can often compare th.

entries in these two sets of returns.

2. Th. Nprivileged persons" of the University were listed in th. pr.-

revised survey of 1523/4 - beadlee, stationer. eM booksellers, and

such servants as the barbers were assessed. 1any of them were aliens.

These people were later exempted, and they are absent in the revised

and accepted survey of 1524.
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3. The layout of hundreds in the county was extremely confusing, and

some villa in Pyrton and. Lewknor were transposed between the years.

4. In Banbury hundred., the high collector died. in the course of the

first survey. This probably raised legal difficulties in the

administration of the surveys dl this hundred.

5. For some reason, the viii totals of the second survey of Bloxham were

amended., and are accordingly difficult to use today.

We may have some indication of the social structure of Oxford

because of the arrangement of the taxpayers in the lists compiled. in

1524 and 1525.

There are 101 deserted medieval villages in the county, and 46 of

them are in the 1524/5 returns (Allison and. other, 1965). The lost

villages of L.icesterahire and. Oxfordshire had a similar level of

return. Telford. and. Haddon in Bampton hundred both contained a single

man worth £40 in mov.ables. Shifford. had si entries, and. paid 8/- in

taxation. Eighteen lost villages are present in the 1334 lists, but

are absent later.

Most place-name changes in the lists occurred in the Chiltern

hundreds where isolated dwellings and hamlets are common. lettlebed,

uffield, Cadmore End. and Stonor were absent in 1334, but present in

the Tudor returns. They may have developed late in the medieval period,

or have been tributary to another vill. Gangad.own, for example, had

always been very small and is only found. in the 1524/5 returns.

Phyllis IL. Briars (1959) noted "it has no separate history. It had

never any story as a manor, and the outlying parts of many estates
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encroached upon it". It seems to have been pure chance that the

surveyors chose to include its name, and perhaps others, in their

lists.

LG. floskine (1954) believed that the north and west of

Oxfordshire were worth nearly twice as much as the Chiltern country.

Th. subsidy retuins substantially agree with this assessment. The

western Cotswolds were extremely prosperous, and the town, of Burford.

and. Witney were remarkable for their wealth. Blanket cloth was being

produced from the broad-cloth industries of these centres, and

the distribution of taxpaymeuta within the towns, and between the

towns and countryside, was similar with the pattern found in the

Suffolk textile hundreds. It is clear , however, that the two woollen

towns differed in the composition of their .cono and society.

Burford had many more taxpayers, but Witney bad a number of very

prosperous persons without rivals in Burford.

Ther. was surprisingly little desertion of settlement in the

Cotewolde, and this may be attributed to the nearness of th. meadows

of th. Evenlode and the Windrush valleys. Their presence may have

rendered th. destruction of ploughiands for grazing unnecessary, and

the area was not depressed in its population through eviction. The

peculiar nature of Otmoor may have been the reason for an anomalous

return. It has a high density of taxpayer., but a low level of

contribution. In such marshland areas, a more •iuitabls distribution

of taxation was common.
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The central clay vale was varied in its topography, and. marginal

in value as arabic land. De..:rtion was common as the grounds were so

easily thrown over to pastoral use. The heavy clay. were poorer than

neighbouring parts, and lower in incom, than comparable soils in

Berkshire and. Buokinghsmshire* whereas the Gault Clay outcrop beneath

the Chilterne was very wealthy. The Chilterns of Oxfordshire had

a similar level of assessment as the uplands of Buokinghamahire and.

Hertfordshire. They wer. areas of late development, and. dependent

upon a pastoral-woodland economy.

There was a wide variety of returns within the county, which

confuses any regional breakdown. A. Plusmer (1934) claiMed that

Oxfordshiiw was remarkable for it. wealth in the late tifteenth

century, but although this say have been true of the western Cotswold.e

and. the Chiltern eoarp-f•ot, it is not otherwise evident from the

subsidy maps.

keys K represents Henley on Thames on the saps.

0	 Oxford.

reference ss
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RUTLAWD

The returns for Martinsley hundred are defective, but otherwise

the five hundreds can be studied ii detail. Th. county was surveyed

as a single unit in the first survey.

Very few deserted medieval villages can be found in th. 1520's

returns, which suggests that eviction had already taken place. It is

unlikely that they were a]]. pygmies in th. Rutland settlement pattern

before destruction. The villages, present in 1334, but absent in the

Tudor returns were $

Alato.	 Alathorpe and. Wenton
East	 Born
Martinsley/	 Gunthorpe, Martinsthorp. and Pickworth

Wrangdike	 Scuithorpe and Sneiston

Belmesthorpe and. Leighfisld were normal villages, but were absent in

a similar ?mer.

The muster returns of 1522 have survived for th. county, and there

are thres surveys of wealth within as many years. J. Cornwall (1961-

2) described this as a "fortunate conjunction ... (which) gives us a

unique picture of a piece of Midland England at the c1os of the

Middls Ages". Re used the three returns in a study of the social

composition of Rutland, and found the €entry and yeomanry prosperous.

Husbandmen, despit. exceptions, were more modest in their means.

The southern part of the county had a high density of taxpayers,

and the neighbouring villa of lorthamptonshire enjoyed a similar

level of wealth. The western uplands were slightly richer than sastern
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Xaic.sterebire, anti the northern paxt was indietinguishabi. from

southern K.steven. In many respects, Rutland was transitional between

the relatively poor area of south-western Lincolnshire and the richer

parts of the East Midlands.

references s

T. Cornwall, The people of Rutland in 1522, Transactions
Leicestershire .Arohaeoloioal Society, wvil, 1961-.
2, p.7.
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Wa]es was not included in a. lay subsidy until after the Act of

Union in 1535, arid therefore parts of Shropahire and Herefordshire

are missing from the survey, of 1524/5. The hundreds of dun and

Oswestry were in Wales at that tines the hundred of Chirbury was

included in the 1334 subsidy although it was exempt in th. 1520's.

An ill-defined, area around Eli. amer. was then in Cheshire, which was

also free from the norma]. forms of taxation. The town of' Ludlow was

excused payment according to established privilege. - although the

occupants of the castle were included in the first year.

The borderland charaoted of th. county nay also be seen in the

organisation of the surveys. There were no wage-earners in the two

years of Puralow, and the few entries in Pynhil]. and Condover

hundreds were rated at 6d in the £. The commissioners and. their

assessors failed to appreciate the wide-sweeping nature of the subsidy,

end the introduction of a poll-tax on the £1 assessments. Their

returns were in çeater accord with the procedure of earlier subsidies.

There were 491 place-names in the Shropabire lists, whereas

Staffordshire has 334 and Warwickahire as few a. 295. There were

striking differences in the composition of the lists of 1334 and the

1520 's, and a very large number of place-names were present in only

one survey. The boundaries of the taxation viii. must have been very

fluid in areas of dispersed settlement, and many places were silently

included with their neighbours in the lists. Prom the size of many

returns, the viii. could have consisted of only a family or two, aM
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place-name identification today is difficult. There were even more

fresh names in the lita of the 1543/5 lay eubsldys Unlike 1334,

there were few linked entries in the Tudor surveys.

"Although there were, of course, great landowners, who were much

richer men, and whose possessions ran into hundrede of pound. at

their death, in the main the .ntreprisee were small. Indeed the

average size of farms estimated for the early sixteenth century

when the enclosure enqu.try of 1517 was held is no more than 20 acres"

(Fuseell, 1951-3). Thi, observation may explain th. very low

assessments of the county. There were very few surtax payments, and

those men with large inveitments in Shropahire nay have had greater

resort to other counties. The Severn valley and. the eastern part of

the Clee-Wenlook uplanda had a very modest incomes the southern part

of the plain of Shrewabuxy had a higher return than th. landi

further west. The light and medium soils of the mid-Severn valley and

the larger settlements around the Wrekin and in the leald Moors may

have been more attractive to development.

The lay subsidies give a poor impression of Shropehire because of

the deficiencies in the method of survey, and the exclusion of Wales.

The later lay subsidies of 1543/5 prove that the distribution of

population was denser than is suggested by the lists of the 1520'..

The later subsidies also include Wales and those parts of present-day

Shropahire which were then in Wales. This is very useful in view of

the integrated nature of the local Welsh and Shropshire economies.
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(M.nd.enhall, 1953). The Welsh cloth trade was probably important

by this time, and Oswestry was a busy centre on the routewaye from

the Welsh uplande toward. Shrewsbur'. "As tin. and the Tudors brought

peace to the Border, Shrewebury became the market town for a

prosperous farming area". A1read in the 1520's, the borough stood

out as one of the richest towns in the north of England, but ths

•ubsid surveys d.c not cover its urban field of influence in western

Shropahire and. Wales.

keys	 B represents Brid.gnorth in the county maps

L	 Ludlow

S	 Shrewabuxy

refer.noess
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T.C. Mendenhall,	 The Shrewebury drapers and. the Welsh wool trade in
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, 1953.
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SOMERSET

Th. administration of th. county was very complex. Many hundreds

were ragmnted, and detached parts were liberally scattered over the

larger part of Somers.ts a few centres were surveyed separately as

liberties and. manors. The compilation of the Gazetteer and maps has

been v.r difficult, and it has prov.d impossible to draw lines

around some of the hundreds on the county map. The task has been made

even more difficult by the loss and. defedtiveness of very many surveys.

Only the taxation map is included owing to the defectiveness of

material.

Th. tortuous evolution of the first survey of 1523/4 is

illustrated by some of th. rolls of Somerset. A fragment of the pre-

revised survey for Wells Forum has been found in which assessments of

£2 in moveablee were rated at 8d. It was a quite erroneous inter-

pretation of the Act, and. in some of the accepted survey lists, there

are cases where the 8d. totals have been deleted, and. the figure of

1/- hae been inserted. The changes probably occurred after the

Memorial had been received..

Place-name identification in the Gazett.er has given many

headaches. Some place-names seem to have been obscure even in Tudor

times, and others have passed out of use. Th. settlement history of

the county has received littl, attention and there is no modern work

of reference. The time is preniatur. for an exuination of the few

lost villages in the light of the eubsidy returns.

It is often impossibl. to trace changes in the composition of

the 1334 and. later lists owing to the loss of documents. The hides
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of Glastonbury were identified in the 1520's instead of being

silently inoorpora.te& under Glastonbury. Th. following units of

1334 were absent in the complete hundred returns of 1524/5i

Abdiok
3edminster
Bempe tone
Buls tone

Chewton

Cre.kern.
North Curry
Lilmersdon
Kingsbury
Taunton
Wellow
and

Capland, Preston and Synd.roombe
Felton
Alston, Sutton and Tarnook
Bullington, West Dowlish, and Goosebredon (1mw'.),
Stowey and Wick
Clapton, Downside, Moreton (DMV), Templ. Cloud
Welton
Croft
North Curry and Newport
JLells and Walton
West Buckland and Wellington
Fulford, Trull and three unidentified vills
Farleigh and Stony Little ton
Combe and Steart

Somerset was a very prosperous county and a complement to Kent in

the west of England. The vales of Taunton and. Wellington had even

higher returns than the lands across the border in northern Dorset.

There was a dairying and cloth-making economy in a region extending in

a wide arc from Chard and hamster in the south, through Teovil and

Shepton Mallet to Bath in the north (Thirak, 1967). The poor were

attracted to this area by the prospect of employment under the small

farmer, and craftsmen who dominated, the society. It is clear that

the east paid a very large proportion of the county' s tax return, but

the lose of documentation prevents a comparison of taxpayers over

the greater part of Somerset,

Th. loss of population teria1 hamper. investigation in another

interesting area - the Somerset Levels.(H.la. 1949). The very high

tax payments of the Zen are puzzling owing to the large acreage under
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clerical control. 7. would expect th. total wealth t. be grossly

underassessed in a lay subsidy, but it appears to be greater than

similar tracts of East Angus and south-eastern England. Joan

Thirsk wrote, "It is probabl. that the Somerset Levels were not as

densely settled as the fens of eastern England. At least, the

commonest signs of pressure on the land had not yet appeared". Xt

is therefore difficult to interpret the level of taxation in these

lowlands. Perhaps the heavy rains and disease had less impact on

Somerset, and yet Devon contains reports of dietress caueed by

flooding and persistent rains,

Exmoor was th. poorest area of Somerset, and its returns were

similar with thos. of northern Devon. The upper Mendips were also

characterised by their low value. There is some evidence that the

mining industry was in the grips of depression at this tin. (Gotigh,

1930).

Th. obvious next step is an analysis of the later lay subsidies

of 1543/5. This could reveal the extent of monastie control in th.

Levels during the 1520's, and supplement the defective coverage of

the county. There are, however, very large gaps in the later

documentation, and some hundreds cannot be studied in either decade.

Regretably, the subsidies will be of little help owing to their

imperfect survival.

keys Ba represent. Bath on the county maps

Br	 Bruton

Taunton
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The coverage of Staffordshire is relatively good, although the

documents are often difficult to use. Th. identification of detached

lists ii possibis only through a tedious reconstruction of th.

surveys. Thia is not helped by the sise of some of the hundreds

—Pirehill had 118 vills, and Offlow had 75. Only one or two of the

smaller hamlets have remained unidentified in the Gasetteer.

Sometimes, the assessments have not been given, and at other times,

they were inserted later - perhaps after a reading of the Memorial.

The first survey of Offlow contains some deleted lists, and., all the

unit totals have been amended $ at least three people had a hand in

the compilation of th. lists. An interesting membrane survives for

Stafford which contains assessments without any taxation totals. This

may be an early stage in the preparation of the second survey.

There are 334 uotae in the return., whereas in 1334 there were

only 214. Although there were linkages, they were far fewer in

number than in 1334. Tills present in the earlier returns, but absent

later weret

Offlow	 s Comberford, Cotons Pauld and Statfold are DMY's.
Pirehill	 s Balterley, Clayton, Gayton, Badwood, Seabridge end Weston
Seisdon	 $ Peatheretone, Katherton, Hilton, Lutley, Morf and.

Willenhall.
Totmanslow s E].kstone, Endon, Dilhorne, Porabrook, Longnor, Rudyard,

Stanahope and Waralow.

Many villa are represented today as small hamlets or isolated buildings.

Endon and Porsbrook are larger, but Elitone, Dilhorne and Rudyard er.

for example little sore than hamlets. Statfo}d may be absent as a

result of desertion. Of the twenty deserted villages in th. county,

A
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ten appear in the lists.

The Staffordahir survey, characteristically have a very large

number of small returns. There were very many place-names found in

the Tudor surveys which were absent in 1334. Many names appear on

the map today beside farm buildings, parkiands and,ery email hamlets.

i small number of identifications has been impossible, or have been

put forward only tentatively. The framework of the lists sometimes

changed between 1524 and 1 525. Th. viiis of Shentone were named in

one survey but were listed as Ncum membria" in the other. A muster

was held in 1539 for the county, and comparison with the return.

of the 1520'. is easy. (Boyd, 1901-3). Some units found in this

muster were silently included in the returne of their neighbours in

1524/5. Balt.rley, Clayton, Gayton and Weston were present in the

1334 hit, absent in the 1520'. and rp.ar in the 1539 survey.

Many other place-names are found in 1524/5, but disappear in 1539 -

the surveyors made these changes out of convenience for themselves.

Staffordshire belongs in character to the north-west, although

there were differences in taxation within its borders. There was no

primary town, and Stafford's return'. comparatively small and less

than that of Lichfield. In ahirespeots, the extreme south-east was

the moat prosperous area because of a concentration of settlement

along the Trent and Tens valleys. It was wealthier than neighbouring

parts of Warwiokahir. and Leiceeterehire, and was almost an outlier

of south-east England.

The southern uplands were covered by small dispersed settlements
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and were ooitparabl. in wealth with th. poorest parts of northern

Warwickshire. Th, south-western lowlands and adjaoent parts of

Shropibire had siwilar returns in t axpayera and adjusted taxation.

The north of Staffordshire was as poor as the aoet ii.erabl. part.

of Shropehir. and Yorkshire.

keys	 L represents Liohfield on the county sap.

$	 Stafford

T	 Tanworth
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UFi)IX

Suffolk was a&'il(stered in 24 parts, which varied, in siz• from

the small hund.red.s of Mutford and Thr.d.ling to the larger divisions

of the west. Changes along the Norfolk border are described under

that county. Baliingdon and. Brundon are now in Suffolk, althougk

they were in the hundred of Kincklord. in Essex, during the medieval

period. As in 1534, Bores straddled th. border -"Bures" with most of

the taxpayers appeared in Babergh hundred, and. "Bores hamlet" under

Rinokford. The half-hundred. of Exning is a confusing ara and the

membranes are defective. Newmarket had a return under Exning and

also a smaller one under Cheveley hundred in Cambridgeehir..

For many years, Suffolk alone had ansoript of the 1524/5

surveys (Hervey, 193.0). The entries of each vii]. and hundred were

given for one of th. two surveys in a volume of the "Suffolk Green

Books" series. The year chosen for transcription depended on the

condition of the documents. In a few cases, both surveys were used.

when each was defective, but more usually S.E.A. Kervey completely

ignored one of the year's returns. It should always be remembered.

that the other survey might contain a fuller treatment of the hundred.

might more clearly identify the date of the membranes - and might

more sasily unravel problems left by the surveyors. Hervey failed.

to identify a number of very defeotiv• lists because he used only

one survey, and. his transcriber missed some fragments which 'Would

have improved the coverage of the county.
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Gladys Thornton (1930) and Jean Mitchell (1954) made use of this

'volume in their studies of the Suffolk textile centres. The transcript

is not very accurate in places, and sometimes errors noted by Rervey

in the text were those of his transcriber and not ot the medieval

clerks. In order to save apace in the transcript, the order of th.

entries was changed in most of the vii].. This was fair enough on the

grounds of econom, but he needlessly altered and compressed parts of

the indentures - with the result that we have neither a true transcript

nor a comprehensive sninary of the contents of the original. Worse

still, Rervey does not point out which transcript, have been compressed

Rervey produced a valuable piece of work, but the defects of the

volume should be appreciated. If the transcription is used with care,

checked and. supplemented with the original documents in the Public

Record Office, the Green Book has an important place in the literature

on the lay subsidy returns.

Many surveys in the west of Suffolk are defective, whj.ch is a pity

since there are some unusual returns. There is direct evidence of the

aigiifioance of the loan material in the compilation of the first

lay subsidy survey in Blackborne and Thingoe (see Chapter 6). All

sources of income and wealth are given in the Riebridge returns,

but only fragments of the membranes survive.

The hundred layout was substantially that of 1334, and. detached

parishes survived into the sixteenth century. Tills present in 1334,

but absent in the 1520'. are usually very small settlements today.

For hundreds with complete returns, they were:
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Blything
Bosmer. & Claydon
Carlford
Colneis
Karti smere
Hoxue
Lothingland
Plomesgate
Ri ebridge
Thredling
Wagford
Wiltord

Briggs (lost) and Renham
Burstall and. Veeterfield
flue ebourne
Aiston and Stratton
Benninghaia, Cranley, Langton and Suddon
Chippenhall and Whittinghaz
F].ixton, Iorthtown and Reston (both lost)
Dunningworth and Lenacre
Boyton End, Dunstafl Green and Thureton End
Thorpe
(Upredeaham)
Ludh*ii

The Pax yöild of the breok3.and was very low, and. the hundred of

Blsckborne and neighbouring hundreds in Norfolk bad a very low level

of wealth. Wangford was the most prosperous hundred in the north of

Suffolk, and was wealthier than Clavering hundred across the border.

There was a uniform distribution of taxation in the north-east, and

the high figures of Fleggs hundreds were continued southward along

the coast to Colneis. W.G. .Lrnott (1952) used the subsidies to

illustrate the changing fortunes of the ooaatal settlements. Gorleston,

K.aainglend and Aldeburgh may have been importaht trade and fishing

centresz Lowestoft has several references to the loss of ships at

sea in its lists. Changes in the coastlin. may have been already

affecting such parts as Dunwich, which has a. rather smallisturu.

The principal centres of development were not on the coast, or in

Ipswioh and Bury St Edirunds, but in the hundreds of Eabergh and

Cosford. Th. southern part of the county was th. most prosperous area

in East Anglia, and the importance of such towns as Lavenham and

Sudbury is discussed on page 120G. Unwin (1907) wrote, "By the middle
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of the sixteenth century, the woollen industry of Suffolk had attained

it. full development", arid the subsidiee caught the industry in a

period of expansion. Gladys Thornton has stressed the enormous

investment which took place in the industry at this time. Professor

Unwin claimed, "It was at this period that the churches assumed their

present imposing dimensions, that their guildhafls were built and

their charities founded". The subsidy surveys of Lavenham, Sudbuxy,

Long Melford. and Radleigh show how this was possible. The daughters of

Thomas Spring III were among the wealthiest people in the country

below the rank of a peer.

It would however, be wrong to think that every resource of these

hundreds was thrown into industry. It was the proportion of men

engaged in textiles, ather than their total number, that was

remarkable. Miss Thornton noted how the amount of tax paid by Clare

and Chilton was "mate up for the most part of small sums". Many of

these p.ople may have contributed in some small way to the industry,

although their principal interest was in producing food.

The level of tax return falls sharply outside the hundreds of

Babergh and Cosford.. J.E. Pilgrim (1959-60) defined the core of the

region as the Stour, with it. tributaries the Brett and the Box,

together with the Come and the Blackwater valleys in Essex. The

spread of taxation and taxpayers on the maps substantially agrees with

this observation. The subsidies fully support the idea that " a much

higher proportion of the population of Suffolk lived by clothing" than

in Essex, but any further analysis of the returns is difficult owing
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to th. absence of data related to occupations in the lists. Further-

mores the structure of industry was complex.

The surveys caught the county toward the end of fifteen years of

relative peace abroad. Although there was constant rivalry - sometimes

amounting to almost civil war - between the ports, there had been

nothing like the forthcoming ware. By 1525, the pending disturbances

of foreign markets were already causing concern. The need for tax levi•i

made matters worse, and when the second subsidy was raised in 1525,

some clothiers were compelled to lay off sections of their labour

force. As a result, the workpeople rose. The lay subsidy was intimately

bound up with changes which were already affecting the distribution of

wealth within Suffolk.

keys B repres.nts Beoclee on the county maps
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StIRRET

Th. documentary coverage of Surrey is good, with only the eu.rveys

of Godley and. Wotton hundreds in poor condition. The unusually full

enrolled. returns of the borough of Southwark helped in th.

compilation of the Gazetteer.

The personality of the surveyors is very clear in the Surrey

returns.

1. The compiler chose a different format for his entries in the lists

of the hundred. of Brixton; the taxation total, the name of the person,

the nature of wsslth and. then the assessment - instead. of the usual

layout as shown in the Frontpieoe from Hampshire.

2. All the viii totals of the first survey of Faritham must be

calculated the clerk omitted to do this.

5. The servants of Godley are listed at the end of cab iil in the

roll.

4. All sources of wealth are given in the entries of Blackheath,

Reigat. and Woking. Th. returns of the hundred of Reigate are among

the finest of their kind., but unfortunately the membranes are often

defective.

5. The lists of Southwark are very interesting because they contain

reasons for a fall in assessment since the time of th. loans. This

is especially useful because it is the only example where the •xcuees

are coming from an urban community.

6. Gujldford. was administered. as one unit, although the borough was

broken down into three parishes in the lay subsidy returns •f 1543/5.
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Th. extant commissioners' certificates supplement the d.ef.ctiv.

returns of the accepted first survey of 1524. Th. surveyors often gave

the same order of villa in the two lists, so that when the place-.

me cannot be read, their identity can usually be deduced from the

earlier certificates.

Little work has been done on the deserted medieval villages of

the county. About 22 plaoe .-names in the 1334 lists were absent in

the 1524/5 returns. They weres

Brixton	 Katoham, Kennington, Lambeth, Lanbeth Dean, Lambeth Warsh,
South Lambeth, Leigham, Roydon, East Sheen, Stookwell &
Was singhaa.

Cop thorn.	 Burgh and Preston
Farnhaa	 Compton
Kingston	 Coombe and Eartington
Wallington Bandonhill, Eat and West Cheam, Waddington and Woodcote.
Joking	 Burpham and Tyying.

Brixton seems to have been survey.d in smaller mita in 1334, and the

various parts of Lambeth were also named in the later subsidies of

1543/5 . 37 villa in the 1524/5 returns were thsent in 1334. These

place-names are likewise often difficult to identify in the present

landscape.

The county had thre. substantial boroughs in the 1520's, and

Southwark, an extension of the London complex, was fourth in value

in the country. In taxation, it contributed about half of the amount

paid by Iorwioh. A population of 2,000 has been suggested for

Guildford at this time - supported by the market and a staple cloth

industry (Dance, 1958). The location of Parnhaa between two
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topographically different regions probably contributed to its

wealth. Both Kingston and Godalming paid more than £50 in taxation,

and in the case of these two towns and Yarnham, when they are

excluded from their mapping mits, the surrounding villa are found

to be relatively very poor.

The impact of London is clearer than in Kent owing to th.

survival of most of the documentation. North-east Surrey was densely

settled. and. it is possible that the North Downs were the "place of

most resort" for many who belonged economically to London. The

distribution of eurtaxed payments can be seen on the fourth map in

this section, and the returns in adjusted taxation were high for

much of Surrey and extended southward to the Sussex coast. In such

a spread of prosperity, it becomes impossible to distinguish a

London influence from a wider regional trend.

The comparative poverty of the Bagahot Sands of the north-west is

clear, and spread over the border into the hundreds of Eold.shot and

Crondall. The higher level of returns from the heavy clays of the

Yale of Holmesdale suggest that the scarp-foot lands were under

intensive use in order to support such wealth.

The mapping units follow the topographical divisions of th. county

but at the sane time, the boundaries of each unit must coincide with

a parish boundary • Where strip parishes are present, the mapping

units must inevitably out across and include dissimilar tracts of

country. In Surrey, for many parts it is impossible to distinguish

the ohaThiand from the Lower Greensands on the maps. The payments of
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such villages as Wotton may inflate the otherwis. low returns of the

Lower Grsensanda. This is regretab]e, but may not, invalidate the

present regional a tudy. These parts of Surrey depended upon "unity

within diversity" - upon a single economy making use of the variety

•f soil conditions present within the pariah bounds. The villagea

beneath the Downs and Greensands developed all the resources then

available within the neighbourhood.

keys P represents Parnha on the county maps

Go	 GoMIng

Guil&for&

K	 Kingston

S	 Southwark
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SUSSEX

A very ue.fml transcript of the lay subsidies of 1524/5 for

Sussex has recently appeared in print (Cornwall, 1956-.7). Th. wea]tii

of most men can be compared in both years becauss the returns of

1524 and 1525 are given wherever possible. In his Introduction, 1.

Cornwall describes the condition of the various rolls. Ths state of

preservation clearly influences the reliability and fullness of the

documentary evidence. He has resolved many of the indexing problema

in the oounty returns, although further work could. have been

carried out on the rape of Arundel. Unfortunately-, the transcript

contains a number of errors and little help has been given in the

location of some of the place-names found in the lists.

The Cinque Porte were exempt from the normal forms of taxation,

and only the aliens of Hastings, Pevensey, Bye, Seaford and

Winohelsea contributed to the lay subsidy. Th. returns therefore

give no indication of the real prosperity of these ports. The precise

•xtent of the privileged part of Kent and Sussex is rn*nOwU, and th.

compilation of the county maps has beenaord.ingly difficult.

Balverhythe, ifydney and. Northeye may also hays been excluded from the

surveys owing to their association with the live Ports their place—

names are not found in the lists.

The Act also excluded Brighton and Westbourne from the subsidies

of 1524/5 owing to their recent calamities. Brighton, a town of about

96 houses, was attacked by the French in 1514, and sustained

considerable damage (Gardner, 1907, and Gilbert, 1949). In spite of
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the exemption clause in the Act, a defective subsidy list ae been

found for the town in 1525 - a similar list may have been drawn up

in 1524 and silently included under the appropriate hundred xeturns.

Teatbourrie had been severely damaged by fire - a list has not been

discovered for this viii.

The rapes of Sussex were similar in size and purpose to the lathes

of Kent and the "divisions" of Dorset in the subidiee. As is shown

on the county map, two rapes were subdivided, and they have been

given a number in the Gazetteer aM on the sap in order to distinguish

the two halves of each rape. An analysis of the tax returns of Sussex

is not easy. The organisation of the surveys was not uniforsi, and in

some parts of the county, the returns for both years are defective.

L.F. Saisman (1961) commented that "th. officials of the individual

rapes and hundreds acted independently and interpreted, or even

ignored, the wording of the Lot at their own pleasure". The hundreds

were sometimes organised. without recourse to the smaller unite of the

parish and tything.

a. There is a fairly good documentary coverage of the county in the

first year, but a detailed analysis of the returns is hampered by the

fact that often the smallest units in the survey were hundreds.

b. Many more place-names were given in 1525, but a large number of

documents are lost.

Sussex was therefore unevenly surveyed, and a detailed atudy of th.

distribution of wealth and population ii limited. It is difficult to

compare the composition of the subsidy lists in 1334 and. later. Where
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the hund.red returns are complete and. full, about twenty viii. .f

1334 have not been found in the 1520's returns, live of thea are now

"].oat", and Cudiow and Exceat are deserted medieval village. (Eold.en,

1962).

Th. lands around Chichester and. near the month of the River Arun

were very wealthy, with a higher tax yield than in the Hampshire

Basin. Parts of the Sussex and Norfolk coastline enjoyed a similar

level or prosperity. Wealth was unevenly spread., and the returns of

the coastal plain were much higher than those along the cuffed-

shoreline. R.A. Pe].haa (1931) distinguished a number of "mar±ime

agricultural districts" in his study of earlier subsidy surveys.

The central part of the South Downs was poorer than the downiand.

north of Chichester, and west of Eastbourne. Areal changes in land.

use and the importance of sheep-grazing may be found throughout

the medieval period.

The Cinque Ports confuse the patterh of wealth in East Sussex

Their wealth derived from trade and associated industries escaped

survey, and the subsidy returns were based almost entirely on

neighbouring agricultural districts. The Pevensey Levels and the

Romney Marsh had a similar level of taxation in 1524/5.

E.M. Tate. (1954) found a correlation between the level of

taxation and. the quality of the soils in the western parts of Sussex.

Be used a number of early surveys in his study. The richer yule

were also the most fertile farmland, and Dr. Tates concluded. that
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the tax surveys picked out the most attractive parts of the Susssx

countryside. Comparisons of this kind are, however, rarely poesibi..

The first difficulty to be met i. the absence of an entirely

suitable mapping base for the medieval statistics. Strip parishes

are a common feature of many parts of Sussex, end the mapping unite

which follow the parish bounds unavoidably transcend distinctive

topographical areas. It is impossible to compare the returns of

different soils and eoonomis within such inappropriate mapping

unite.

Secondly, men paid taxation upon wealth drawn not only from their

home parishes, but from further afield. Their assessments wore

recorded only in the viii to which they had most resorts The compositior

of these assessments was not given. An inhabitant in the Tale of

Rother might hold investments in the Weald and in the Downs, but there

is no indication of thi. in the tax returns. Many people mast have

held scattered holdings in the dispersed settlements of west Sussex.

Because of the nature of the tax data, we cannot expect the various

landscapes to stand out sharply on the county maps. At best,

differences between the loam, of the Sandgate Beds and Upper Greensands,

and the poor soils of the Folkestone and Bythe Beds wiIl be very

blurred.

In any case, the search for a very detailed relationship between

the wealth and the landscape may be pointless. There were conscious

attempts to weld the contrasting region. into one economic units

sheep were folded on the fields of the plain in winter, and allowed
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to graze on the downiand in summer. The port. of the Sussex coast

were an important factor in the Wea].den timber industry owing to

their insatiable need for ship-building timbers through the century

(Gulley, 1960).

The Wea].den market towns were relatively small in the early

sixteenth century, but communication, between London and the coast

were improving with perhaps some reperouesions on the local economy.

The pattern of the tax returns inntral Sussex is very complicated

the Teald. was poorer than neighbouring parts, and yet there were maIy

surtax payments. Indeed, on the national map of adjusted taxation,

the area was indistinguishable from parts of eastern Surrey.

Mary C. Delaney (1921) and others have emphasised the importance

of the reign of Henry Till as a period of change. Care must be taken

in accepting this view, because it may not be a coincidence that

the documentation of the ioa industry is more plentiful after 1509.

However, D. Crossley (1966) noted that the 1rapid and. systematic

destruction of the forest dates from the reign of Henry Till, when

the extensive development of the Wealden iron industry beganw. 7

the maps, it appears that little headway had been made by the time

of the 1524/5 subsidy surveys.

keya	 C represents Chiohester on the county maps

H	 Hastings

L	 Lewes

H	 Rye

I	 Winohes]ea.
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WARWICESHI

The 1524/5 subsidy has not been previously used in research on

Warwiokshire, and. the reasons are not hard to find. Whilst the

documents of Hemlingford hundred are well-preserved, those of Kineton

are defective and a few viii. cannot be studied in either year. The

task of analysing the surveys i. made more difficult by the very size

of the hundreds - there are about 55 units in lineton hundred and

97 in Knightlow.

The composition of the surveys reflects the settlement pattern

of Warwickehire. P.N. Nicklin (1932) divided the county along the

soarp edge of the Lower Lias upland - to the north 'was the Forest

of Arden and in the south were the champagne lands of the Feldon.

The wooded hundred of Remlingford in Arden was assarted comparatively

late in the medieval period. The grass and corulands of the south

in the hundred of Kineton were characterised by their early nucleated

villages surroundad by open-fields. The difference. in the history

and economy of the settlements may be demonstrated by the distribution

of moated. ha.steada in Warwiokehire. (Roberts, 1962). P.1. Emery (1962)

found that 58% were located in the hundred of Kemlingford, and only

4.5% of the moats in Kineton. The late and dispersed form of settlement

was therefore confined to the northern part of 'Warwiokshire.

The subsidy lists reflect this dichotemy in the settlement pattern.

There are many very small vills in Barliohway and Healingford with

only one or two t4xpayers. Alepath , Ruin Clifford and Little Wi].moote
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have always been minute and. cannot be found even on the modern map.

The surveyors differed in their methods of recording this scatter of

hamlets and. isolated. communities. In some surveys, the sites are

individually listed, in others the place-names are linked in single

lists, and in other oases the returns are included under other yule

in the area. In contrast, the villa of the southern part of the

county were substantial and ry few place-names are linked in the

Tudor returns. Purthermore, the composition of the 1334 and 1520's

lists is similar all the units in 1524/5 for Kineton were present

in the 1334 list.

The scattered homes of the woodland colonisers were not liable to

desertion. LW. Beresford (1945-6) found only nine lost villages in

Bemlingford, whereas there were 42 in Kineton and 33 in Kiiightlow

hundreds. The larger villages of the south fell to the enclosing

landlord and 21 of the 57 wills, present in 1334 and absent in the

later surveys, turn out to be lost villages. The timing and the scale

of desertion may have varied between Warwickshire and the eastern

counties of Linoolnehire and Norfolk. B. Thorpe (1965) notes that,

"Wormleighton had been declining through the (fifteenth) century and.

was ripe for final depopulation". Yet in 1524 it still had 26 tax-

payers. Another lost village, Whitchurch, had thirty taxed persons.

These are far higher returns than lost villages in East &nglia.

Th. distribution of wealth in Warwickshire was much more uniform

than in Woroesterehire. There was an even spread of taxpayers in
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Warwiokahire aM Wiltshire, and the density was near th. national

average. This is interesting because in other ways Warwickebire

was transitional between the wealth of the south-east and north-west

of England. It lies between the marked prosperity of liorthamptonahire

and Oxfordabire, and the poverty of Shropehire and Staffordshire,

The returns of the Edgehill Fringe may reflect th. importance of

the feld.on-type of agriculture in the economy of the county. Th.

higher returns of the Avon valley may be an upstream projection of the

wealth of the Yale of Evesham. On the other hand, the East Warwick

Plateau of the north was much poorer and epitomises the late

development and backwardness of the leuper Marl lands overlain with

glacial deposits.

The concept of an economic water-shed in England can be examined

in the light of the distribution of taxation. R.A. Peiham (1938) said

that the watershed should be set further west than Warwickahire. The

Severn was used less than might have been expected, and Birmingham

had. closer links with the east than with Bristol and Gloucester. The

villages of Birmingham and its neighbours had much smaller tax returns

than the textile towns of Suffolk or Wiltshire, but in the context of

the West Midlands they were important. A tanning industry was being

developed in Birmingham in conjunction with woollen manufacture and

metal work (Gill, 1952). Coventry was the fourth moat important centre

in the country, and completely overshadowed other Midland centres - as

can be seen on the second national map. Coventry had "long been the

most important manufacturing centre in this part of the kingdom"
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(Court, 1938), and it is unfortunate that we cannot more precisely

define its sphere of influence from the øubeidy surveys.

Professor Thorpe has written of the interaction of town and

country in the feldon economy. Perhaps the presence of Coventry

encouraged the settlement of a number of very prosperous people in

that part of Warwiokehire. A pastoral industry may have been

encouraged by the nearby concentration of population in Coventry.

keys C represents Coventry on the county maps

V
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WILTSHIRE

G.D. Ramsey (1954) edited two taxation surveys of the sixteenth

century, but no transcriptè were taken from the 1520's returns. This

is surprising in view of th. relatively good coverage of the county

only a few hundreds have incomplete or confused returns.

A number of interesting documents survive for Wiltshire:

1. A few pre-revisect lists of the first survey have been discovered -

they are the "A" lists" described in Chapters 2 and 8. Th. early

surveys of the hundreds of Chalke, Dunworth and Heytesbury give

r easons for the reduction of some assessments since the time of the

loan and demonstrate a close relationship between the vel of

assessment in the loan and in the early work on the first subsidy

returns.

2. Another class of document is extant for St Peters in Marlborough,

Lyneham abbey and He].marton. Names of taxpayers with their oontributio3

were given, together with an indenture dated the last day of

November 1525. The lists may have been drawn up as a guide to the

petty-collectors when they collected the taxation. Assessments were

not included in the list entries - they would have been of no interest

to the collectors of the tax.

3. The entries of servants in the second survey are separately lieted.

in the hundreds of Aineebury and Ramsbury. In Marlborough's second

survey, servants, labourers and journeymen were identified and.

written apart from the rest of the taxpayers.

Th. hundred struoture of Wiltshire was most complicated - as can
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be seen from the county map. There were many detached parishes, and.

some viii. ad.ministrativeiy belonged to Wiltshire but were many

miles from the county border in Berkshire.

There were about 427 villa in the Wiltshire li.t. and the

place-names of another 152 units in 1554 were missing. Some of these

absent villa are deserted ndieva1 villages, but moat have always

been small and are represented on the ground today by a few

buildings. Others are small parts of loosely spread settlents along

such streams as the Wylye. Surprisingly, there were only 34 fresh

place-names in the Tudor lists - which was a relatively small increase

in view of the size of the county.

Western Wiltshire played a vital part in the West Country textile

industry and "throughout the reign of Henry Till London looked to

western Wiltshire as one of its chief sources of supply for fine

white woolleus"(E. Kerridge, 1951 and E].eanora Carus-Wilson, 1959).

It is not easy to correlate the distribution of taxation with

developments in the textile industry. G.D. Rantaay (1945) noted that

"the boundaries of this great textile area were neither stable nor

clear-cut", but as expected, the hundreds of Melksbam and Chippenhaa

were among the most prosperous parts of the county. There were also

high returns from the woollen centres following the Wylye toward

Salisbury in the south. It may be noted that wealth was more esuly

spread through the countryside of Wiltshire than in the Suffolk

textile area.
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The distribution of taxpayers in the county was surprisingly

even, and the density was about average for south-east England. This

is interesting in view of the industrial development which was then

taking place. Progress seems to have been possible with an almost

normal density of population. The prevalence of the so-called

domestic system may help to explain this feature. "Large scale

ent2prise and the small free craftsmen competed side by sideW,

and wealth was not concentrated either in a few towns or the hands

of a small number of men.

The Salisbury region was very wealthy, and. the city was among the

six most prosperous centres in the country. LG. Hoskins (1959)

noted that Salisbury and Wilton reached their zenith at this time

- producing the lighter kersies and coloured cloths. It is clear

from the maps that this regional prosperity was continued southward

into the Avon valley of Fordingbridge in Hampshire.

It would be wrong to think of wealth solely in terms of textiles.

Marlborough, Aldbourne and Ogbourne St George contribu;ed more than

£50 in tax. They were richer than all the well-known textil, centres

in the west of the county. This may merely show that most of the

wealth of the north-east was confined to the market centres whereas

in the west, industry was more dispersed. On the other hand, the

dairying industry was important, and the northern border was famous

cheese-country. The butter-famous vale of Wardour in the south-west

should also be mentioned.

Salisbury Plain was famous sheep-and-corn country, and the region
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had an average return for southern England. E.Kerridge (1959)

noted the heavy investment made by some very rich landowners in the

Downs. "Capitalism achieved its greatest development in regions of

th. open field". The maps illustrate the importance of the surtax

payers in the economic structure of the area.

There could be two reasons for a high level of assessment in the

returns of Wiltshire. The Exchequer may have suspected the county

a a centre of prosperity, and may therefore have taken greater pains

over the surveys. As a result, the maximum amount of money would have

been extracted from the inhabitants. There are other grounds for

explaining the high level of payment. Advanced agriculture.2.ruatained

a large number of market towns and the textile industry had. a

country-wide fame. In the Ught of the subsidy surveys, Professor

Eoakina thought the wealth of the county had slipped since 1337.

Whatever the truth of this remark, Wiltshire made a very large

contribution to the lay subsidies in 1524 and 1525.

keys A represents Aldbouxne on the county maps.

Dv	 Devizes

M	 Marlborough

0	 Ogbourne St George

S	 New Salisbury

V	 Wilton
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RCESTERSHThE

Although a number of lay subsidy rolls were transcribed &t the

opening of the century, the 1520's returns were not among them

(Worcester, 1893). This may have been due to the problem of handling

the defective and confused rolls. The first survey of Worcester is

lost, and the second is incomplete. The lists of Balfshire are

very defective and viii totals were not given in either year. The

lists of Blackenhuret hundred are disregarded in the Gazetteer

because even the most cautious reading of the membranes would be

too dangerous to employ.

All these problems are worsened by the immense size of some of

the hundreds. I(any of the hundreds in the West Midlands were taat

in area, and. Oewaldsiow hae 109 villa. This increases the tedious

task of sorting the pieces of defective membrane into their correct

order.

An analysis of the returns i. limited in another way. The hundred

structure of Worceatershire is extremely complex, and there are many

detached parishes. In addition, there have been many changes in

the county border with Warwickahire and Gloucestershire. The

confused administrative pattern and the defectiveness of the material

made it very difficult to locate taxpaymenta on the county map.

Some of the returns on the maps have been interpolated in the

area, of Blaokenhurst and Haifshire hundreds.

The loss of returns frequently prevents a comparison of the
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place-names in 1334 and. the 1520'. survey.. In the earlier list, many

places were silently included as "cua meuibris" of other villa. In

this way, Inkberrow probably included the units of Edgiock, the

Knightons, Bolberrow and. Norbury in 1334 - they are named in the

1520 '.. Many isolated and. small sites must have been too poor, or too

insignificant, to be identified in national taxatIon lists. The

dispersed settlements made only an intermittant appearance in th.

surveys. Wadborough, for example, had only a farm and a moat through

most of it. history, and Wichenford. was little larger.

The poorly preserved documents give an inadequat, picture of the

distribution of wealth in Worceetershire. The most roaperoua

hundred, Blackenhurst, has lost all its survey lists.

The high returns of the Avon valley may reflect the attractive

aoile and. a distinctive economy (Gaut, 1939). There were some

similarities with the returns of the Wreake valley of Leicestershire.

Th. yield in taxation fell markedly away from the valley lands toward

the higher grounds of the Cotewolde. The northern parts of the

county were poorer .till, but appreciably wealthier than the

counties further north along the Welsh borderland. A north-south

belt of land may be distinguished where the yield on assessments

of lass than £20 was well above average.

reys	 I represents Worcester on the county maps.
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YORKSHIRE

EAST RIDING

The commissioners in each county submitted a list of taxpayers,

with their assessments and contributions in tax, to the Exchequer

(see Chapter 2). One example can be studied in the Frontpiece of this

work. In 1524, however, Buokroee and Dickering wapentakes sent a

certificate with only the names of the tax vills and their contribution

No other documentation has been found, and. in 1525 Buckrose compiled

another rudimentary list. The returns suggest that this part of

Yorkshire failed to carry out the subsidy surveys in an orthodox

mimer. It was most noticeable in 1524/5 because the Exchequer

required for the first time full and detailed lists for auditing

and storage in London.

The Exchequer needed detailed taxation acounts in order to check

the level of assessment. In yorkshire, this seems a reasonable

requirement. There is clear-idence of underassessment, and comparison

may be made with the lay subsidy returns of 1543/5. Although the

survey was slightly less comprehensive, there were m&y more taxpayers

-proving that a large proportion of the population escaped taxation

in the 1520's.

Owing to the poor state of documentation, it is difficult to

analyse the returns of Barthill and Holderness wapentakes. However,

the names and wealth of individual taxpayers can be read, and. the

surveys were much more orthodox in their presentation. Reasons for

decay in assessment were given for some entries in ringeton upon Hull
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in 1525. Eowever, if the lists are compared with those of 1543/5,

there are still signs of tax avoidance in the 1520' a. We must

conclude that the pattern of administration in the East Riding was

very different from that intended by the Crown and parliament when

they drew up the terms of the Act of Subsidy.

Since most people did, not pay tax in the 1520's surveys, a

comparison of the lists of 1334 and 1524/5 may not be 'very meaningful.

In Biokrose and. Dioke*ing, all the villa present in 1334 and absent

in the 1520's have been identified as deserted medieval villages

(Beresford, 1951-2). Coastal erosion in the years since 1534 may be

the reason for the absence of Frismarsh, Tharlesthorpe and Withernsea

in the Thdor returns (Sheppard, 1912). The villa which appeared for

the first time in 1524/5 had typically small returns.

We can learn very little from the lay subsidy returns of the East

Riding. The names of taxpayers were not given in two of the wapentakea,

and the 'ill payments oannot be analysed. The surveys are poorly

preserved for the two largest wapentakes, and finally there is

evidence of a significant degree of underaaseasment in the entire

Riding. We cannot compare the number of taxpayers of the East Riding

with other parts of the country, and thereby accurate1y compare the

total populations. Indeed, the relative distribution of taxation in

the Riding itself may give a very imperfect idea of the true state

of the economy and society.

Beverley has the appearance of a prosperous market town in the
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centre of a relatively wealthy agricultural region. Th. Vale of York

had the densest population of taxpayers, and surtaxed. payments are

more numerous. This part of Yorkshire has been likened in its history

of enclosure to the Midland Clays of Oxfordahire and Warwickahire

(Bereeford, 1950). Although the basis of wealth may have been similar,

the revenue of these northern lands was much lower. Further, there

was little development on the waterlogged and sterile lands along

the rivers and around the estuary. There was little change in this

region until after the medieval period (Palmer,1966).

The wolda had. exceptionally low returns. Ecclesiastical ownership

may have caused widespread exemptions Many men with investments in

the wolds may have lived in other part. of the country, but even the

shepherd of the deserted medieval villages and the bulk of the

labourers elsewhere were missing from the surveys. Not only was there

poverty in the voids, but there was also considerable underassessnient.

Hull had very high returns, and. in some ways rivalled York in its

wealth. R. Davis (1964) described this period in Hull's history as one

of short-lived recovery. "after 1520, with the falling away of the

remaining wool trade, Hull's ships took an e,en smaller share in

Hull's overseas traffic". The size of the tax return may suggest there

were important sources of wealth away from the quayside.

keys B represents Beverley on the Biding maps

IH	 Kingston upon Hull

I	 York.
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YORKSWTfiE

NORTh RIDING

Th. subeidy survey. of Lancashire and the North Riding are the

least reliable of any county in England. A comparison with the

returns of 1543/5 proves there was widespread underasseesment and

evasion of payment during the 1520's.

There is plenty of evidence that the surveyors did. not follow the

procedure as laid down by the Lots

1. There were standardised returns in the lists of Bulmer wapentake.

In 1525, there were internal readjustment. in each viii so as to

ensure that a similar payment was made in both years of the survey.

2. The lists of East and test Rang were as rudimentary as those of

Buck.ros. and. Dickering in the East Riding. The names and details of

individual taxpayers were not given. In th4 light of underasseesment,

the failur, to furnish full and detailed list. of the distribution

of taxation is interesting. The Exchequer needed this information in

order to check the reliability and. level of as8eeament. The local

commissioners chose not to give this help to the Exchequer.

3. There were very few wage-earners in the Riding lists there were

none In Weet Gilling. The importance of their exclusion may be

discovered in a comparison with the 1543/5 subsidy returns. In the

latter survey, a very high proportion of the taxpayers was assessed

for £1 and £2.

Some of the surveys are in poor condition, and many vill totals

must bealcuiated for the purpose of the Gazetteer. The almost

identical hate of LR.ngbargh and Whitby in 1524 end 1525 helped in the
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analysis of their returns. The membranee of Scarborough are in a very

poor condition.

Very many place-names in the 1334 and. 1543/5 survey lists were

absent in the 152018 returns. This may have been due to the exclusion

of so many adults in 1524/5, and many of the smaller viii. may have

been deemed. too poor for inclusion, or were silently included under

the names of neighbouring units. Some names were excluded owing to

the abnormal structure of the returns of East and West Hang.

71 of the 170 deserted medieval villages in the Biding have been

found in the lists. Many were linked with other viii., but in view

of the low assessments throughout the Riding, the lost villages do

not sand out for their poverty. The people most vulnerabl• to eviction

were probably left out of the survey lists, and for thi. reason,

the incidence of settlement desertion had litti. impact upon the

subsidies of 1524/5.

The North Biding was at the lowest end of the mapping scale.

These were the northern fringes - characterised by their extreme

poverty in the eyes of the remainder of the country. It may not

be a coincidence that underassesement is moat clearly visible

in the returne of the same area. Such an unrealistic assessment

of wealth may have been tolerated only because the North Riding

was inherently remote and poor.

Variations in taxation within the Riding may give some idea of

the internal distribution of wealth. The lists are useless for

tracking down the density of population because the returns are
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absolutely inalequate. The western parts have very low returns,

oomparable with similar Pennine country in the West Riding.

The North York Moors stand out for their poverty, and. the

northern fringe of lowlands had an above average return.

keys K represents Richmond on the Biding maps

S	 Scarborough

Y	 York
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YORKSHIRE

WEST RIDfl1

The City of York and. the wapentaic. of Ainaty are included in this

section, although they were treated separately from the Biding

divisions in the surveys. All the villa in the wapentake of Eworosa

in 1334 were absent in the 1520'. returns. They were Austwiok,

Bentham, Burton, Clapham, Dent, Horton, Ingleton, Sedbergh and

Thornton. It is not clear whether they were exempted on account of

their poverty, or through an "accidental" omission. They were not

specifically excluded by the Act and. it is significant that this

area was very reluctant to make a payment to the subsidy of 1513

(Schofield, 1963).

A number of transcripts have appeared for the Riding and the

City of York and Ainsty (Cartwright, 1673 and. Peacock, 1875-6).

Some wapentakea were broken down into unidentified divisions in the

surveys, and have been given a number in the Gazetteer in order to

di.tingLliah them.

The surveys vary in their nature and apparent reliability.

1. In the wapentaka of Staincliffe and Ewcrosa, most of the taxpayers

paid aimilar sums of money in 1524 and 1525. There may have been

some standardisation in the viii returns, because although moat villa

had. slightly fewer entries in the second. year, the amount of tax

paid was identical. There may not have been an accurate reassessment

in 1525.
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2. The commissioners and assessors misunderstood the Act in some areas

Wage-earners are rarely found in the hate, and the scale of

taxation on assessments of £2 and less was frequently misinterpreted.

Assessment figures were omitted from some of the surveys. On the

other hand, many occupations were given in the Strafforth and

Tickhifl entries, and. the social structure of such upits as Doncaster

may be deduced from the layout of the lists.

The documentary coverage of the Biding isery good, and the

wapentake of Claro has the most defective returns. A few viii. are

unidentified in the torn and illegible membranes. Only 35 yule
were present in 1334 and absent in the 1524/5 surveys. Since there

are 548 units in the Gazetteer, this is a surprisingly small

proportion. The number of townships first found in the lists of

the 1520'. ii similarly low.

The exclusion of the poorest section of the population - the

wage-earners - limits the use of the subsidies in settlement study.

38 of the 73 deserted medieval villages in the Riding have bsen

found in both the 1334 and. 1520'. returns. A further three lost

village names have been found only in e h survey.

LB. Smith (1962) made considerable use of the lay subsidy

returns in his detailed examination of north country society during

this period. He found the subsidy lists "the only possible means of

analysing the wealth of actual residents in the Biding". Through

the 1543/5 subsidies and estate material, he could study the economic
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and social structure of the Riding's population. The 1524/5 surveys

are much less useful owing to the widespread exclusion of the wage-

earner.

The 1520's returns are useless in a study of the distribution of

total population, since the poorest section of the population was

excluded. However, since these people owned so little wealth, their

absence from the surveys may 4ot significantly affect the relative

distribution of wealth as deduced from the taxation lists. There are,

for example, a similar number of surtax payments in the southern

part of the Riding and. in the west Midlands.

For this reason, a map of the distribution of taxation may be

very useful, and one is in print (Foreter, 1967). The map is based

upon the taxation map included in this county eection, and has been

compiled from the West Riding section of the Gazetteer. The returns

of the Vale of York may reflect a reasonably prosperous farming

economy, and. the payments of the Magne4i Limestone country were

relatively high. The miserable level of taxation in the western

uplands is more akin to the uplands of Lancashire and Derbyshire

than the countryside of southern Yorkshire.

The surveys came at a transitional period in the Riding's history.

The impetus of the xtile industry was moving from Y ork and Ripon

into the remote oentres of Leeds, Wakefield, Bradford and Ha1fax.

Perhaps, "this decline of the cloth-making industry and. the

international commerce of York's merchants" may be noted in the

unremarkable tax returns of the City (Sellars, 1897 and Bartlett,

1959-60).
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The returns of Leeds end. Pontefract were as distinctive in their

regional setting as those of Birmingham within Bemlingford h2nd.red..

Surtax was not often paid, but the proportion of "middle-men" is

striking. These may have been the men who initiated industry in the

teetile centres and the cutlery industry of Hallaiaehire. G.C.F. Forsta

wrot.,"by the l520s the growth of the textile industry had spread

wealth through the valleys and uplands west and south of Leeds, which

no longer stood on the western periphery of a thriving agricultural

district, but at the junction of prosperous agricultural and textile

areas". These observationa were based on the distMbution of

taxation in 1524/5.

This industrial development, remarkable though it was for the

north of England, was very different in scale and character from

the textile centres of Suffolk and the Vest Country. This may

explain why the Biding remained free of trade regulations by the

government (Hewart, 1900). In the eyes of London, the north was

still of little value and much inferior to the prosperous

countryside of south Devon and the East Midlands.

keys P represents Pontefract on the Riding maps

Y	 York
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